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ENTERTAINMENTS.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Wednesday evening,
♦

LECTURE

Subject—“Eeeson*

lOtli,

Dec.

KV

CONWELL,

RUSSELL II.

COL.

The Ladies of the First Baptist Society will
hold their Annual Christmas Sale and Festival in
their Vestry, Comer Wilmot and Congress Streets, on
Wednesday and Thursday afternoon* and
evening*. Dec. 19th and 30th* Useful and
Fancy Articles suitable for Christmas Gifts; a table
and
lor the Children; nice Christmas Candies
Flowers will be for sale. Oysters, Ice Cream, Coffee
and Refreshments of all kinds for sale during the
decI7d3t*
evening.

H ALL,

CITY

ol

Travel.

Concert by Chandlcr’a Band previous to Lecture.
Tickets 50 cents, including reserved seat, to be
obtained at Stockbridge’a Music Store and at the
door. Doors ox>en at 6.31); Music at 7.15; Lecture
at 7.45.de!3dlw

Emblems,

Christinas

Holiday Presents, Oyster Supper,

masquerade prize
Grand
Army and Navy Hall, THURSDAY EVE-

at

AT

—

NING, Dec. 20th. Prizes

—

VESTRY,
and Evening.
Afternoon
Wednesday

to the beBt dancers and for
the beBt and most comical costume present. Prizes,
Tiz:—Gold Ring for the best Gent dancer; ditto for
the best Lady dancer. A Present lor the richest costume. The order will contain 18 dances, and the
best of music will be in attendance. A. L. CORLISS
Prompter. March to commence at 84 o’clock.—

PLYMOUTH

Supper

25

centa.de!8d2t*

The Ladies of S». Pawl’s
Guild

Ticket* 75 Cents, admitting Gent and Lady.
del4
jIw

MU 810

Church

will hold a
Chrulmas sale afnnelal and fancy articles

HALL.

AT

—

—

RECEPTION BALL ON

Thursday Afternoon

Saturday Evening, Dec. 22d,

and Evening Dec 20.

Admission free
Refreshments served at all hours
dec!8d3t*

Grand Graeco-Roman Wrestling ffiatclL CHRISTMAS
AT

—

Miller

vs

Bauer.

Bolton.
Atfhiisslon to the Hall
The managers reserve the
of tickets.

130

The

Committee.

order
mark

Holidays,

Blacking Boxes, Dining Chairs, &o.

cents.

•

Please call. Don’t mind the nice Furniture in the
window tbat can be bought lower than you can purchase second hand at other places.

JESm

CAKi

130

Street.

Exchange

nox!2

Jewelry

dtf

—

CARD.

A

ho given at City Hall
Tier. ‘lTlh.

Assisted by Mr. Tom Carl, Tenor; Mr. G. Veidi,
Baritone; Mr. G. A. Conlev. Basso: Mr. Alfred
H. Pease, Pianist; S. Behrens, Conductor.

ef

On the 17th

December

-we

shall open at onr NEW STORE,
under Preble House, a fine line ot
MEN’S FANCY FURNISHINGS lor
the Holidays, embracing all the
New York Holiday Novelties in
Fine Neck Wear, Silk Handkerchiefs, New York Silk Suspenders,
Handkerchief Boxes, Silk UmWe shall still conbrellas, Ac,
tinue onr store on Middle Street,
where may be found a splendid
assortment of everything in our
line, and we assure the public
that all who favor us with a call
will find the finest display ot FINE
FURNISHINGS ever shown In

be

Sale will be
Thursday morning, Dec. 13th, at 9 A. M.
decll
dtd

New Store, New Goods

Gifts I

Toys

in great variety.
Fancy Confectionery,
Mew Figs, Mew Dates,
Sweet Cnba Oranges,
Sweet Florida Oranges,

Bananas,
Malaga Graves,
Pears, five choice varieties,
Modhead and Snow Apples.
Muts of all kinds,

Pinf-.#»A

NppIt

bow

as

the

HILL

Lowest at the

GO.,

241 Middle St.. & 4S3
decl3

H.

Cushman,

CONGRESS

dislw

TROT FORTH HIS GOODS

MERINO

AND THE

LANTERNS

AMAZED AND

MERINO

White Boots and

PALMEI|.f

537
oc22

VESTS"

AND

dtde25

IF

thirty days for little
no profit, in order to

VESTS

AND

€.

AND

VESTS

PANTS

CO.,

Congress Street.
dtf

UNDER

MARKET
dels

Pro-

PORTLAND.
del2

WATjj

Mainsprings
Case spr

Birds, Birds.

CANARY BIRDS,

Sensible

—jpg! IHl'OBTED FBOM—

New Years or Christmas Gifts for

Boys

HARTZ MOUNTAIN,

Dec 15

gs

far

or

Girls:

ECONO MI CAL

Yew Bay*, «*•

Clocks and Jewelry
at very low price*.

1.00
.75

of all kinds repaired

declS

Slrunhe*

R. A. Stanton, Attorney-at-Law, of Norwich,,

century.”
Hon. Douglas Boardman, Justice Snpreme Court,

Fisk, Clark & Flagg

“I have found it a very valuable writing
machine. My clerk who does most of my copying,
writes with it much taster than with a pen in
making a single copy. I’The public will remember
that by the manifold process, two or twenty copies
can be made at once, in the time it takes to write
one.—Agent.] I thiug it will prove ot great service
to all personshaving much writing or copying to do.”
Machines on sale, copying done, and instruction
given at the General Office, Centennial Block,
where the “Type-Writer” can bo seen in operation.
dec!7d3t_MERRITT C. BEALE, Agent.
writes:

The Best Kid Gloves,
The Best Dogskin Gloves,
The Best Driving Gloves.
The Best Coaching Gloves.
AT

KETAIL EVBBYWHIBE,

Holiday
—

Farrin«l#a Block.

FOR

CHRISTMAS.
You

can

$1.00,

at

get

a

270

Double Windows tor Sale.
of a dozen double windows for
ventilators. Erica reasonable.

with

at

1

25
Headquarter.,
oc23

PIECES.
2f Market Square.
U2ia

For $4. and upwards,
EASY

AND

RECEPTION

CHAIRS, PATENT ROCK*
ERS,
PEDESTALS,
&C.
&C.,
H3?”CaU and

Me n«

before ran purebnee.

Deane Bros.

Holiday Goods
FROM NEW YORK.
ot

HOLIDAY GOODS
—

IN

—

1.35

offered in Portland just
received from New York,
and will be sold

50
1.75
1.50

25 Per Gent Less

2,50

«

ever

35
30

than last year’s prices.

2.00

Nice Picture in

a

middle

8x10 framo for

Street
dim

GEORGE~~HUDSON,
d2w

Retailing

482

eodly

neatly and promptly repaired. Sum of tbe Gold
auWtt
Boot.
IRVING J, BROWN.

at

DIARIES

1878

Wholesale price. Call early while the
assortment is large.

Congress St„ 'Opp. the Preble
Sisn of the Gold Pen.

Boots & Shoes
very

to

and see these beautiful
GOODS whether they wish to buy
come

STORE,

Carlton Kimball,
495

oc3

WHOLE

]

d3m

NEWSPAPERS or Wrap,
ping Purpom, 50c a hundred or,throe
hundred lor 3l.OU, at thu Office

Congress St.,

JUST ABOVE PREBLE HOUSE.
dec!3d6t

C. E. BEAN.

SWEETSEII & HULL’S

Oilers at

NEW STORE,
398

Congress

oc21

Wholesale Prices.

WOOL BLANKETS,

Street.

Handkerchiefs in Fancy Boxes,
2-button Kid Gloves, Ladies’ and Gents’ Fur-

nishing Goods,

dly

Free Exhibition I

kC&'Ci, &c„

We invite the Inspection of onr fricnds.to onr large
carefully selected Btock of Useful analBeautiful
Articles. In

Sensible, Substantial, Suitable Goods

Seasonable.

and

have goods from

some

tor

HOLIDAY PRESENTS

of the most noted Potterie
Wo have

BRONZES, PLATED WARE,

—

in great variety. For Choice Inexpensive
Pre»cat», the market oilers nothing
to popular and acceptable.

&

DOUGLASS.

de!7<13t

•

...
men’s Winter Gloves
■
men’s Wool mitts, hand knit
men’s Winter Caps

Please call early and often,
dectlcod3w

IMCEMNPlS
*JSe

75c
50c
73c
43c

73c

Full line Kid Gloves and mitts, Buck

Gloves, Ac.,

at

—

PORTLAND.

"ECONOMISE,”
Boyi’ Wooleu ITIitis and Gloves
Boys’Cloth Gauntlets, kid palm*
•
Boys’ Winter Caps

AT

549 Congress treet.

Bohemian Ware, &c.i &c.

HAYES

the

UNDERWEAR!

dtf

tion was over, the moment defamation ceased to be of any party value all these investigations came to an inglorious end. While
the election was going on, the Naval Committee of the House kept doling out from their
secret hoard of testimony, dreadful intimations of the wickedness of Secretary Robeson,
sub-committees with pomp and circumstance,
and at the public expense, issued forth to
every point of the compass and summoned
witnesses and held conclaves.
When the
Presidential votes were in, and the political
campaign over, the committee after a decent
interval to break the fall, announced that
really they couldn’t tell whether the Secretary
ought to be impeached or not. The points were
so very fine that
nothing short of the lofty
legal talent of the Judiciary Committee was
equal to the occasion, and thereupon they
recommended that the testimony be turned
over to them.
And so in the fulness of time
the Judiciary Committee bent their powerful minds upon Robeson and reported
that, although Robeson might have been
rather wicked, he could not be impeached.
And so after spending hundreds of thousands
of dollars the farce came to an end. But it
served its purpose. Nobody but Belknap
and Pendleton had been exposed or had been
guilty; but the public mind had been filled
with a vague fear that corruption was In
possession of the land and partisan purposes
were almost’achieved—a Democratic President came very near being elected by slander
Of the Other Side. And thns thn mnttnr
rested until the beginning] of this Congress.
Then the Democrats, remembering how they
had bedaubed the country with their last
year’s mud volcano and having another contest on hand, bethought themselves of their
old weapon, and Mr. Glover of Missouri tried
day after dav to introduce the same old
drag net resolution of last session. Any one
who examines the Record will see that he
never dared to introduce it in any
way that
would give opportunity for discussion. At
last, seizing a chance in the confusion of a
pending adjournment, he slipped it in and
had it referred to the Committee on Ways
and Means, the spotless character of the
chairman of which, Fernando Wood by
name, was ample guaranty of the fate of the
resolution. There it slumbered until the last
day but one before the adjournment, when
Mr. Wood pulled it from its hiding place and
attempted to force it upon the House.
Of course nobody would
or
conld
object to any honest investigation of
the present administration or its predebut
an
honest investigation,
cessor,
by such a Democratic House as we
have, is of course ont of the question. Let any
man think for an instant of Fernando
Wood,
ex-Mayor of New York, investigating the integrity of John Sherman,or of Sam Cox, fresh
from the practices of Tammany and illustrations of Launcelot Gobbo, invading the department of state and interrogating Evarts!
As for Heister Clymer, his dreadful misfortune in stumbling over Pendleton while he
was hunting Belknap, has so shattered his
nerves that the tearful condition he was in
about Belknap is said to have become
chronic.
If any distinct and responsible accusations
had been made, and it had been proposed to
ask any set of men in whom the country had
confidence to examine any charges, we should
have been sorry to see Congress vote down
the proposition; but the country at this time
would have little patience with the repetition
of the spectacle of 1876—a whole session of
Congress wasted in the vain attempt to
blacken men simply because they belonged to
the opposite party. What Congress needs to
do now is,not to send for persons and papers
and waste the time of its committees in manufacturing cheap political capital, but to bestir
itself to save the public credit, to restrain the
rapacious ex-confederate In his raids upon the
public treasury and to see that the finances
of the country take honest shape, and that
the whole business of a nation is not prostrated for the benefit of silver mine owners
already wealthy beyond computation.
Two shoe firms had a dispute in regard to
quantity of goods purchased, and many
sharp letters passed between them. The
complainant sent the letters to the Shoe and
Leather Reporter for publication. The Reporter declines to publish them, and sets
forth very clearly in reply the functions of
the press in such matters. It says of the
complainant: If he had been a subscriber
and reader of the paper he would have known
that there were no circumstances nnder
which matter of that kind could be admitted
Into our columns, except as an advertisement. It happened that he was not; neither
was the firm with whom his dispute was being maintained. But he has written us a
second time inquiring, with a surprise which
does not seem to be at all afTected, the reasons of our refusal to make room for his communication. He shall have them: In the first
place, such disputes possess no interest for the
general reader; their importance is confined
mainly to the individuals engaged in them.
In the second place, they are not conducive to
the spirit of good-fellowhsip and friendliness
which it is alike our duty and our pleasure to
inculcate; and, in the third place, it does not
comport with the diguity nor with the circumspection which should characterize the
conduct of a newspaper, to make its columns
•he means of perpetuating and aggravating

entire slock for a
few days at prices that will sell
them for cash.
our

MAHER, Charles Custis & Co.,
no!7

CUU1U
get me
moment the elec-

imrcsugaiuis

private quarrels.

We offer

Ziowost Prices.

Opposite Postofflce.

«uu

a

Toitet Quilts, Fancy Towels,
Table Covers. Napkins;

opposite City Hall, is new the GREAT
EMPORIUM for Ladies’ Fancy Goods,
Dress and Cloak Trimmings, Hosiery,
Gloves &c. Ton can save money by purchasing from them, for, although their
goods are new and fresh, they sell at the
very lowest prices.

we

—

CANDIED of oar own manufacture, at
wholesale or retail.
We invite one and all to call at No. 571 Congress
Street and examine our stock before purchasing elsewhere. Come early and avoid tho rush which we are
always sure to have just before Christmas.

1878
decll

CHANDLER’S MILITARY BAND,

Rest

For $2.00 and upwards,

CERAMICS

We have just received a new lot of Christmas Toys
Games, <&c., which we otter at hard time prices.
We also have constantly on hand FRESH

BROWN’S PHOTOGRAPH ROOMS;
decl

AND

Goods

CONFECTIONERY.

dlw

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.

Foot

in the world.

dec!7dot

28 EXCHANGE STREET.

$3.00

dlw

writes: “I like the “Typo-Writer” better and better
It saves time, labor, stationery and drudgery; is
practical, pleasant to use, always ready, and a
necessity in every law office,”
Gov. Howard, of R. I., says:
“We have the
“Type-Writer” and are entirely satisfied with it.
When I saw the advertisement of the machine
originally, I had little taith in it. An examination
surprised me, but not so much as the practical working has. We have no trouble whatever with it. and
it is almost constantly in operation. I thing that it
must rank with the great beneficial inventions of the

443 CONGRESS ST..

Canary Birds, Bull Finches Gold
OlJw Finches, Linnets, Chaffinches,
Blackbirds, &c., lor sale lor a lew day*. at 00
Exchange Street.

For $2.00 and upwards.

Useful and Ornamental Articles

Additional •‘Type-Writer” Testimonials.

H. I. Nelson & Co.’s,

FINE

BASKETS

The most elegant line

STREET.

MIDDLE

dec8

Birds, Birds, Birds.

nollkltf

dtt

dec!3

Holiday Goods for all at

EXCHANGE STREET.

consisting
ASET
sale, part
Applv

ME.

PORTLAND,

SQUARE,

216

$1.00

“
«

—

500 FINE SINGING

35

“

JUST THE THING

deed it

Christmas Presents for Ladies and
Gentlemen.

No.

HOUSE,

HALL'S RUBBER

HES

Cleaned and Warranted,|for
“

■---—-

Between Preble House and U. S. Hstel.

For $1.50.

or not.

CITY MADE GLOVES

No. IS Market Square,

UBEAT VARIETY, nt

a

PREBLE

Gutta Percha for Show Ball Shoes for Horses, the best thing ever
used, with full directions lor using, at

Randolph Boynton.

FANCY AND PLAIN CONFECTIONS
—

BOQUET TABLES

Every one is cordially invited

The best in the World for Gentlemen’s
Wear Are The

AT

MARBLE TOP

& €0.

...

au28dtf

C. 0, HUDSON’S,

New Ties,
New Ituchinprs,
New Handkerchiefs,

GBEiT BARGAINS

FISK

Men’s Pure Gum Boots
Men’s Common Boots
,
Men’s Arctic Overshoes
Men’s Rubber Overshoes
.
...
Boys’ Rubber Boots
Xouths’ Rubber Boots
Ladies’ Rubber Shoes
...
Misses’ Rubber Shoes
......
Men’s Rubber Coats

fltf

GlovesI Gloves! Gloves!

—

Exchange St.

Poly tlxo World.

LOWEST PRICES 2

Opposite PreWe Hoase. 482 Congress St

Fresh Every Day

51

AT

them.

decl3

DEANE BROS’.

MONEY

Boots and Shoes

Holiday Gifts !

see

Holiday Goods

FANCY' WORK

RUBBER

1877.

ALL SORTS OF

Warranted Pare and

of tto 'best qualities and the best assortment to be
lound.

at

wo

D. B.

dtt

FIRST PREMIUMS

[-IW

PEOPLE.

VALUE YOUR

YOU

For Low Prices

living J.Brown.

Don’t fail to Call and

FOR THE HOLIDAYS !

CORSETS,
MEW PAMMIERS,

Will be

NAMED.

THE

to Washington and tell it, to be scattered
broadcast over the country. What the character ot the witnesses was nobody knew or
seemed to care. The demand for slander was
great, and the supply, as always happens in
such cases, was equal to the demand. Up to
the very date of the election the public mind
by the aid of Democratic and “independent”
newspapers was so drugged that no truth as
to the wickedness and gross malice of these
miutijoco

COME AND SEE
THE MANY
GREAT BARGAINS we are otterto enable us to reduce our stock. Bear in mind that we have reduced our prices from 25 to 40 per cent, and

PANTS

THE BEST !

MEW

Birds,

& Co.,

ing

reduce my winter stock.
421 Congress Street, Sign
of the Gold Boot, first
door east of First Parish
Church,

aul6

PRICES I

rue piiDiic snouia wear in mina inni uvercoats are u i
lu.iu, ana
ibat wide bindings and flashy trimmings denote goods that have been
made and offered for sale at least lor FOE K YEARS. NARROW LEG
AND SPRING BOTTOM PANTS are ot the same date of make as the
above named Overcoats. Too much care dannot he taken when selecting clothing, to get that which is NEW STYLE, FREE FROM
SHOP WEAR
and other damags arising ftom keeping goods
too long in stock.

next

Formerly with M.!G. Palmer.

PRICES

ASTONISHED

Concerning the Throwing of Mud.
Among the many discreditable actions of
the last Congress, none more thoroughly deserve the reprobation of all honest men than
the unhandsome partisan investigations with
which the Democrats wasted the public time
and money and patience. At the very time
when Congressmen ought to have been attending to the interests of the country aDd
doing what little in them lay to rescue the
people from the hard times which were then
upon them; at the very moment when all
their energies ought to have been bent to the
planning and executing of wise measures to
build up the public credit and give scope to
individual enterprise, the Democratic majority were inviting from all over the land, at the
national expense, every scoundrel who had a
tale of defamation against anybody, to come

NICE RATTAN ROCKERS

No old rusty shop-worn
goods in stock. My Boots
and Shoes are all new and
fresh. Owing to the mild
weather I shall sell for the
or

HIS

NAME

AND

...

All the People Eat It, and
nounce it

Street.
Mo. 2
Free
dec!2__dlw
MEW KID GLOVES,

no22

chance.

BARGAINS

We expected a crowd but not a jam. We knew that the prices named
would carry conviction to every mind, and the great sale since the announcement has proven beyond a doubt that THE PEOPLE FLOCK
WHERE THEY CAN GET THE MOST FOR THEIR MONEV’

94 EXCHANGE STREET.

decl2

PANTS

Candy, Candy!

FRED’K F. HALE,

IN

Congresseodtt

TUKESBCRY &

Very choice subjects, framed or
nniranied, at prices that compare
favorably with those of cheaper
oroductions: to the examination
ol which, I invite tlie public. The
selection has been made with
and will repay the
some care,
trouble ol inspection.

New Jacobs,

St.

These are the best bargains we have ever offered
in Underwear, and all in need of any should look at
our goods before purchasing elsewhere. Also a fine
line ot Scarlet Underwear at $1.75.

ENGRAVINGS I

New Fichues,
New Bibs.

a rare

Congress St. dtf

537
decll

AND GREAT RUSH FOR SUITS.

01.00.

by

M. G.

it is

Tukesbury

A COMPLETE RUSH FOR OVERCOATS,
REGULAR JAM FOR ULSTERS,

and

low
and
of medium
reliable
Boots and Shoes, all

3i

as

In

ask.

From early morn until late at night our mammoth store tvas packed
from stem to stern with anxious and happy buyers.

THE BEST

75 Ots.

Slippers.
Large Stock

a

we

Our Red Figure Announcement Dec. 8th,

50 Ots.

Ladies* Warm Boots and Slippers*
Ladies’ Cork Sole Hearn less Bools.
Ladles’ and Gents’ Canadian Overshoes.

warranted

of this

Evert regular attache or tbe Press is furnished
witb a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T,
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
ournal.

slightest hearing. Bat the

.....

MERINO

M. G. PALMER’S.

priced

!

HONEST COMPETITION COMMENDS ITSELF TO EVERY BUSINESS MAN, and if we, as manufacturers, have auy advantage over
others so much the better for the buying: public,

UNDERWEAR.

The largest
the
assortment,
best
quality and the Cheapest Stock of
ItUBBEK BOOTS, SHOES aud OVEK
SHOES, all widths and sizes, at

Plain, Fancy

Figures mean Bottom Prices

.....

The Old, Old Story !

Ladies and Gents’
Toilet Slippers.
Ladies’ and ITKisles’

Customers should take advantage

UNUSUALLY LOW

an

f,/\T)TESy

STREET.

del7

Onr method has always been to mark the SELLING PRICE ON EACH
FIGURES and to sell at ONE pRICE and
GARMENT in PLAIN
Our old prices being in BLACK and onr MARK DOWN
no deviationprices in RED, not only shows the customer EXACT REDUCTION that

Red

A fine line of GOODS suitable for
for Christmas and New
Tears Gifts.;

Our Stock of Colored Dress Goods
at Cost.

We honestly believe that we can show greater bargains in READYMADE CLOTHING than was ever offered by any Arm on tlie globe- IT
any other dealer tbinks he can compete wltb us we challenge him to

Day, Jr., &Co.,

1876

PORTLAND.

486

CLOTHING !
has been made, but also guarantees to them
PRICE. In a word.

Wednesday, Dec. 12,

POSITIVELY

Maine at prices to defy conpetition.

New Store, No. 486 Congress St.,

Geo.

Children’s

and

Boys’

AT COST AND BELOW COST I

Phaina

The best assortment in Portland.
as

Men’s,

&c.,

Gold Watches, Silver Watches,

December 8, 1871

MISS ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

Prices

stock of

WILL OPEN ON

WE HAVE PLACED OCR PRICES SO VERY LOW

Christmas Trees the best articles out for illuminations, Wax Doll, and all other kinds of Dolls,
Games, Picture Books, Pocket Knives, Checker
Boards.
In TOPS our stock is complete, comprising all
the novelties.

C.

XLjiGXERLJDj

MISS CLARA LOUISE KELLOGG

Christm

large and well assorted

onr

Tukesbury & Co.,

WE ABE OVEBLOADED AND WANT TO SELL!

fcldli

Plated do, Lockets, Roman Shawl Pins, Plated do,
Scarf Pins, Finger Rings, Amethvst Rings. Stone
Cameo Rings, Sleeve Buttons, Gold Thimbles, E
Rings and Sets, Gold and Plated Studs, Silver
Thimbles, Charms, Silver and Plated Napkin Rings,
Nickel Plated Combination Ring and Holder (new,)
Plated Knives and Forks, Children’s Plated Knife,
Fork and Spoon, Collar Buttons,
Plated Vest
Chains, Clocks, Opera Glasses, Music Boxes, Writing Desks, Work Boxes, Autograph Albums, Ladies*
and Gents’ Dressing Cases, Vases, Toilet Sets,
Fans, Bags. Wallets, Woik Stands, Work Baskets,
Rocking Horses, Tool Chests, Mathematical Instruments, Drums, Willow Cradles, Toy Furniture,
Magic Lanterns, Ladies* and Gents’ Skates,

America’s Two Greatest Frima Donnas,

to

embracing every Garment contained in

«TaD!

Watches,
at reduced prices.
Gold I.nnir Hhninn.

The Portland Army and Navy Union tak^ Measure in announcing that they have
completed arrangements with Mr. Max Strakosch for tne appearauce in Portland of

seat,

have always

INAUGURATED A SWEEPING SALE,

for

of all descriptions.

deow3m

Tickets $1.00, including reserved
secured at Stockbrldge’s Music Store.

we

OYER.
TEACH
THAT
WILL
ULSTERS,
REASON
in
warm
be
cannot
sold
REEFERS
or
COATS
weather
dewhen
the
must
be
sold
weather.
They
mands the use ot such garments or not at all. This is our exact post*
lion. Tho warm weather has been unfavorable for the sale of heavy
Garments

reet.

Congress

ST. NICHOLAS

FURNITURE

MM

ottered.
Music by Chandler’s Fall Quadrille Band.

concert to

above named losses,

that the closest buyer can reasonably And no fault at what
tact our entire stock has been marked

RESTS, EASELS,

Entertainments.

Thamilnv V.veninsi’

For the ncncGt of those who do not. we will explain. At the latter
part of the Spring and Fall trade we always {Gud our stock more or
l,ss broken, not only in sizes, but in suits. At the same time the near
approach of the dull season warns us that all goods made for sale at
that particular season of the year must be cold then or carried over to
another season. To do this would not only insure a heavy loss occur,
ring from change ot style and damage by shop wear, but also the loss
of the use of our money. To dispose of our goods and thus avoid the

250 Pairs Gents’ Heavy all Wool Nhaker
Hose, double heels, down to 25 cents,
cheap, cheap, cheap.
120 Pairs Eadies' Heavy Fleeced Eined
Gloves only 15 cent
12 Pairs Eadies’ Heavy Fleeced Eined
Gloves, only 25 cents,much better goods.
400 Pairs Beal Joseph 2-Bntton Kid
Gloves at 50 cents per pair.
160 Children’s All Wool Nhirred Waists,
elegant goods, for 25 cents each, sold
last season for 75 cents.
360 Misses' Pants and Tests lor 25 cents,,
fine and heavy.
200 Misses’ Pants and Tests loy 35 cents,
all large sizes, very cheap.
800 Ladies' Pants and Tests, extra bargain, at 50 cents.
Large Eine Eadies’ Hand-Made Jackets
from $l*25;to £2.50.
5000 Yards
Elegant Nitk Embossed
Galloons; the widest and prettiest in the
city, for 25 cents. Do not buy tho cheap goods
when you can get the nice goods for the same price.
Examination solicited; no extra charge for

READ!

BRACKETS, FOOT

Committee on Entertainments.
No intermission at the dances except on the last
night of the course, when extra attractions will he

grand

Holiday Goods!

Few People thoroughly understand the correct meaning of

in
decided to

following low
prices:
300 Pairs Misses’ Fancy Hose at 15 eents,
farmer price 25 cts.
000 Pairs Misses’ Extra Nice Cashmere
Hose, full regular, 35 eents, former
price 75 aad 87 cents, 91*00 and 01*25.
This is the best trade we erer offered.
240 Pairr Eadies’ Fancy Striped Hose,
nobby styles* only 15 cents* former price
25 cents.
180 Pairs Eadies’ Full Regular Fleeced
Einen Hose 25 cents, cheap at 38 cents.
200 Pairs Eadies* Cashmere and Ribbed
Hose, fall regular, French Toes, Neal
Brown and Cardinal, all wool, only 50

We do not read anonymous etterg and communiThe name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faitb.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.
cations.

12th, and

Don’t forget the place.

A Fall Assortment of

Tickets for tlie coarse of six evenings admitting
Gentleman and Ladies, $5.00, to he obtained of the

a

on our counters Dec.
to decrease our large stock we have
out a few JOB IX)TS at the

PRESS.

TUESDAY M0RY1TG, DEC. IS.

—AJfD—

WM. ALLEN, JR..
Wm. W. Thomas, Jr.,
Fritz H. Jordan,
James C. Hamlen,
Fred K. Farrington,
a. E. Webb,
Wm. Senteb, Jr.,
Wm. L. Bradley.

In

Goods

place

we

503

Christmas

T. C. Hebsf.y.Esq., President Fraternity,
Samuel J. Anderson. Esq Vice Pres.
Hon. M. M. Butlkk,
Mb. S. E. Spuing,
Mh. I. P. Fabkington,
Hon. a. E. Stevens,
Hon. Geo. P. Wescott, Me. Geo, 8. Hunt,
Hon. Jacob McLellan, Mb. H. N. Jose,
Hon. B. Kingsbury, Jr. Mr. Geo. W. woodman,
Hon. I. Washburn, Jr., Me. Chas, McLaughlin
Mb. Nathan Webb,
Me. John N. Lord,
Mr. J. S, Winslow,
Mr. Frank Noyes,
Mr. W. F. Phillips,
Mr. J. P. Baxter,
Mu. Charles K. Jose, Mr. D. W. Fessenden,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. S. T. Pullen,
Mr. W. F. Milliken.
Mr. M. P. Emery,

KELLOGG.

Exchange St.,
OFFERS FOR

Fraternity,

—AND

Holiday

that

FORMERLY NELSON &

IN AID OF THE

no21

THE

Of Interest to all Mankind!

or-

ENOCH LORD, L. A. Gould & Co.,
&OULD,

Nov. 27th, Dec. 11th, Dec. 25th,
Jan. 8th, Jan. 22th, Feb. 5th,

on

More room, and more room we must Lave In
der to show to advantage our large line of

howing goods.

HALL,
Tuesday Evenings,

Committee

$1.00; Gallery, 25 centa.
light to restrict the sale
dec!8dlw*

Dances.

CITY

General

—

Music by M auchenter’s Baud.
Managers—C. W. Brown, J. A. Warren and Wm.

Contest to commence promptly at 8 o’clock.
Box
office open on Thursday morning at 9 o’clock for
saleot seats.OecVIfltw

Portland

BALL

Brown’s Hall, Cumberland Mills,
TUESDAY EVENING, DEC. 33lh.

BEST 2 IK 3 FALLS.

Fraternity

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS

CHRISTMAS SALE.

L. A. COURSE.

J».

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE

PORTLAND, MONDAY MORNING. DECEMBER 17, 1877.

ESTABLISHED JUNE 23, 1862.—YOL. 15.

493 CONGRESS STREET.

decl5
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Pacification- doesn’t seem to work well
in Alabama. A conflict between whites and
negroes took place in Tuscumbia Saturday.
One negro was killed and many driven out of
town. Then the white mob went to work
and burned houses belonging to the blacks.
It does seem as though there was rather more
need of troopa In Alabama than in Texas.

There have

been several illustrations f
in Congress lately, but
none more striking than that afforded in the
executive session of the Senate Friday by
Senator Gordon of Georgia, who seems to be
an old-fashioned fire-eater.
But he did not
find an old-fashioned Northern dough-face in
Senator Conkling; he looked on the wrong
side of the chamber for that, Mr. Conkling
didn’t scare worth a cent.

plantation

manners

Havuvq discovered that it hurts a man
just as much, and disables him rather more, to
have his leg cut off below the knee as to have
it cut off above, the committee on pensions
will report a bill equalizing the pensions of
those soldiers who are permanently disabled
by the loss of a limb.
It is the general opinion in Washington
that the trouble between the Texans and
Mexicans Is of no conseqneuce, as Toots
would say. The belief is entertained in wellinformed circles that these disturbances are
fomented for the purpose of bringing on a
war with Mexico.
The Turkish part of Armenia,

soon probsixty thousand
square miles in extent and contains 3,000,000 of inhabitants, of whom 1,000,000 ar
Christians.

ably to be Russian, is

over

Florida can produce sugar to greater advantage than any other State in the Union.
All it now needs is capital; but it won’t get
that unless the reputation of the Southern
States for honesty improves.
The President of the Liverpool Chamber
of Commerce thought he was doing a fine
thing when he welcomed Minister Welsh in a
free trade speech. He forgot, or never knew,
that Mr. Welsh Is a Pennsylvanian.
Take what Mr. Stanley Matthews doesn’t
know abuot fiuance and it would fully furnish all the financial students iu the world,
for it would embrace everything.
ITlRK la Annt.hpp Snnthprn

HABornm*

oallinn

for the aid of the “blue-coated hirelings.”
What can it mean ? Is all the work of conciliation to be undone this way ?
Judging by the looks of the holiday books
the antiquarians and hric-a-bric hunters are
having it ail their own way this Christmas.
Our New York Letter.
Senator Conkling’* Wncccat— A Weak
miniatraliou—An

net—History

ol

Ad-

Cnaali*factory Cabi-

the Contest oyer tbe New

York Nominations.

New Yokk, Dec. 17th, 1877.
There has been scsrcely anything talked
about here for a day or two bat the success of
Senator Conkling in compelling the administration to respect the principles of civil service.
It is a mystery how ever President Hayes came
to be persuaded to set at nangbt his own teach-

ings in respect to the proper exercise ol tbe
appointing power by the arbitrary removal of
two prominent federal officers against whom no
allegation of unfitness had been made. Uncharitable people will persist in believing that
it was a movement to impair the political

strength of Mr. Conkling in the State of New
Yoik—that it was not meant to promote the
efficiency of tbe pnblio service in tbe least, bnt
te stimulate antagonism to the acknowledged
leader of the Republican party within onr
borders. If this were the purpose, its signal and
mortifying failure is au instructive commentary on the folly of trying to build up factions
by tortuous methods for sinister ends. The
administration is not merely overborne by
numbers—disasters of that kind are retrievable—hat it is compromised and abased in this,
that after having made extravagant pretensions
of being purer and better than any of its predeecssurn

n 19 uamwi 1 □
an miempi 10 pront 0;
the worst of the practices which it affected to
denounce. The vice of hypocrisy is an exceed-

ingly repulsive one.
It isfsafe to say that no administration In the
Nation’s history was ever so weak at so early a
stage of its existence

as this one is.
Johnson
had a considerable following up to the date of
his crazy harangue of the 23d February, 1866,
and was quite Banguine of sustaining his
"policy” till Maine extinguished his hope
by her 28,000 majority in the ensuing Septem-

ber.

Still there is a wide spread feeling that the
blame of the discomfiture of the present administration does not attach so much to the Presi-

dent as to his advisers. A cabinet with Mr.
Evarts at its bead and Carl Scburz holding a
seat in it is at the

disadvantage

of not repre-

senting Bepublican sentiment. The former is
at best only an intermittent adherent of the
party. Nobody can ever be certain which side
he will turnup on; in fact it often seems so
difficult a matter for himself to determine that
he does not make up his mind till a late day in
the campaign. He is an able lawyer, a reputable citizen, a brilliant and gifted man, but he
never was meant for a political leader, and has
few supporters.

It was

equally a

mistake for

Gen. Hayes to confer upon him and for him to
accept the post of Secretary of State. The fact
that he was not acceptable to Mr. Conkling
ought of itself to have been a conclusive objection. The Empire State is rather too large to
be utterly lost sight of in consultations as to the
composition of a Council of State.
Nevertheless the original error, weighty as it
was, might have wrought no great harm if it
had not been so soon succeeded by a second.
The administration tried its best as it bad a
perfect right to do, to get a foothold in the
State convention. It used all its appliances
which were not many, and exerted a'l its dexterity, which was not great, to secure the election of delegates favorable to its Interests. It
secured just about a quarter part of the whole
number. So far as the Senator was concerned,
it had a clear field. He went off to Europe,
and left bis opponents perfectly free to take
possession of the organization if they could.
They had power and patronage behind them,
and they didn't hesitate to nse them. There is
nothing more whimsical than the idea that gentlemen of the Evarts school are too exalted to

recognize and avail themselves of the oomtnerolal elemeit in politics. That profession may
serve as a trap to catch an occasional gull with,
hnt if lua fra

a vur*

Vtliravl

onrl afnnirl KSwrf

be lured into it. Mr. Evarts was a pupil of
Weed and Seward, and wbat the; didn’t know
abont all the arts of manoouvering in politics
will never be known to mortal man.
Well, as wo all know, the convention was
held at Rochester, and Mr. Conkling was a
can

member of it It was said he dominated it
It is a matter of course that in
any convocation of New York Republicans he
must be the ruling spirit There isn’t the

Very good.
slightest

occasion for him to seek that position.
It falls to him as naturally as effect follows

But he evinced no disposition to disHis conrse was eminently
play his power.
conciliatory and placable. And yet the fatuous

cause.

fragment

of administration men present insisted upon assuming an aggressive attitude
and made an offensive demand that the majority should submit to their dictation. The met-

ropolitan newspapers, almost without exception, published the grossest conceivable misrepresentations of the course and action of the
All the old women of both genders
employed what intervals they could spare from
snuff-taking in ejaculating anathemas against
Conkling. One groat concert of braying reverberated from the seaboard to the lakes with
horrible discord, filling the timid with fright
and the sensible with disgust. In short the feeble handful of partisans of the administration
sought to offset their paucity of numbers by
boisterousness of vociferation and to give exSenator.

pression to their zeal as converts to the new
creed by malignantly defaming all who could
not make np their minds quite so easily as they
had to renounce the ancient faith which the;
had held so long and believed in so thoroughly.
The subsequent election showed two things:
First, that the persons who

were most pronounced in their championship of Hayes did
not possess sufficient honor to stand by the
Republican cause; this was notably the case
iu the Oneida and Niagara Senate districts;
was not enough of them to
appreciable difference in the final
result. The victory was achieved by Conkling

second, that there
make any

m

BY TELEGRAPH.

spite
spirit of disaffection, the meanest and most paltry example of which occurred
in his own home.
At this point hostilities should have ceased.
It never had been a war of Conkling against
in

of

a

MAINE.
[Special Despatch

the Press.]
Bowdoin Senior and Junior ExhibitionsBrunswick, Dec. 17,—The Senior and Junior
exhibition occurred this evening at Lemont

the

administration, but of the administration
against Conking. He had been on the defensive all the wlrle. Bat no sooner were the lau"

rels of

triumph placed upon tho brow of our
Senator than the President consents to an act
which he knows perfectly well will force him
to assume an attitude of resistance. The nom-

Hall, with the following programme, Chandler’s six furnishing music. After the speaking
the evening was devoted to dancing.
IS. Potter, Brunswick
Salutatory.
Galgacus to the Britons. (Latin version.)
*S. S. Stearns, Lovell
Sir Thomas More.W. E. Saraent, Freeport
Politics anti Society.P. L. Paine, Portland
Vocula to tho Revolting Legions. (Latin version.)
•J. C. Tarbox, Phillips
Hopefulness.J. W. Thing, Limerick
Origin of Science.H.C. Baxter, Portland
Demosthenes on the Crown. (Greek version.)
..

inations of Itooseveit and Prince completed
the drama of blunders which the administration had been playing before the country with
the scene laid ic New York. So far as the
places are concerned they are of no consequence
to Mr. Conkling. But he was not to be deceived as to the motives which
—'

effort
They

impelled

*H. B.

the

supersede Messrs. Arthur and Cornell.
were to be removed because they were his
friends and Koosevelt and Prince were to be
appointed because they were friends of Mr.
Evarts. That is the old-fashioned doctrine of
rewarding friends and punishing enemies,
which it is customary to hear “reformers” declaim against even while they are practicing it.
It Is extremely probable that the administration over estimated its ability to accomplish

C. A. Baker, Portland
The Manufacture of Cotton in the South,
W. W. French, Portsmouth, N. H.
Lafayette to the French. (French version.)
•F. S. Corey, Portland
Lordship to Self..J. T. Davidson, Latayctte, Ind
•Juniors.
[To the Associated Press]
Dentil of on Old Residrnl of Saco.

Saco, Dec. 17.—Abel Hersey, a prominent
citizen, resident here since 1811, died suddenly
last night.
State Grange begins a two days’ session here
to-morrow.
Fire in Kennebunk.
Biddefoed, Dec. 17.—The barn of Theodore Noble at Kennebunk depot, with half the
farming tools, horse, cow and other stock, was

the end it sought. Indeed it is extraordinary
that it proved so deficient in resources. But
the President had a warning in the adverse re-

port of the Committee on Commerce and the
laying over of the nominations at the extra session, which he would have done well to profit
by. The New York representatives endeavored
to do him a good turn by joining in a request

burned this morning.

would

intArnnOAri

nrApant

I

The Border Troubles.

on account of
their fidelity to him and to their party, and he
has saved the Republicans the reproach of having through an Execntive who was their choice

Washington, I)sc. 17.—Special Senate committee, of which Senator Conkling is chairman
and which was appointed for the purpose of inquiring into and reporting whether any measures can be devised to promote commercial intercourse with Mexico, and to establish a peace-

removed competent public servants without
cause and thereby trampled on that essential
article of civil service reformation which depre-

ful condition of affairs on the border between
this country and Mexico, were in session today several hours. The entire time was devoted to bearing Gen. Sherman’s statement, substantially the same as made before the House
committee, bearing upon the same subject.
The General today reiterated his disapproval of
the order for following the raids into Mexican
territory, and his belief that there is no danger
of war. He expressed a high opinion of President Diaz, and had no doubt of the sincerity of
the avowed purpose of the Mexicon government to do all it can to co-operate in suppressHe thought there was
ing the depredations.
very little probability of collisions occurring,
and explained that the crossings are generally
high up on the Rio Grande whero there are few
Mexicans.
He also expressed the belief that
the raiding was not all on one side. His views
as to the causes and probable issue of the difficulty concerning the Salt Ponds near San Rosario as given to the committee today, coincide
with those attributed to the government in these
despatches last night and on Saturday.
The sub-committee of the House Military
Committee to investigate the Mexican border
troubles, met this morning and instructed the
chairman to address a request to the Secretary
of War to have summoned before the committee Co!. Shatter, Lieut. Builis and Lieut. Turner, who recently pursued the Mexican raiders
into Mexican territory.
Until the arrival of
these officers the sub-committee will transact
no business, unless
extraordinary emergency
should arise, wbeu they will assemble at the
call of the chairman.
Supreme Court Decisions.
In the Supreme Court of the United States
to-day, in case No. 276, United States vs. brig
Grace Lothrop—appeal from the Circuit Court
for the district of Massachusetts—it is decided
that the masters of vessels plying between the
United States and the West Indies are not
required to call on the shipping commissioners
when entering into contracts w<tb seamen,
such voyages being excepted from the operation of the act, and that in such voyages the
owner, consignee or master of the ship may
lawfully perform the duties of the sbippiog
commissioner.
No. 64, United States vs. Smith—a certificate
of decision from the Circuit Court of Massachusetts. The question is the same as in 276,
except as to the port of destination, being in
this case Philadelphia. The decision is that
the shipping commissioner’s act does not aonlv
to coastwise voyages from one port to another
on onr Atlantic coast, and
that therefore the
shipping of a seaman without calling on a
commissioner was lawful.
Justice Clifford
delivered the opinion.
Various Matters.
The naval court of inquiry into the Huron
disaster completed their work today and reported to the Secretary and were dissolved. There
is no reason to suppose the Secretary will delay
the promulgation of the finding and opinion of
the court.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Hayt,
took the oath of office today and received bis
commission and entered regularly upon his du-

cates every form and phase of proscription.
Ssme of the newspapers pretending to give
accounts of what took place in secret session,
reveal the inaccuracy of their conjectures by
the nature of their statements. It is not an
easy matter to procure precise reports through

key hole, especially

when there is a considerable space between the door and the nearest
Senatorial desk. One journal ludicrously describes Mr. CoDkling as saying that Mr. Roosevelt was his “bitter personal enemy”, the fact

being

that there never has been anything personal between them,for the snfiicieut reason
that the Senator never to his knowledge
saw
the rejected nominee.
He is also represented as having adopted a supplicating tone
in his aopeal to his brother
Senators for
their assistance, a story that will strike every-

body who knows Mr. Conkling

as

being

ex-

quisitely ridiculous. Rut
tinman being who has no

the fact is that do
better sources of information than newspapers in respect to the
character and attributes of our Senator can
form any adequate conception of him. The
density of ignorance which prevails in this city
respect to him among men who are intelligent about almost everything else except politics is Bimply amazing. The falsehood and
in

that is uttered about him iu our daily
sheets if it were gathered together in a series
of volumes would give the public a quickening
sense of the base nses to which printer’s ink
may be applied. Happily their inconsistency
and extravagance neutralize their effect and
there he is so completely panoplied against successful attack by the rectitude of his life and
the loftiness of his aims, that be is out of the
reach of the shafts of detraction and slander.
nonsense

Unquestionably

the most

impudent

mode

of

vituperation to which his calumniators resort is
in drawing comparisons which place him on a
lower moral plane than that assigned to men
whose principal
political stock in trade
consists in the effrontery with which they claim
a monopoly of all the cardinal virtues.
There
is as much difference between the sincere and
earnest public man who follows in the straight
line of dnty with fearless independence and the
charlatan who is perpetually prating of his own
merits and the shortcomings of everybody else,
there is between refined
tinsel.

as

MINOR

gold

and

glistening

Yarmouth,

TELEGRAMS.

ties,

Heavy rains are prevailing in California.
Colored Christmas candy killed a child in
New York Sunday.
Petroleum has been discoveredlin theJBlack
Hills.
The workmen on the Lachine canal have

struck,

and from 2000 to 3000 are idle.

Congressmen Bland and Garfield print articles on different sides of the silver question.
Five persons are reported to the New York
police as missing, including a policeman.
One hundred and thirty-one arrests were

made in New York Snnday for violat on of the
excise law.
The boilers of 8tewart & Douglass’ oat meal
manufactory at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, burst Sunday night. Loss $20,000.
One hundred and twenty-five roughs from
Philadelphia and New York were arrested at
a prize fight at Mauch Chunk
Snnday.
British bark Merrie, with a cargo of mahogany, Btruck the French reef on the night of the
13th and is a total loss.
John Rielly alias John Bray, was arrested In
New York for the murder of officer O’Brien in
1864. He admits his guilt.
In the Newburyport police court
yesterday
James W. Westcott, proprietor of the Ocean
House, was fined $30 for assault upon ivory M.
Blood, the detective exposing liquor sellers.
In the TJ. S. Circuit Court in New York
yesterday, Moses A. Snyder, a clerk in the Merchants’ Exchange Bank, was sentenced to the
penitentiary for five years for embezzling the
funds of the bank.
On Saturday eight men were convicted of
riot and interferring with
running of the pumps

Brigg’ shaft, Keyzer Valley, near Scranton,
last September.
The leader, Thomas Moran,
at

sentenced to one year and nine months’
at hard labor and fined $500.
Three others were fined $10 each and sentenced to three months’ imprisonment.
was

METEOROLOGICAL,
FOR

THU

NEXT

TWENTY-FOUR

HOURS

War

Def’t, Office Chief Siqnad j
Officer, Washington, D.C.,
>
Deo. 18. (1 A. M.)

Eor New England

j

and the Middle Atlantic states, rising barometer, colder northeast to northwest winds and
clear weather.
Cautionary signals are ordered for Eastport,
Portland, Boston, Thatcher’s Island Wood's
“"‘'i
ivowiiun, new Lionaon, Piew Jtlaven,
New York, Sandy Hook, Baruegat, Atlantic
City and Cape May.

Movement to Pnt Up the Price of Cool.
Dec. 17.-The coal meeting
in New \ ork to-morrow is
loosed forward to
"7 tbe °P®rat®fs here with great iDterest. ft is
thought u the committee can unite iu recommending any definite appointment of tonnage,
the formation of a new beard of control
on a
working basis will be a matter of easy aceompliahment. An advance of 25 cents on coal to
Port Richmond went into effect
to-day but as
Gowen advanoed the price of coal 50 cents a
ton, this will give the operators 25 cents a ton
more than the advance in tolls amount to.

P"rLA;:EV’HIA.

Diiaalrrat Fire.
Datbbson, N. J„ Dec. 17.—A coal oil car ou
the Erie railroad took tire
to-night. The tank
hurst and the liquid flames ran down
Straight
street. Theie was great excitement. Five or
six houses
the
stream
of
along
oil took fire
some halt mile
away, also many barns and
stables, three oil and some other cars. The
families burned out saved
nothing. In the
stampede many were injured slightly, but
none were killed. Loss about
$110,000.
and

Silver.

I

About 300

Molly Maguires.

The

New York. Dec. 17.—A Mauch Chunk despatch ears that prominent men of CarboD,
Schuylki i and Luzerne counties in Pennsylvania, nave been obtaining signatures to petitious
for the pardoDS of sentenced Moliy Maguires,
and it is hinted that the whole Irish vote of the
state is pledged to that political party which
will secure these pardons.
California Henalorship.
San Francisco, Dec. 17.—The Democratic
caucus tonight nominated J, F. Farley for U.
S. Senator.
The

United States 5-20% 1865, new....,,106$
new 4}e.
104$
new 4}s, coup. 104$
United States 4 per cents, coup...103}
106
United States 18C7, reg bid.
United States 1867, coupon..... 1091
United States, 1868, coup ..110}
United States new 5’a reg...106$
United States new 5s, coup.106|
United States 10-40% reg...108
United States 10-40s, coup...108}
Uurrencv 6’s.......120
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Morris & Essex.,.
74$
77
Western Union Telegraph Co...
Pacific Mail.
21}
New York Central«& Hudson RR...104|
Erie. 9
22
Erie prelerred.
55$
Michigan Central.
.....126
Panama..,.
Union Pacific Stock,.
•.••••• 58}
Lake Shore..
72
Illinois Central.
Pittsburg .. 77}
33$
Chicago & Northwestern.
Chicago «& Northwestern prelerred.62}
13
New Jersey Central...
1° 4
Rock island.
St. Paul.
35}
71
St. Paui preferred....
United States
United States

..

93
Fort Wayne.
Chicago & Alton. 77}
Chicago & Alton preferred.100
Ohio & Mississippi...
3}

Delaware & Lackawanna. 51
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.* *1}
The following were the closinglqaotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
10
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st,.-..,.
14
Guaranteed.....
Central Pacific bonus.
.107$
Union Pacific.
107}

FOREIGN.
Turco-Russian War.

The

Land Grants......103}
Sinking Funds.,,..,...
94}

THE POWERS NOT DISPOSED

Chicago
Chicago, Dec. 17.—Cattle—receipts 1900 head;
shipments 1300 head; quiet and weak; supply light;
shipping Steers 3 50 @ 6 00.
Hogs—receipts22,000 head; shipments 1300 head;
dull and drooping; Bostons at 4 00 @4 05; mixed
packing at 3 90 @ 4 00; light at 3 95 @ 4 05.
Sheep—receipts 790 head; the shipping butchers
bought sparingly at 2 75 @ 37.
Cattle Market.

TO MEDIATE.
Russians Advancing from Elena.
OSMAN PASHA NOT

DEAD.

RIO GRANDE RAIDS.

liel must soon be had.
A San Antonio despatch states that the
Mexicans in great numbers from both sides of
the river began war on Americans at San Eiisario near El Paso.
The state troops under
Sergeant Ellis interfered and were whipped
and Ellis and five privates killed
Mexicans
are thought to bo about six hundred
strong and
resistance.
defy
Date despatches indicate that the trouble at
San Eiisario was renewed by a Mexican military officer who took command of the mob
upon pretext that Howard had returned to that
It believed Howard and the rangers
place.
are well entrenched and can odIv be starved
out or blowo up, aDd can hold the lort till
troops from New Mexico arrive.
It is confidently believed the attack was wanton and unprovoked and suggested by a desire
of vengeance upon Howard and invited by tho
recent action of the Washington government
countermanding orders to cross the Itio Grande
in pursuit of raiders just at a time when the
whole Mexican people were aflame with indignation and hatred. They think fear alone inspired the orders.
A despatch dated El Paso gives the following as the beginning of the trouble: Howard
who killed Cardie, left here Wednesday with
the intention of serving papers upon parties
taking salt from the salt lakes. Arriving at
San Eiisario he sought protection of the Texan
rangers as the town was in possession of a mob
of Mexicans from both sides of the river.
Capt. Iiiois’s U. S. troops were refnsed entrance to the town and Howard and the ranNo communication is algers were corralled.
lowed with them.
Occasional shots were fired
between the mob and ringers on the street and
on Friday there was
fightmg all day.
A special from M. C.
Harrett, Texas, says:
Dast night the stage north was jumped by
highway robbers and the passengers all searched.
A lieutenant
just from West Point, assigned to the 10th Infantry, lost a watch and
other valuables.
It is stated he had “the
drop on one of the robbers, bat by the advioe
of the passengers refrained from sbootin" as
the robbers would then kill them ail. The
robbers asked for the paymaster whom they
were seekiDg.
They cut- open the mailsacks
It is the opinion that the
and robbed them.
fighting at San Eiisario is a signal for a general guerilla attack.
Mexicans have threatened invasion and if they have commenced it
it will require hard fighting and heavy cost in
men and money to driye them back.
Chicago, Dec. 17.—Official information received at the military headquarters this afternoon shows that the mob at San Eiisario consists of about 300 citizens of El Paso county,
Texas; that no Mexicans have crossed the river
to take part in the trouble, and that the Mexican authorities have given positive orders

I©

yesterday.
London, Dec. 17.—Reuter’s

Bebuova

neutrality.

Italy’s.
Venice, Dec. 17.—Gen. Peterovic, the Montenegrin commander, has left suddenly. He
summoned

to

of

take command

the

Montenegrin force to be sent to Nevi Bazak, to
effect a junction with the Servians.
London, Dec. 17.—A Bucharest despatch
says Col. Wellesley, British military attache,
says Osman Pasha had less than 30,000 men at

Plevna,
alone.

and in his sortie lost 6000 in killed
The wounded must have been 6000

A telegram from St. Petersburg of a semiofficial character says: “The statement that
Germany and Austria have refused Turkey’s
request for mediation has produced a favorable
impression here. The universal sentiment is
that after the great sacrifices of Russia, peace
on the conditions foreshadowed in the
Porte’s
circular would be illusory, and that the questions raised by this sanguinary war must be
definitely and exhaustively solved.”
London, Dec. 18,—The papers publish an
official contradiction of the report of Osman
Pasha’s death.
The Post publishes the following paragraph
in official form :
Another cabinet council will be held to-day.
The serious aspect of foreign affairs engages
the constant attention of the ministry. It is
felt that the time has arrived when momentous
questions may have to be considered.

The Recent Defeat of the Ministry.
Rome, Dec. 17.—In the Italian Parliament
Saturday the vote was on the question of the
ministers violating the freedom and secrecy of
telegrams, but this was a mere pretext for discovering general discontent touching various
The vote
political and financial questions.
stood 181 for to 162 against the ministers,which
ten
and
absentees
rotes
of
ministers
deducting
and secretaries left a majority of five.
The
ministers afterwards were actually defeated on
the question of electoral reform, whereupon
nm cuucavui

iu
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SAN DOMINGO.
The Revolution Likely to End in Bart's
Fall.
Havana, Dec. 17.—Advices from San Domiogo, Nov. 29th. say that the revolution has
Carlos Baez,
spread all over the conntry.
a brother of the President and Governor of the
of
was
killed
the
province
Azua,
hy
insurgents
in his own house.
The San Domingo city
prisons are crowded. Many prisoners were
executed in the interior, Gen. Meleociaro being among them. The greatest excitement prevails. Baez’s fall serms inevitable.
Haytien
advices report all qmet in that republic.
FRANCE.

Proceedings of the Legislative Rodies.
Paris, Deo. 17.—Leon Renault has been
elected President of the gronp of deputies of
the Left Centre.
M. Bordailet introduced a
hill in the chamber of deputies providing for
The senate
gratuitous elementary education.

voted “urgency” for the bill authorizing collection of direct tax and granting a sixth of the

bndget.

The committee on election abases met today.
The Moniteur asserts that the constitutionalist Senators having been sounded as to their future attitude replied that they were sincerely
resolved to allow the trial of a Republican government with fall liberty, bat would keep their
engagements with the Right concerning election of life Senators.
The ministers today informed a deputation from the Left that they
would immediately stop the payment of all
fines and suspend all pending proceedings and
sentences for press offences.

While

driving

LcrdDerby andjanother gentlemen were

out at Tunbridge yesterdayjthe horses
away and the coachman was killed. Derby
and companion escaped withont injury.
Gen. D’Aurelle des Paladines, French life
Senator, is daad.

mate
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u
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II 05 seller February. Lard dull and lower at 7 70
for January ;7 80 for February. Bulk Meats
are easier; shoulders at 44c; clear rib and clear sides
64. Whiskey dull at 106.
Receipts—13,000 bbls flour, 83,000 bush wheat, 52,000 bush corn, 34,000 bush oate, 4200 bush rye, 37,000 bosh barley.
Shipments—85,000 bbls tlour.10.000 bush wheat.25.uuu Duan corn, id,uuu dusu oats, 000 busn rye, 9,500 bush barley.
At the afternoon call ot the board the market closed
with Wheat inactive and lower at 106$ seller January; 1 07$ seller February. Corn inactive and lower
at 41§c January.
Oats easier at 24$ @ 24$c seller
December; 24$c January. Pork unsettled and genlower
at
11
50
erally
@ 11 75 for January; 11 87$ @
11 90 February. Lard easier at 7 67$ (& 7 70 Jauuarv:
7 J71@7 80 Feb.

caslqand

gauizo the ministry by bringiug in leaders of j
the dissatisfied sections.

OUlt

8d; sail 7d.
Chicago, Dec. 17.—Flour is dull. Wheat is dull
and lower; No 1 Minnesota Spring 1 094; No 2 do at
I 064; No 1 Chicago Spring at 1 OGf (Sj 1 064; No 2
Chicago Spring at 1 O64 @ 1 06§ cash and seller December ; 1 06g @ 1 06J seller January; 1 07§ @ 1 07J
seller February; No 3 at 1 00; rejected at 88c. Corn
steady ana in lair demand at 43| @ 431c cash; 43|c
December; 4ljc seller January; 41§ @ 414c seller for
February; rejected 344c. Oats steady and in fair demand at 244c for cash; 244c seller January; 24gc for
seller February; rejected 21gc. Rye dull and shade
lower at 534c cash.
Barley dull and lower at 59c.
Dressed Hogs heavy, holders are anxious to realize.
Pork dull and lower at 11 75 cash; 10 90 @ 11 00 for
December; 11774^@1180 seller January; 11 924@

ITALY.

ucpiobio

II VOWIU

94_for

more.

uuoj icni^ucu.
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tra White; 1 35 lor No 1 Minnesota instore; 16,000
bush future deli very,including 8000 bush No 2 Spring
seller January at 1 29. closing at 1 28 bid, 1 35 asked ;
do February at 1 30 bid, 1 304 asked; No 2 NorthWestern December at 1 31 bid,l 35 asked ;do Janaary
1 30 bid, 1 32 asked; 1 44 lor No 2 Winter Red seller
January, closing 1 43J bid, 1 44 asked. Rye is dull.
Barley unchanged; sales 12,000 bush 4-rowed State
81c. Barley Malt unchanged.
Corn—receipts
131,966 bush; fully 1 lower and heavy; sales 86,000
bush, including 46,000 hush on spot; 52 @ 53c for unmerchantable ; 52 @ 58c for new ungraded Western
Mixed; 60c for new and old Western Mixed; 61c for
steamer Mixed; 63c for New York No 2 in store; 65c
for old No 2 White in store; 62c for White Southern.
Oats—receipts 40,700 bush; dull and declining;sales
30,000 bush; 35 @ 41c for Mixed Western and State;
37 @ 434c for White do; including New York No 3 at
374c; New York No 2 at 38c ;do No 2 White 384c;New
York No 1 at 38|c; White Western 37 @ 40c; Mixed
State at at 37c; White State at 37 @ 40c.
Coffee
quiet and firm—cargoes quoted at 16 (a| 20c gold: job
lots at 16 @ 2D gold. Sugar is firm at 74 @ 74 for
for fair to good refining; 7gcjfor prime; refined firm
with fair demand at 94 for stanuard A;
gran*
ulated; 9| for powdered; 92 for crushed. MolaseeH
steady. Kice is steady. Petroleum quiet ;crude
at 8c; refined at 134c; sales 15,000 bbls united at 1 864
@ 1 924. Tallow is steady at 74 @ 7 9-16. Naval
Stores—Rosin steady at 1 674
1 724. Turpentine is dull anu easier at 33c for Spirits.
Pork is
lower, closing firm; 340 bbls mess at 12 75. Beef is
Meats
Cut
easierjmiddles scarcely so firm;
quiet.
Western long clear 6J. Card decidedly lower and
closing more steady; 70 tes prime steam at 8 20 @
8 30, closing at 8 20 bid; 5000 tes December at 8 20 @
8 274, closing 8 224 bid; 750 do January at 8 224 (cy
8 274, closing 8 25. W hi*key is steady at 110.
Freights to Liverpool—market is quiet; Cotton per
sail at 4d; steam 4 @ 9-32d; Wheat per steam at 74 @

France has replied to the Turkish note. The
terms of her reply are almost identical with

was

wj

muling, speculators holding oil; sales 42,400 bush
on spot; 1 28 for No 2 Chicago; 1 43 for ungraded
Winter Red; 1 48 for White Michigan; 1 54 lor ex-

Bucharest despatch says the report of the suicide of Osman
Pasha is false, and that there is no foundation
for the rumor of his death from any cause.
Constantinople, Dec. 17.—It is generally
believed that the Porte’s appeal for mediation
of the powers will have no result. Mr. Layard,
British ambassador, has informed the Turkish
government that England will continue to observe

w

White Wheat Western extra at 6 05 @6 75; Fancy
White Wheat Western extra at 6 80 @8 25; good
extra Ohio at 5 35 @ 7 50; choice extra St Louis at
5 40 @ 8 25; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
7 40 @ 8 25; choice to double extra 8 30 @ 90, closing
dull and heavy; Southern flour 5 @ 10 lower; sales
2800 bbls extra at 5 50 @ 8 25. Rye flour dull and
lower at 3 75 @ 4 25 for Superfine State.
Cornmeal is dull; Yellow at 2 65 @ 3 00; Brandywine at
3 20 @ 3 25. Wheat—receipts 105,650 bush; dull and
1 @ 2 lower; scarcely any inquiry lor export or city

Boqot, Deo. 17.—The Russians, after occupying Elena, pushed forward their troops to

ran

are now

Domestic market*.
New York, December 17—Evening.—Cotton is
easy at 1-16 decline; sales 480 bales; Middling uplands at 11$; New Orleans at 11}; futures in moderate business, closing 8 to 13 points decline. Flour
—receipts 27,671 bbis; the market is dull and drooping and in buyers favor; shippers holding oft; jobbing demand mainly for pressing wants; sales 9800
bbls; No 2 at 3 00 @ 4 25; Superfine Western and
State 4 90 @ 5 15: extra Western and State [at 5 60

Constantinople, Dec. 17.—Mahmond Damod has gone to inspect the fortifications of tbe
Balkans.
A Kussian force appeared at Tachkiseni, between Kamorli and Sofia, but were driven
back.
Erzeroum, Dec. 17—Two Kussian divisions
are moving to cat the Turkish communication
with Trebizond and attack Erezeonm from the
north.
Athens, Dec. 17.—The cabinet council last
night resolved to adhere to the peace policy.
It is said the Porte has decided to grant
fuller autonomy to Crete to allay the discontent in the island.

Foreign Note*.

moving under orders from
here with all possible speed from Fort Bayard,
Fort Stanton, Fort Davis and Santa Fe.
Ee-

'^Ie
i* a suit brought by the Farmers’
Loan & Trust Company of New York
cily
the
against
same road, as trustee in a
mortgage
on this road to secure a million
dollars bonded
Indebtedness. These cases have been removed
to thei U S. Court under an act of
Congress, by
the Chicago & Illinois Railroad
Companv a
party to the suits.

of trade
tne passage of the Bland silver bill. Another was
offered reciting that they are in favor of the
coinage of $50,000,000 of silver under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may
prescribe, and that such coin be made legal
tender to an amount not exceeding $20* It
was amended so as to prefer
legal tender of $5
and then postponed till next meeting.

Gen. Sherman leaves Washington tonight for
a brief visit to his family in St. Louis.
Efforts are being made by the government to
obtain the money and other property in Europe
which belonged to the Southern Confederacy at
the end of the late war. This subject was discussed duriog President Grant’s administration, when the estimated value of the property
amounted to from $10,000,000 to $15,000,000.
Secretary Evarts left Washington last night
for New York, where he will be joined by the
President and several members of the Cabinet
on the 20th.
Senator Blaine expects to leave Washington
tomorrow for Florida, where he will remain
during the holiday recess. Representative Hale
will probably accompany him.
All the information called for by the Davis
investigating committee has been furnished by
the Treasury Department.

Troops

ceiver.

Philadelphia, Dec. 17.- The board
today adopted a. resolution opposing

mainder.

following:

Important Muila.
Chicago, Dec. 17.—The records in two important railroad suits were today deposited in
the United States Circuit Court here. One is a
suit brought by the United States
Rolling Stock
Company et al. against the Chicago, Pekin &
Southwestern Railway in Grnody
county, III.,
last June, upon which E F.
Hinckley, the former President of the
road, was appointed re-

The Philadelphia Board of Trade

The President has pardoned Frank A. Marston, a convicted counterfeiter, imprisoned in
the King’s county, Nuw York, Penitentiary;
John Skilman, convicted of larceny and imprisoned in the West Virginia Penitentiary, for
robbing the mails.
A telegram received by Commissioner Hayt
from the Indian agent at Camp Thomas, Arizona, reports that Pionsenay, the leader of the
renegade Apaches, who has been committing
depredations recently, is dead, and that eight
of his band had surrendered.
The San Carlos
reservation police are in close pursuit of the re-

Texas Militia Surrouudered by a Mob at
K1 Paso—tJ. 8. Troops 8ent to Their Relief—The Salt Works Quarrel Revived.
New York, Dec. 17.—Kiernan’s Washington despatch says that about midnight last
night Congressman Mills of Texas received the
following despatch from Gov. Hubbard at Austin, Texas:
The sheriff of El Paso county telegraphs tonight that our state troops are surrounded and
will be massacred unless relief can bs had at
Ask the Secretary of War to please oronce.
der his troops in New Mexico to make forced
marches for tbeir relief.
Thev are American
citizens. Answer.
In reply to the above Mr. Mills by authority
ot the Secretary of War this morning sent the

imprisoment

INDICATIONS

had

WASHINGTON.

♦ or A

of their citizens should cross.

troops have been ordered from posts in New
Mexico to El Pasocounty. This withdrawal of
troops leaves tbe Indian frontier exposed. The
statement published here this morning that an
unusual quantity of supplies was being sent to
Texas from St. Louis is iucorrect.
Only ordinary supplies are being sent and for no greater
number of men than are now serving in that
department and assigned to it. All the officers
of the army in a position to know anything
about the existing troubles in Texas are satisfied that there is no possible ground lor warlike preparations.

set on

but it is doubtful if under the reciprocity treaty
thev can be brought back.

friends irom being sacrificed

a

probably

building contracts amounting to
$50,000 in this city, absconded with $84,000 on
Saturday, have been arrested at Calais, Me.,
who

method of extrication from an
opportune
awkward dilemma. He seems to have been
pushed on by the advice of the two secretaries,
who, however erratic they may be in their political affiliations,are consistent always in their
opposition to Conkling.
At any rate the Senator has no reason to
complain. He can stand it if they can. He
a

P.hiralrnnsl v

It was

fire by a tramp.
Absconding Builder* Arrested.
Sr. John, N. B., Deo. 17.—Chas. E. Cutter
of Massachusetts, and Potter of Portland, Me.,

let the matter rest. It was
such a politic thing to do that it is difficult to
comprehend why he should have neglected so

hm

Carleton, Rockport

Republics Promotive of Intelligence,

to

that he

to

none

Toledo, Dec. 17.—Flour steady. IWheat stead,;
No 1 White Michigan at 129; extra White Michigan
134; Am Michigan on spot at 128; seller December
1 28*; seller January at 129; seller February at 131;

No 2 Red Winter

spot and December 127; seller
January at 128*; No 3 Red Wabasb at 111. Com
is steady; High Mixed held at 49c; new 45c; No 2 on
spot at 47*c; new on spot 45c;seller December at 44*;
January held 4ic and 43*c ottered; rejected new at
40*c; damaged 36*c; new 36c. Oats nominal.
Receipts—000 bbls hour, 10,000 busb wheat, 43,000
bosh com, 0,000 buBb oats.
Shipments—300 bbls flour,13,000 bush wheat, 14,000
bash com, 0,OCO bush oats.
■Milwaukee, Dec. 17.—Flour is quiet and weak.
Wheat is lirm and closed active; No 1 hard Milwaukee at 1 10; No 1 solt Milwaukee 1 09i; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 05|; 1 06*for January; 1 07* for February; No 3 Milwaukee at 1 01.
Com firmer; No 2 at
44 @44*c. Oats quiet—No 2 at 2J*c, Rye is quiet;
Nolat5G*c. Barley is steady; No 2 Spriug at 65c;
December at 65 @ 65Jc. Provisious are weak; Mess
Pork at 1175. Lard—prime steam dull 73; kettle at
on

8*. Hogs 4 50.
Receipts—11,000 bbls flour, 123,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—11,000 bbls flour, 124,000 busfl wfleat.
Detroit, Dec. 17.—Flour is in good demand 6 30.
Wheat lower; extra White Michigan at 1 31*
cash;
No 1 White Michigan at 1 29 for cash and December;
1 29* seller January; 1 30 j @ 1 31 seller for February.
Corn quiet: new at 44c. Oats steady; No 1 White at
30*c; No l Mixed 30c cash and December.
Receipts—2,800 bbls hour, 28,000 bosh wheat,
1,700 bush com, 4,500 bush oats.
Shipments—16,000 bbls flour,30,000 bush wheat,1,000
bush corn, 29,000 bush oats.
Naw Fork, Dec. 17.—Cotton is easy;

Middling

uplands at life.
Charleston, Dec. 17.—Cotton is dull; Middling
uplands at lOjc.
Norfolk, Dec. 17.—Cotton quiet; Middling8 upv
lands at 10J @ 11c.
Memphis, Dec. 17.—Cotton is easy; Middling8 up*
lands at logo.
New OKLAENS.Dec. 17.—Cotton easier and lower;
Middling uplands lOgc.
Savannah, Dec, 17.-Cotton dull; Middling
8 upr

lands at 10 13-16e.
Mobile, Dec. 17.—Cotton is weak; Middling uplands at 10*c.
Wilmington, Deo. 17.-Cotton is quiet; Middling

uplands at lOjc.

European Markets.
London, Doc. 17-12.30 P. M.—Consols at 9415-16

for money and account.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

London, Dec. 17—12.30

ties—United

10-40’s, 108*;
Portland Wholesale market.

Monday, December 17.—There is little new to
note in the markets to-day. Sugars are exhibiting a
much better feeling and we quote granulated at 9Jc
and Extra C. at 91c. Flour continues firm and unchanged. Corn Is quite active at former quotations.
Pork and Lard are dull and declining.
FREIGHTS—Business is still light and the charters iew. The engagements reported for the week
comprise Schrs Mattie A. Hand, hence to Matanzas
for $1425 out, Addie M. Bird and the John Bird,
licnuc iu a

porbuunu hiuo oi

v»uua witn

snooxs

P. M.-American securiStates bonds at 67s, 1071; new 6’s, 1068:
new 4*’s, 101*.
Erie at 9|; do preferred

The rate of discount for three months bills in open
market is 3J per cent., which is 8 below the bank

rate.

JLiiVEBPOOL.Dec. 17—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market—

dull and easier; Middling uplands at
6Jd; do Orleans
at 6 11-16: sales 8,000 bales,
including ;1G00 bales for
speculation and export; receipts 9400 bales, including
9U00 American.
Winter Wheat at 11s @ lla 6d; Spring do 10s 4 @
Cahfornia averages at 12s 7d ^ 12s 11; club at
1210@13s4d. Corn at 29s 6d @ 29s 9d. Peas 36s
Provisions, &c.—Pork 56; Beef 86 6. Bacon at
35 @ 36.
Lard 43s. Tallow 46s. Cheese at 64s. At
London Tallow 39 6 & 39 9.

Clearing House Transactions.
Portland, Dec. 17.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows to-day:

Gross Exchanges...$ 27,526 33
Net Balances..
22,49131
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bosh corn meal to G
W True & Go.
Foreign Kxports.
BUENGS AYRES. Brig Belle Prescott-296,467

ft lumber, 8000 pickets.
LIVERPOOL.
Steamer Lake Megantic—20,800
bush peas, 17.200 do wheat, 369,669 lbs butter, 75,500
do leather, 213,910 do provisions, 161,804 do bacon,
374,000 do oatmeal, 439,950 do lard, 48,350 do poultry, 38 cases oil, 1200 bbls flour, 1 do apples, 1 do
seed, 400 lbs meat. 530 do pork, 30 sewing machines.
1014 packages canned goods, 4 organs, 28 packages of
merchandise.
market.
ISales at the Broker’s Board, Dec. 18.]
$1,000 Eastern Railroad 3*s.32
$194 Eastern Railroad scrip. ....52
20 Eastern Railroad. 4}
3 Portland. Saco & Portsmouth Railroad..65
Boston & Maine Railroad.— @ 94}
Boston* Maine Railroad, 7s.— @110*
Maine State 6s. —@112
Roston Wteck

on

call.

market.

18—Evening.—Mouey

at 5

@

7

Sterling Exchange is quiet at 481} @ 482 for sixty
days and 485 @ 485* for demand.
Gold opened at 102g and closed at 102J, at which
prices all sales were made; cash gold loaned up to 6

cent., but the close loans were made flat. The
clearnces were $22,192,000. The Cusoms receipts today were $386,000. The treasury disbursements were
$24,300 for interest and $194,700 for bonds. Governments firm. Stock market generally heavy but
without activity except for Lake shore.
at

the Stock

Exchange to-day

ag

gregated 124,000 shares, including 68,000 shares Lake
Shore, 14,400 shares Lackawanna & Western, 4300
shares Western Union. 9500 shares North Western,
6000 shares St Paul, 4700 shares Ohios, 2500 shares
Michigan Central, 2400 shares Delaware * Hudson,
2900 shares Kansas Pacific.
The fallowing were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 6s, 1881 reg.

MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.1
Ar at New York 17th, ship Pharos, from Kennebuakport; sch S L Davis, Cottrell. Matanzas.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Nov 5tb, barque Helen ADjier,
Staples, New York; brig Hermou, Hichborn, do; 6th
sch Geo V Jordan, Duncan, Montevideo.
Ar at Paysandu Nov 25, barque Alice, Dyer, New
York via Montevideo.
Sid ftn Vineyard-Haven 17th, barque Sami B Hale,
Matthews, (from Bueaos Ayers) for Boston.
Ar at Liverpool 15th inst, sch Mattie A Franklin,
Griffin, Pemaquid; 16th, ship John T Berry, Emerson, Savannah; Kate Davenport, Mallett, Mobile.
Sid 15th, ship Danl Barnes, for Savannah.

Have accepted the Agency lor the
State of Maine for the;sale of

In this city, Dec. 17, Mrs. Jane, wife of the late
Henry Dunsier, aged 82 years.
[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at No. 5 Gould street. Buiial at convenience of the

family.]

city, Dec. 16, of disease

of the brain, Grace
Marston, youngest daughter of Rev. G. W. and L. H.
Connitt, aged 8 years 4 months 15 days.
In Saco, Dec. 16, Abel Hersey, Esq., aged 86
years
G months.
In Fryeburg, Dec. 13, of congestion of the lungs,
Mrs. Jane O. Richardson, aged 6i years.
In Lancastor, N. H., Dec. 12, tiellen Spring, youngest child of William and the late Melvina Cushing,
aged 1 year 7 months.

DEPARTURE OE STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOB

DATE

Idaho.. New York .Liverpool.Dec 18
Algeria.New York.. Liverpool.Dec 19
City of Brussels.-*. .New York -Liverpool.
.Dec 20
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 20
Victoria— .New York. .Glasgow.Dec 20
Saratoga.New York. .Havana.Dec 20
Indiana.Philadelphia Liverpool_Dec 20
Atlas.. New York.. Kingston. J. ..Dec 20
Canima.New York. .Bermuda.Dec 20
Ontario...Portland-Liverpool ....Dec 22
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.Dec 22
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 22
Alsatia. New York.. London.Dec 22
..

Egypt.

New York..

Liverpool.Dec

22

Marathon.Boston.Liverpool.Dec 22
Java.,.Boston.Liverpool.Dec 22
Frisia..
.New York.. Hamburg...... Dec 26
Lake Nepigan.Portland... Liveroopl.Dec 29

..1074
United States 6s, 1881, coup...llOg

Minature Almanac....-December IS.
9un rises.7.32 I High water. 8.50 AM
Sun sets.4.23

I Moon

These goods

Salem. May 18th.
Nicoletti visits Salem with a collection of bis
from choice models in art abroad. 1 take
great pleasure in commending him, (both for his fair
dealing and tor the excellence ot these works) to my
friends and the public.
E. C, BOLLES.

We invite the public to examine

AiiP

PORT OF PORTAIVD.
Monday, Dec. 17.
ARRIVED.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Bolton for Eastport and St John, MB.

rlifinluv

a!' thocn n/\A<lx-

will make rare and

fl'l.

Stock of Holiday Goods is so large that in order
to give these

Our

Bailey & Noyes,
EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND.

declO

proper representation, wo have decided to open
this store so that our triends can examine the collection at their leisure.
These are soli at the
uniform price of

Hartford Fire Insurance Company

and for this small sum one can obtain a reproduction of the finest Work* of Art. Frames in great
variety. Portfolios in all styles.

Timmons &
Stores

Hawes,

119 Commercial Street, and
and 16 Market Square,

15

lowest market rates.
Also constantly on hand New York, Blue Point
and Providence River Oysters, for sale in
any
All orders by mail promptly
desired quantity.

filled.

FOREIGN PORTS.

barque Fannie H Loring,

Ar at Liverpool 14th, ship Samuel Watts, Lermond,
San Francisco, (Aug 21).
Sid fm Cardiff 12th inst, sch Grace Bradley, Vesper, Havana.
Ar at Falmouth, E, 14th inst, barque Charles R
Lewis, Race, lndramavoe via Batavia.
Old at Bridgwarer, NS, Dec 12, brig Atlas, Gray,
Demarara.

SPOKEN.

Nov27,lat 50, Ion 9, ship Owego, Anderson, from
Liverpool for New York.
Dec 2. off Cape Maysl, sch C H Macomber, lrom
Havti, bound North.

Nourishing Blood.
The blood imparts to the body the elements which
are essential to its existence.
When these are insufficiently supplied, its energies begin to flag, there
is a loss otflesb, the muscles grow flaccid, the reflective powers lose vigor-^every function is disturbed, every organ weakened. Under these
circumstances, it is obvious that the constitution
must soon give way unless the vital fluid is enriched.
To accomplish this object, recourse should be had
without delay to that grand fertilizer of the blood,
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, which promotes
assimilation of the food and is the means ot rendering the circulation rich and active. The good effects
of the great tonic are speedily apparent in a gain of
txxlily vigor and mental energy. A regular action
of the various organs also results from its use, the
good work of bodily reform goes rapidly on, and
eventually health i3 established upon a sure basis.
iecl8
deod&wlw
HUNT’S REMEDY cures Bright’s Disease, Kidney, Bladder and Urinary Complaints, Diabetes,
Gravel and Dropsy. HUNT’S REMEDY cures
Incontinence, Secretion of Urine, Mental and Physical Debility, Female Weakness, Pain in the Back
uTr.Tnnin

REMEDY enconrmges sleop, creates an appetite,
braces np ;the isystem, and renewed health is the
result.
decl8'lTTh&S&wl w

nolCdsntf
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EATS.

BATH MUNICIPAL
...
PORTLAND
PORTLAND AID R. R.
...
WALDOBORO
DAMARISCOTTA

59
69

TAKE

6s

6s
6s
7s
7s

....
CLEVELAND
FREEHOLD MORTGAGE
MAINE CENTRAL

FOB 8 A I/E BV

Woodbury & Moulton
Cor. Middle and
OC30

NOTICE.

DEALS

IN

City

BANK

skill.
All

diseases peculiar to the female organization are
treated, without localizing, and cured secundem na-

BAILEY &

oo27

The

S. 5-20 BONDS,
sneod

European

Great

Novelty.

HUNYADI JANOS.
NEW APERIENT WATER.
Specially recommended for richness in aperient
salts, and its efficacy ia bilious attacks, preveution
of Gout, Piles, etc., and as anordinary aperient, by
LIKBIG. VIRCHOW, SCANZONI, and
SIR HENRY THOMPSON, and the entire
medical profession in England and Germany.
J. M BARNES, Surgeon General V, 8
Army. “The most certain and pleasant in its
effects of any oi the bitter waters.”
DR. J. MARION Sins, New York. “As a
laxative, I prefer it to every other mineral
water.*

DR. Witt. A. HAMMOND, New York
The most pleasant and efficient of all purgative waters.’*
DR. ALFRED L. LOOMIS, New York
The most prompt and most efficient; spec-

ially adapted

daily use.”
DR. FORDYCE BARKER, New York
“Requires less, is less disagreeable and unpleasant than any other.”
DR. EE WIS A. SAYRE, New York. “Pretor

ferred to any other laxative.”
A Wftneglasaful

Security

PA.

*214,901.00

Insurance

OF

Company,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Cash Capital,

*200,000.00
180,616,14

Surplus,

*380,646.14

Hamburg Bremen Fire Ins. Co.
Capital and accumulations
over (in Gold)
*2,250,009.00
694,621.36

SECURITY for Insurance.

fairly

Losses promptly and
and paid.

justed

ad-

IE. Dow and IS. Palmer,
29

OVER 500 BENCHES

Exchange St.,
PORTLAND.

,
decl

OSTRICH TIPS
—

AND

,,
eod3w

—

MADE FEATHERS !

Ostriola

—

DRUGGISTS, sneodeowly

W

»awv»

for

are

a

TIPS.

BUNCH OF

FANCY FEATHERS
large variety

A

FBED’K DE BARY & CO.,
41 Ac 43 Warren St., New York.

AND

ww «ww,

Another lot Black Tipa,
former price $4.00, now $3.00
Another lot Black Tipi,
former price $3.00, now $3.30
Another lot Black Tipa,
former price $6,00, now $4.30
Another lot Black Tipa,
fainter price 97,50, now $6.00
One lot Shaded Tipa,
former price $1.50, now 50 centa
One lot Colored Tipa,
former price 93 50, now 91.30
Alao a large varielv of Colored Tipa,
from 30 centa to 93.00 each.

Every genuine bottle bears the name of The Apol*
Co. (limited), London.

au27

*r~

Remember the above prices

at

Elegant Goods, Splendid

WINTER !

FOR

AND

Shades.

9S cents
“05

now

Former price

94.00,

«

•<

*•

•<

aame

proportion.

SILK
all the

new

PLUSHES

desirable shades. The very beat
goods in the market.

and

—

/Liao a email 101 oi iow

The

Suits.

embrace
many
importations, and are
among the very best goods ever

shown by

W. H. KOHLING,
No. 99 Exchange St,

octlS

encltf

now

price

English

WHOLESALE
a rare

JUST RECEIVED !
Large Assortment ot
French and
English
Perfumes and Toilet Soaps,
A

BATES

&

The Attention^ the Trade
inxited to the Bnin, Cask and Purler
Ntores, Sink, nnd Mel lew- W are, vagi*
factored at oar work, ia thie city.
15“ Orders far Job
promptly executed.

Foundry Work neatly and

Portland Stove Foundry Company,
Isd2w

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

Silver Ware.
I shall offer my entire stock of
choice goods suitable for Holiday
and Wedding Presents at Bottom
Prices.
These
are
goods
all
all
fresh,
embracing
the Novelties and New Patterns,

I and are of niv own Plate.
(Jenrts
not proving as represented will be
cheerfully replated FREE OF
CHARGE. Do not fail to call and
examine before purchasing.

Square,

Old

Table

Replated

as

Ware

good

iu Price.

Reflnlshed
and
at a great

as n«>v

_<13«r

latest and best hit. Aslc yoor book or newshim. Only 50 cent* a copy,
dulldSw

BO IOU WANT

Newspaper Advertising Agent,,
ROW, NEW YORK.
J. H. Bates, late ot
D. E. Locke, o Locke <k
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspaper,.
34 PAi.K

|A GENTS.

Old

Newspapers

FOR WRAPPERS!

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

c. J.
NE WSP*

»dtt

Portland,

dealers for

LOCKE,

Ton

can

buy them for 50 cents

a

NILES,
n

Saidas

Columbus

municipal Bonds.

for

ia

decs

A 4.ENT.
Contracts for Advertisements In all Newsnanpr,
t0Wn8 ot ttle United
States,
and British Provmcoo.
Office No, 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

municipal Bonds,

d««7

FULLAM,

H. S. KALER & CO. THAT YOUNG MAN!
de!7dtf
The

S, B.

Cleveland

!

W.

A OVERT I SIND

municipal Bonds,

Standard

Ia no Instance has it failed to fulfil
every guarantee of the Manufacturers.

Saring

Early inspection respectfully solicited,

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.
Cincinnati

Enthusiastic in its Praise.

STOCK,

Advettisemen s writ en. appropriately displayed,
and proofs giver tree oi charge.
The leading 1/ illy and Weekly
Newspapers of the
Lnited States »nd Canada, kept
on JUe lor the
accommodation vf Advertisers.

SALE

families ia

UP ONE FLIGHT.

linery cheap.

2

FOB

numerous

Portland, as well as elsewhere, now using this
Range with Entire Hatisfactiou and who are

27 Market

our

chance for the Ladies to buy their Mil-

ADVERTISING

NOYES,

We Refer by permission to

Crapes

SPECIALTY.

This sale includes the balance of

and Is

Warranted.

is

city.

W. W. SHARPE Oc CO„

here

Every Range

best assortment to be found In
the

A

$4.50.

riusDes.

Frames.

French

—

These goods

fect.

4.30

Satins 2

in

fur-

NO. 344 FORE STREET.

3.00
3 00
4 00

*•

••

Colored Velveta in the

aid

93.50.

now

••

•<

*;eai.

dec8

SILK VELVETS.
3.00
4 OO
5 OO
«OO

or

R*. 199 FEDERAL STREET, next doer
to the Adrertleer office.

Onr beat quality Moleskin Velveta,
former price 30.00, now 94.50
Onr 993.00 Black Velveta now 91.35

recent

inr me oi nmer n«o<i

nished with erery appliance which skill
and ingenuity can snggest to make it per-

Retailing Agent

ii.oo

Black

Business

STANDS UNRIVALLED

O.

FUR BEAVERS.

The cold weather has arrived, and

England

for Elegance, Durability, Canreniencc
and Economy of Fuel—being adapted to

!

HATS !

$1.00

«

PORTLAND

Received the First Premium at the New
Fair of 1877, and

in Black, Pale Blue. Pale Piuk, White, Sulphur,
Drab, old Gold, &c., &c.

Onr 50 cent Fells
1

KOHLING

THE

reduced prices.

OSTRICH FEATHEH TRIMMINGS 1

FELT

RANGE,

Manufactured by

Tips.

One lot Black Tips,
former price 81.00, now 50 cents
Another lot Black Tips,
former price $1.50, now 75 cents
Another lot Black Tips,
former price $3.00, now $1,35.
Another lot Black Tips,
former price $3.50, now $1.75
Another lot Black Tips,

THREE

Sole Agents for United States and Canadas,
FOR SALE BY DEALERS, GROCERS

PORWG COOKING

...

Dose.

a

The Atlantic

WIHtl.EXALK STOCK
tbe following prices:

our

One lot mitde Tips, former price 75 cl..,
now 38 els.
Another
50 cents,
$1.00, now
“
Still another
75
1.50, >■
And still another
il.no, •<
$1.35
One more
1.50
3.50,

Nobby shapes.

Meaher
Co.,
Apothecaris
Cor, Preble and C'ongrm. Si*. and6m

PHILADELPHIA,

Total Assets,

GREAT CLOSING OGT SALE!

linakis

OFFER

ocl8

OF

Capital Stock,
*200,000.00
Surplus over all liabilities,
including Re-Insurance,
14,901.00

E2T“Tlio above Companies have

259 Middle Street.

at

_rnd2w

&

Fame Insurance Co.

all large assets clear ot all liabiliities, and afford SURE AND SAFE

H. S. KALER&GO.,

The balance of

Exchange St., Portland.

F. T.

*618,060.00

Highest prices paid for

“CALLED” U.

—

Will sell at Wholesale Prices
until January 1, 1878, Elegant
Illustrated Gift Books.
Also
Miscellaneous
and
Standard,
Juvenile Books, Fine Stationary
and Fancy Goods.

2lR.00fl.fi0

Assets In United States,

MILLINERY!

OVERCOATS

EXCHANGE ST.,

OF ST. PACE, MINN.
Capital Stock,
*400,000.00
Surplus over all liabilities,

Total Assets,

desired.
Office hours from 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 5 P.;M.
eodtf
sepll

BONDS !

General Agent.

Noyes,

$425,122.94

St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co.

DISEASES

in all forms treated with success and particular attention paid to diseases of the ear and eye, throat
and luDgs.
Patients visited at their homes and treated when

Former price $0.00.

Christmas Goods

Total Assets,

turam.

STOCK, GOLD &C.,

—

CHANCE TO PURCHASE

Capital Stock,
*200,000.00
Surplus, less Re-Insurance
and all liabilities,
125,122.94

Total Assets,

Mechanics’ Hall Building.

Co.,

Honda,

Seasonable Goods

!

Insurance

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

—

GOVERNMENT

COYLE, Jr,,

is

Capital, £2.000,000
*10,000,000.00
Assets iu United States,
1,422,571.00

including Re-Insurance.

We would sav to the sick and suffering, after you
have exhausted your list of remedies and been treated by ‘‘many physicians,” and on the verge of despair, come, and be relieved of your sufferings and ye
shall rejoiGC. The Doctor’s success during tjie time
he has been in your midst is a sure guarantee of his

CHRONIC

Insurance Co.

OF LIVERPOOL,, ENG.

ALL!

DR. 11. R. THAYER,

Exchange Sts.

Payson & Co.,
—

at 7 o’clock.

opportunity
buyers.

Queen

*3,061,174.55

32 EXCHANGE STREET,

trips per week, leaving Portland every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings,

A rare
offered to

snd2m

FOB

Our 93.00 Satina marked down to 91,30.

On and after Monday, December 24th,
the Steamers ot this line will make three

&

PORTLAND

Hundreds in this city and vicinity are to-day rebeen restored to health through the
skillful treatment of

snlf

H. M.

NOYES.
•

joicing, haviDg

6s

Is prepared to make up in his
usual style the iinest
assortment of

Boston Steamers.

Bailey

NOTICE!

6s

COLUMBUS, OHIO,

NOTICES"

Extraordinary

Total Assots,

OF

sndeod2w

weekly during the winter cargoes ol
fresh Oysters direct from Virginia, which they wilt
sell by the barrel, bushel, gallon or quart, at the

Newcastle, NSW, Nov 16, ship Antelope, Cheney, for Shangbae.
Ar at Batavia 17th, barque Ohalmette,Chadbourne,

J. B.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Capital Stock,
*1,250,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve,
925,125.16
Net Surplus,
876,049 39

Fireman’s Fund

Nicely Engraved Bank Checks, neatly
bound MOO iu a book, for sale at the low
price of $1.00 per book.

BAILEY &

Will receive

At

SPECIAL

HARM,

Cor. Union autl Middle Sts.,

HEALTH

anrl TP.liva .T Cto.

n__1

SHORT &

LOW,

EXCHANGE ST..
oc26

OYSTERS.

*10,000,000.00
4,618,620.70

a

MERCHANTS

BOOKSELLERS & STATIONERS,

LONDON.

Total Assets,
*14,618,620.70
Gross Assets in the U. S. mainly invested in Govt. Bonds, $1,767,276.53

UNDER ftVLUOUTM HOTEL.

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 15th, sch Hattie Lewis, Coleman, Boston.
Below 14th, schs Ariosto, Satellite, J K Baker, Jas
Freeman, Prize, Saginaw, Josephine, Trader, Amazou
Satellite, and others.

T nini<

the

GEMS OF ART

pleasing gilts,

for do.

oml

OF

Capital, £2,000,000
Net Surplus,

doc!5smilw

Alley, Wiscasset.
SALEM—Ar 15th, echs Alaska, Clark, Hoboken for
St John, NB; Freddie Eaton, Motz, Calais for Warren : L H Smith. Leech, Bucksport.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 15th, sets Virginia, Abbott,
Sullivan for Boston; R Baker, Thorndike, Ttiomaston for do; Niger, Alley, Wiscasset for do; Lebanon,
Rand, Millbridge lor;do; Emma, Fairfield, Bangor

sets.. .5.48 AM

NEWS.

VERY PER-

are

Mr.
casts

ties,

Douil, New York.

Fire Insurance

OUR

with what favor he regarded them.
We publish it by permission:

Strout, Port Johnson; Alligator, Sprague, and
H King, Bunker, Hoboken; Virginia, Abbott, Sullivan; Lebanon, Rand, Millbridge; Emma, Fairfield,
and Fair Dealer, Dodge, Ellsworth; Belle, DuntOD,
Westport; Silver Spring, Steele, Addison; Niger,

Rio Janeiro tor Manila.
Sid fm Malaga 6th inst,

PALMER,

Representing

FECT, being taken from ORIGINAL MEDaLS, at large expense
by the Manufacturer. The supply
is necessarily somewhat limited.
The following letter from Rev.
Dr. Holies; formerly of this city,
but now of Salem, Mass., shows

DUTCH|ISLAND HARBOR—In por tl4,brig Open
Sea, Coombs, Boston for New York; schs Caroline,
Wallace, Cberryfleld for do; Vandalia, Betts, Ellsworth for do; Ida L Howard. Rich, lm Calais for do;
Milwaukee, Fiekett, and Hampton, Fletcher, Provi•
dence for do.
TARPAULIN COVE-Ar 14th, brig Gambia, from
Bangor lor Brunswick, Ga; schs Stcrm Petrel, from
Ellsworth for Providence; Olive, Newbury port for
New York; Calista, Clark’s Island for do; Frances
Ellen. Lnbec for do; Caroline Knight. Rockland lor
do; Willie DeWolf, Red Beach for ao; Almon Bird,
Boston for Richmond; Rena,do tor Brunswick; HatCard, do for Jacksonville.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 15th, sch B L Sherman, Alley, Weehawken.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 13th, schs A W Ellis,
Wilmington for Bath; Mary A Holt, Calais for New
haven, (lost anchor off Chatham); Eugene, do for
New York; Frances Ellen, fm Lubec for do; Almon
Bird, Boston for Richmond; Annie Bliss, Weymouth
for Savannah.
Passed by, sch Bessie E Dickinson, Dickinson, from
Savannah for St John, NB.
BOSTON-Ar 16th, barque Sandy Hook, Nichols,
Leghorn; schs Georgia, Coffin, Cardenas; Loretto
Fish, Comery, Brunswick, Ga; Mary E Van Cleaf,
Thorndike, Charleston; Eliza J Staples, Strout, Port
Johnson; D S Lawrence, Davis, Ellsworth; Chattanooga, Snare, Bangor.
Cld 15th, sch Almeda. Smith, Pembroke.
Ar 17tb, barque William H Bo^se. Baker, from
Batb, to load for Europe; schs John Somes, Mason,
Rnliinonn

17,

DEC.

MONDAY,

for do.

Mp.Viphnl*

J. S.

t usiness men and tirms.
Collections ot over-due
claims a specialty.
The oldest and largest agency
in the world,
having 6eventv-Biz Branch and Associate Offices in
deeSdsntf
complete working order.

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

PORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 14th, brig MaNorwood, from Baltimore for Portland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 14th, sch Hattie V Kelsey, Randall. New London.
Cld 15th, ship Astoria, Potter, Liverpool; sch Albert W Smith, Loring, Matanzas; C W Lewis, Hupper, Port Royal. SO.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 14tb, sch Winnie Lawrie,
Spear, Fail River.
Cld 15th, schs Carrie M Richardson. Richardson,
Cienfuegos; Mary E Oliver, Baker, Providence; Geo
E Prescott, Nash, New London.
NEW YORK—Ar 15th, ship M P Grace, Wilbur,
Callao 93 duys; barque Archer, Hatch. Buenos Ayres
60 days; brig John C Noyes, Coker, Miragoane 17 ds;
schs C R Page, Grace, Wilmington; E & G W Hinds,
Hill, Philadelphia; Geo E Prescott, Guptill, do for
New London; Mary A Rice, Kent, Chatham; Addie
Todd, Corson, Calais; Decora, Perry, Machias; Forest City, Hodgius. Gardner; Laconia. Crockett, from
Rockland; Caroline C, Ober, and Thos Potter, Handy, Providence ; SiDaloa, Robinson, and Alice T
Boardman, Lunt, do.
Cld 15th, barque Orchilla, Devereux, Sagua; sch
Sammy Ford, Allen, Calais.
Sid 15th, ship St David, for San Francisco; barque
Palo Alto, for Havana; brig Anita Cwen, for Santander.
Passed through Hell Gate 15tb, schs Sabao, Wee*
bawken for Portsmouth; L L Mills, do tor Norwich;
Chase, Amboy for Providence.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 15th, schs Koiet, Dunham, So
Amboy; Rival, Fletcher, Hoboken.
Sid I6th, brig Benj Carver, Dodge, New York; schs
A E Willard, Cobb, and Empress, Parker, do; S M
Reed, Gnptill, and L Holway, Bryant, do.
NEWPORT—In port 14th, bark Sagadahoe.Powers,
Gloucester for New York; sch OregoD,Church, Pittstonlordo; Kolon. Brookings, Bath for New York;
Alnomak, Clark, Rockland ior do; Ellen Merriman,
Grover. Somerset for do.
Ai 15th, schs Lookout, Sprague, Hoboken lor Portland ; Madagascar. Robbins, Providence for NYork;
Fleetwing, Maddox, and G W Baldwin, Dennis, do

A

AND

Portland, 18G8.

North British & Mercantile Ins. Co

ria W

Hnhnkftn

Manager.
In

MARBLEIZED

Vnrlr.

decl3

MARINE

T. TRANK JONES,
Established iu New York, 1811.

Professor Nicoletti’s

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SEATTLE, WT-SId 8th, ship El Dorado, Hayden,
for San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 14th, ship Monte Rosa,
Carter, Newcastle, NSW.
Cld 15th, ship Chas Dennis, Keazer, Liverpool.
GALVESTON—Ar 15th, barque John C Smith,
Jones, Boston.
Cld 15tb, ship Landseer, Knowles, Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 11th, sch Charles Lawrence,
Shaw, Portland.
Cld 15th. sbiD Crescent City, Delano, Havre.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 10th, brig Suwanee, Sawyer,
St Thomas.
PENSACOLA—Cld 11th, sch Mary D Haskell, Carter, New Bedford.
Ar 11th, sch Nellie F Sawyer, Bunker, Cardenas.
Ar 12th, sch Ada J Simonton, Hall, Matanzas.
JACKSONVILLE—Sid 11th, sch Wm G Moseley,
Urann, Point-a-Pitre.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 10th, sch Jos Oakes, Parker, Barbadoes.
Cld 10th, sch Alfred Keen, Keating, Trinidad.
RICHMOND, VA—Sid 14th, sch Carrie Walker,
Wnttnn.

INSURANCE.

They furnish detailed reports to subscribers ot the
responsibility aud trustworthiness ot business men
throughout the country. Also publish January,
March, July aud September, The Reference Book,
containing about 700.000 names and ratings ot

bid! SOYES

MEMORANDA.
Sch Jos G Stover, from Jacksonville for Boston,
which put into Wilmington, NC, 5th inst, in distress,
went on the railway after discharging and came off
8tb, but sprung aleak after reloading and was discharging again 13th tor furthur repairs.

•

x

311-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.]

Fine Art Goods.

FROM

dec!8BMlw

per

The transactions

I N

Fox.
Brig Belle Prescott, White, Buenos Ayres—A &
S E Spring.
Sch. Ralph Howes, Shute, Belfast—master.

SPECIAL

DIED.

KAMI

Nkw York. Dec.

York.

NOTICES.

%

The mermile abUT JOHN E. DOW
EDWARD RUSSELL & CO.

CLEARED.

MARRIED.
In Cape Elizabeth, Dec. 1. bv Rev. W. M. Sterling,
Capt. Francis M. Johnson ot Portland and Ellen H.
Jordan ot Cape Elizabeth.
In Alfred, Dee. 13, at the residence of
Henry Roberts, Esq., by Rev. J. Hawks, Albert F. Robeits and
Miss Abble G. Seavey, all of Alfred.
In Nobleboro, Dec. 3, J. Alston Perkins and Miss
Lizzie S. Pillsbury.
In Nobleboro, Nov. 25, B. F. Tates of Damariscotta and Miss Ella C. Lewis, of Yarmouth, Mass.
At Sheepscot Bridge, M. W. Follansbee of Newcastle and Miss Ada Hatch ot Damariscotta.

SPECIAL

^SPECIALTY

Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York,—Henry

J1®;

In this

per cent,

ter & Co.
Sch T S McLellan, Farr, Wiscasset for New
Sch Eliza B Coffin. Cole, Calais for Newport.
Sch Keystone, Hatch, Calais for New York.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ana

heads at 25c, and. Cara Etta, hence to Cardenas,
shooks and heads, at 25c; Brig Quango, hence to
Porto Rico with shooks and heads at 30q; and the
Brig Tally Ho, to load cooperage hero for a north
side port on private tonne. Coastwise, Schr Kuth
H. Baker loads lumber here for New York at $1.62
per M. and the T. S. McLellan, from Wiscasset to
New York with headings at 3c pair.

Wew York Mtock and

Sch Charlotte Fish, Clark, Hoboken—coal to A I
Hand all & Co.
Sch D M Anthony, Hoskins, New York—ccal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Agnes Belle, Fernald, Campobello, NB—100.000
herring.
Sch Albert, Norwood, Bristol—jank to W E Car-

W
*

»

■

TUESDAY MORNING, DEC. 18.

d tot

hundred tor

three

for $1.00 at

hundred
tho

WHEELElt,

PE RADVKRTISINB AREN'T

No. 5 Washington Building,
PKOYIDENCE, K. I,

PRESS

OFF ICE

.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS.

THE FBESS,
TUESDAY

~CITY

MORNING,

AND
THE

What to Get nud M here to Get It.

DEC. 18.

to a

VICINITyT

PKEN8

that times are hard and money scarce
with the majority of tbose who give gifts at
this season.
There will of course be a large
number of fine presents made, but the substantial gifts will far outnumber them.
As usual
the Pbess will endeavor to assist its readers by
now

SIDING,

buy.

It is certain that no one can take up a
Portland paper without noticing the “card” of

passages.
The young ladies of tho class of ’74, P. H,
S aro requested to meet at the residence of
Miss Nellie M. Short, No. 217 Spring street*
Wednesday aiternoon, Dec. ly.
The great wrestling match which comes off
next Saturday night is the subject of much
conversation just now. The seats will he sold

on

Thursday moruiDg.
The City Marshal has made an arrangement
with the swill boys by which those who have
permits can gather swill between the hours of
half past seven and half past eight in the morning, and at no other time.
understand Mr. C. E. Hodgkins has resigned his position in the India street choir,
where he has been leader lor the last three
years, the resignation to take effeot January
We

first.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Temperance
Reform Club will give an entertainment and
apron sale at Congress Hall tonight and tomor-

evening. All persons feeling interested in
good work are respectfully requested to
leave any donation at the above mentioned
place this afternoon, and it will be most thankfully received by the ladies of the society.

row

this

Tempebance
Meeting.—A
temperance
meeting of unusual interest was held Sabbath
evening at the St. Lawrence St. Church. The
meeting was opened with reading of the Scripture and prayer by Rev Mr. Wright, the pastor.

Mr. Andrew J. Chase was called upon to
and made some brief remarks in relation to the present agitation of the temperance
question, after which he introduced Benj.
Kingsbury, who gave an address fall of inter'
esting and encouraging facts respecting the
» progress of temperance reform in our State,
under the present Maine law. The speaker
expressed bis conviction that great results
might be accomplished by our churches if they
would combine in this work.

preside

Judge Kingsbury was followed by Hon.
Neal Dow, who was called out from the audiMr. Dow, observing the large number
ence,
of young people present, adapted his remarkto them and gave a very entertaining and in
Structive address, which cannot fail to do much
good: in fact it was an address such as only
Neal Dow could make, and was equally profitable to young and old.
A brief, earnest address was then made by
Mr. Starbird. Hon. Fred Dow was expected
to address the meeting, but gave way to bis
father. The audience was very large and receptive, and the impression is deepened ia the
minds of man; who were present that now and
then such meetings might he profitably held iuall oar churches on Sabbath evenings, without
prejudice to the sacteduess and honor of the

day.

_

Phof.

Hartz’

Entertainmet.
Miss
was packed full and runniog
For a while after the seats
—

Marsh’s theatre,
over last night.
had been disposed of stauding room was sold,
but it was not long before even standing room
could not be had, and many were torned away.

Each person who purchased a ticket received
There were of course blanks
two envelopes.
and there were also numbers in the envolopes
and each person who got a number received a
preseut. If space would allow we should like
to describe some of the wonderful tricks performed during the evening, but suffice it to say
they are all new and performed in the neatest
manner known. For instance, he holds a bird
cage before you and tells you to watch it, but
when he has counted three it hasj disappeared
no one knows where. J.He also takes from a hat
articles enough to fill a Saratoga trunk.2 The
eutertainmeut closes with the Indian box trick,
which is, perhaps, the most puzzling of all.
The most interesting thing, however, to those
who have numbers, is the distribution of the
presents. Those who have numbers select a
committee to draw for the principal gifts, and
last evening the drawing resulted as follows:
Mrs. Jennie Hyde a barrel of Hour, Mrs. A. E.
silver plated castor, Miss Duke a China
tea set 24 pieces, Miss T. O’Donnell set silver
plated knives and forks, J. Gordon a basket
filled with provisions of all kinds, Geo. E.
There were
Davis silver plated sugar bowl.
also given away numerous bags of flour, hams,
and goods of all kinds. The tickets are now
for sale for each evening this week and Saturday matinee. They are in great demand.

Grady

a

Commerce of Portland.—The following is
the commerce of the port of Portland for the
last month:

Imports.$291,902
Consisting ot 1,260,000 feet of lumber, 1,685,322
pounds of salt, 133,091 gallons of molasses, 520 boxes
tinplate, 161 tons of coal, 1240 tons of plaster, 193
pounds ot eoflee, 32,989 pounds of tea, 32,068 bushels
of wheat, 2760 bushels of potatoes and 143,208 pounds
ol

sugar.

Exports.§463,146

Consisting of 350,000 feet of lumber, 49,000 shin-

gles, 52.184 sbooks beads, 15,200 hoopn, 70,109 bushels of wheat, 358 banels of flour, 195,000 brick, 2,322
busLels of potatoes and 2320 quintals of fish.
Shipping.
Humber

^

of vessels entered coastwise. 51

"

11

41

44

44

44

cleared

entered, foreign.
44
cleared,
Total tonnage entered. 55,905
1,265
44
44
cleared. 56,795
1,224

45
17
36
men
men

Masonic.—Greenleaf Lodge, No. 11, of Cornish, elected the following officers for the ensuing year at the regular communication, Dec.
14th:
Prestoo Durgin, Worshipful Master.
Charles C. O'Brion, SeDior Warden.
Israel Boothby, Junior Warden.
Cyrus G. Marr, Treasurer.
Koscoe G. Smith, Secretary.
Joseph B. Watson, Senior Deacon.
f$Eben Baker, Juuior Deacon.
Samuel Gray, Chaplain.
gHoward Brackett, Senior Steward,
jg .Tames C. Ayer, Junior Steward.

Bradley,

traveller, having been sent abroad as special
correspondent by the Boston Traveller, and in
the service of that journal went around the
world. As a lecturer the Springfield Republican says of him, “He draws from the inexhaustible store-house of his own experience scenes
humorous and pathetic which he described in
inimitable manner and

presented

to

his au-

vivid power more (like John B.
Gough than any other man, and yet only like
him in his power to touch the human heart.
dience with

a

Parish Meeting.—At tbe annual parish
meeting of tbe First UDiversalist society held
at their vestry, Saturday
evening, tbe following
officers were elected:
Moderator—Charles S. Fubas
Clerk—M. B. Coolidge.
Treasurer—Freedom Nash.
Assessors—J. A. Kendall, S. c. Andrews
A. S. Thayer. Cyrus Greco, Philip

bee.

jT*

__

Masonic.—At tbe annual meeting of Mount
Vernon Royal Arch Chapter last evening, the
following officers were elected:

High Priest—Leander W. Fobes.
Kiug—John C. Small.

Scribe—Clayton J. Farrington.
Treasurer—Charles Fobes.

S. Harris.
Finance Committee—R. H.^Hinkley, M. N.

Secretary—John

Rich, J, V. Hodsdon.

as

represented,

and no one

flour business, in the firm of Noyes & Weston.
For a time he accepted the position of Superin-

need

tendent of the Fork and Cumberland railroad.
During the war he served for a time with bis
brother Captain .George F. Noyes, in the commissary department of the army, and was pres-

be dissatisfied as goods not satisfactory can always be returned. The success of this firm is
another great triumph for persistent and judicious advertising.
They are|always before the
publio and in a very attractive and readable

ent

[

ten per cent, cheaper than last year this firm
have increased their business this year 2d per
cent., which is an actual gain of 35 per cent,
over the business of 76.
They know nothing
about hard times and are inclined to thiuk that
if their neighbors follow their example in advertising their wares there would not be so
it is useless
mucn rauit iouna witu ins nines,
to attempt to enumerate the many garments to
he found at this store, but it is safe to say that

In looking over the
they “have them all.”
children’s department the thought ot a suit of
clothes for a boy on Christmas morning naturally suggests itself. Mr. Fisk extends a cordial
invitation to all whether they want to buy or
The
not, to call and inspect his large stock.
sight of so much fine clothing in ono apartment

is not often seen, and will well repay a visit.
Courteous clerks will be in attendance at all
hoars to show the stock.
While looking for substantial, serviceable
goods no one should fail to call npon
BROTHERS,
at their store on Congress, near the head
Casco street.
As ’tis well known by the
dies, this is the headquarters for cloaks of
kinds, which are made to order from stock
EASTMAN

of
laall

this firm have marked their prices so low that
no one need attend auctions to get
rare bargains in this line. In dress goods they have
made an unusual mark-down to suit the times.
The prospect of a small demand for blankets
this season has induced them to mark the
prices so low that no one in want will fail to
buy them at this store when the price is learned. Unlike many other dry goods stores but
few fancy articles will be found here, but for
goods in their line they cannot be beat for
The firm is too well
quality or quantity.
known to call for extensive notice.
During
their business career here no one ever was
known to get any other than the article purchased.
If a mistake should be made they
would only be too glad to correct it. In a word
the members ot this firm are upright, straightforward men and just the kind that people like
to patronize.
If the ladies are in search of fine millinery,
they should read the announcement made in
another column by
H. S. KALER &

They

street.

just finishing up their wholesale
stock, and rather than keep them over are
offering them at less than cost prices. This
firm always publish their prices and defy competition. It is well known that their goods are
are

of the best quality.
stance, ostrich tips

They
for 50

selling,

are

for inwhich have

cents

tricli feather trimming, iwbichjare just now so
popular, are being slaughtered in the same
wholesale manner. They make a specialty of
black English crapes, also silk plush and
This is indeed a rare chance for ladies
satins.
to select their winter millinery, but as it is
only offered for a few days, no time should be
lost in selecting bargains.
There never

was a

store of the size contain-

ing more goods than can be found at 94 Exchange street, where
CHARLES

& CO.

DAY, JR.,
'to show all who are

ready
holiday gifts

are

in

search of
This paper

display,
is scarcely large enough to enumerate the
many pretty things to be found hare. They
have just received a lot of telephones, which
a

very large

all the rage.

Their stock of watches
and jewelry was never larger nor of a finer
quality. They always keep, as is well known,
a full line of toys and games
of every nameable description.
No one should complete
Christmas purchases without first calling
at this popular store.
Only a visit will give an
idea of the many pretty .things, so don’t fail
to go.
In looking for books, which by the way always make acceptable presents, the store of
are now

HALL L. DAVIS

should be sought out at 53 Exchange street,
the old and popular stand.
Mr. Davis is
making a fine display for Christmas, and he
will no doubt have his usual large holiday
trade. The stock comprises all the standard
works, as well as juvenile and fine illustrated
books and fancy stationery. It is indeed an
excellent place to visit while purchasing hand
some

presents.

WILLIAM A.

QUINCY.
In holiday times many people desire to bind,
for presents or preservation, works which they
have taken in Dumbers. These people will do
well to call on Mr. W iliam A. Quincy, bookbinder, Printers’ Exchange, and look at the
excellent, handsome and tasteful work he is
doing. He is amply equipped for all calls that
may be made on him.
A large,finely lighted store is always desirable
in selecting goods at any time, but now that
the afternoons are short good light in selecting
goods is prized more than ever. All this can
be seen at the fine store of
VTCKERY &

LEIGHTON,
in Farrington Block. They have very attractive windows, which show samples of the
many pretty things to be seen throughout the
spacious salesroom. In one window is to be

large collection

of the popular Ja-Se-PoKi ware. This ware is made from cane, and
comes from SineraDore and is mads un in New
York. This ware makes very pretty holiday
presents. In the other window is to be seen a
lot of Japanese goods, gloves, handkerchiefs,
&c. Besides the very large line of all kinds of
fancy goods, there is also to he found a full and
complete stock of the lutest patterns of dry
goods. The sales at this store are already so
large that no less than twenty clerks are employed to wait upon the large number who
throng this popular store each day.
seen a

(Striking Engineers.
In the United States Circuit Court yesterday
morning Judge Shepley delivered the opinion
of tbe court on the motions for a new trial and
The

Judge Shepley said that the offence charged
in the iudictmeut was a conspiracy to obstruct
the passage of the mails, under sections :J995
and 5440 of the lievised Statutes of the Cuffed
States. The presiding judge had instructed
the jury that “for men whose time was up to
induce others, whose time was not up, to violate their contract was an illegal act,” and it
was contended that by this instruction he intended to define tbe act of conspiracy with
which the defendants were charged. On the
contrary, the jury were expressly told that the
object of the conspiracy charged in the indictment was to obstruct the mails, and that “this
statute apDlied only to persons who
knowingly
and wilfully obstruct or retard the passage of
the mail.”
This is the law. The evidence shows that
Wbiddeo, one of tbe defendants, and two
others of the associated engineers, at different
points on the road, detached their engines from
the mail and passenger cars, and kept forcible
possession of the engines, leaving them finally
disabled and unfit for service. Their purpose
was to delay the mails, and
they said they were
aciiog under the instructions of a committee to
which four of these defendants belonged.
There was left, in the words oi the witness,
“but one live engine ob the whole road.” It
was intended, by preventing the passage of the
mails and passengers, to compel the road to
accede to the demands of tbe associated engineers. The finding of the jury is clearly in
accordance with the evidence, and the offenoe
is the precise offence charged in the indictment.
The testimony excepted to |is the reportl by
Bonney of conversations at the headquarters of
the striking engineers, and Beal’s evidence of
propositions made to him by parsons introducad by Whitcomb. No exception was taken
at the time to
Bonney’s testimony. As Whitcomb had been
previously connected with the
conspiracy, Beal's evidence of his acts in fnrtnerance thereof was
clearly admissible.
motion for a new trial was
accordingly
the “otion for an arrest of
*as w£s
eged etrols on the face °* the

indictment^1

the whole campaign from Antietam

his’promotion he

date of

has filled the responsible position with much fidelity and to the
Mr.
general satisfaction of all concerned.
Noyes was not a politician and always refused
to accept aiiy political position.
He was for
several

Treasurer of

years

the

Cumberland

County Agricultural Society, and

I

at the time of
his death was Treasurer of both the Portland
Fraternity|and Haydn societies,in which he took
For several years he was a
great interest.
member of Park street church choir.
He married Miss Irene H. Shaw of Eastport, who died
a few years after their marriage, leaving one

ter that the; may pat them on file, and make
arrangements for 'their capture in the spring.
For the last four or five years young salmon
have made their appearance in the Penobscot,
near Bangor.
A portion of the Kenduskeag
has been fall of them, leaving no donbt that
planting and protection of those fish have proved an unmistakable success. A very good run
of these fish has also visited the St. Croix the
In 1873 some thousands of young
past year.
salmon wore planted in this river at Vanceboin
1874 50,000 fry were contributed and
ro’,
turned into Dobsis stream. This contribution
had a marked influence in adding to the number making the run this year. Satisfactory results have also been obtained from planting salmon fry in the Medomac river.
The demand for brook trout, land-looked salmon and black bass to stock waters in various
sections of the state has been far above the
ability of the commissioners to supply.
It is recommended as a matter of economical
expenditure, to unite with the United States
government and sister states for the production of ova and fry of land-locked salmon to
The commisstook the waters of the state.
sioners complain of the non-enforcement of the
laws for the protection of fish in Moosehead
Lake and other waters, and recommend -‘a good
square law for the whole state,” that from the
first of October uutil March or April there
shall be no fishing of any kind whatever in our
The
fresh water lakes, ponds and streams.
commissioners say that “it is not the fish and
food
killed
for
by the
game of the state that is
consumer that depletes the forest and stream,
The people of
but it is what is killed to sell.
Maine pay their taxes, pay all the expenses of
her game and fish protection and legislation,
and when their crop of game and fish is ready
to harvest, men from other states come in and
harvest and carry off and sell the crops for
profit. Men from abroad come into our woods
and in violation of our laws hunt oar deer with
packs of hounds, while they feed ou our fitb,
caught by net, spear and trap.”
The demand for black bass has been steadily
increasing from year to yeer. Good accounts
are received from most of the waters of the
in
wide range of localities in the state, have
been stocked the present year.
The Penobscot Salmon Breeding Works at
Bucksport have not been in operation this year;
the lateness of the appropriations at Washington for the U. S. Department of Fisheries did
not admit of the usual contribution from that
source. In conseqaence the commissioners were
unable to sustain the works and will have no
salmon eggs or fry to distribute next year. It
is in contemplation to resume operations in
Bucksport the coming year. The beneficial
effects of the distribution of salmon eggs and
fry is apparent in Penobscot and other waters
by the large number of small salmou that have
been seen and caught.
Land-locked salmon
have been distributed in several ponds aud lakes
in different localities.

subsequently. Twenty-five ponds and lakes,

pleasant ^toward those with whom he
He will be long remembered by a large circle of personal friends.
ways

came

in contact.

in. C. OT. A.

Hectare by Dr. V. II. Gcrrish.

The seventh lecture in the free course given
under the auspices of the Maine Charitable
Mechanic Association, was delivered last evening by Dr. F. H. Gerrish before a fine audience.
The subject, “The Criminality of Disease,” was treated in a very careful and interesting manner.
The speaker began with a brief account of
the efforts which had been made to establish a
State Board of

Health,

and a review of the arguments which were brought against the bill
in the legislature. The principal of these were
that the state could not afford it; that the medical profession ought to do all the work of the
board gratuitously; that, j though but little
money was asked for at first, the board would
soon be a great burden to taxpayers; that there
was no need of efforts to diminish the amount
of sickness; that it was a scheme for the benefit solely of Portland; and that it would be of
great financial injury to certain places which
are notably in an nnsanitary condition.
Each
of these was taken up in turn and completely

detail,
being shown that the
not afford to do without such a
board, looking at the matter solely from the
financial point of view; that the medical proanswered

state

in

fession

going

was

to

be harmed rather than

ueneuteu
uy it, tuat tue aiuunui oi money
necessary for the support of the board would
always be insignificant as compared with tbe
amount it would save; that five hundred lives
could be saved by it every year; that couatry
places would experience quite as much advantage from it as this city ; and that a place,
which is so careless of the lives of its citizens
as to allow itself to remain in an unhealthful
condition, deserves to lose its people by emi-

gration.
The legislature Is

a

representative body, and

snch action shows that there is great need of
on these questions.
They
should be shown not only that disease is expensive, bat also that, in very many cases, It is
is a crime. The word “crime” was used, not
in its restricted sense of an infraction of merely
human law, but in its broader meaning of a
heinous offence against society.
The argument of the lecture was that much of the prevalent diseases is preventable; that a severe
epidemic ought to be as impossible as a repetition of tbe massacre of St. Bartholomew’s
day; that any epidemic should be regarded as a
crime, and the persons who are responsible for
it should-be punished with the greatest severity. Furthermore, a failure on the part of individuals to take good care of their bodies is
worse than suicidal, because entailing their
viciously acquired ills upon their yet unborn
children.
As it is improbable that there will be enough
intelligence and philanthropy in the legislature
for some time to come to make the health-bill
a law, we should
take some course by which
we may
It was proposed
protect ourselves.
that physiology and hygiene should be taught
extensively in our schools, in order that tbe
young may learn to appreciate tbe sacredness
of their bodies, and refrain from the vicious indulgences which are the cause of so much
sickness and death; and that they maybe
trained to an understanding of the value of
public preventive medicine. We should at
once insist upon an efficient city board of
health, a part of whose duties should be to
abolish the entire system of accumulative
privies, which are an ntter abomination and a
disgrace to our civilization; to quarantine all
cases of scarlet fever and prosecute every patent who allows his child who bad this disease
to .associate with healthy children until all
danger of infection was past; to issue circulars
on health subjects and distribute them all over
the city; to vaccinate all children on their attaining a certain age; to keep a decent and intelligible registration of deaths and contagious
All this might be done at trifling
diseases.
cost and until it is done we must expect to
have more than a third of our decedents less
than five years of age, Instead of over seventyfive, as they ought to be.

educating the people

Oorham.
The third number of the Holiday
annaQvarl

Snfnr/luvT
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WALDO

COUNTY.

The Supreme Judicial Court opens in Belfast
to-day. Judge Walton will preside.

Messenger

email

copy of the Messenger shall be put iu ever;
iu Gorham.
La Forest Howe delivered some interesting
temperance addresses before quite large audiences in the old Masonio Hall Saturday and

Sunday evenings.

More freight is moving over the Maine Central railroad now than for the past three years.

And Standard

pins, cuff pins, sleeve buttons, studs, opera
decl8tf
glasses, silverware, clocks, &c.
“-

At 10 o’clock this morning F. O. Bailey &
Co. will continue the sale of Italian marble,
French Clocks, Bronzes, &c., at their rooms, 35
Exchange street.
Every pieoe will be sold

Pocket Books.

Rev. H. C. Munson, the Greenback minister,
has been engaged to labor a few weeks in
Franklin county, in the .interest of the Grand
Lodge of Good Templars.

Saccabappa.—Yesterday forenoon Bruno Levecque, a carpenter in the employ of S. H. LUke, had two fiogers of his left
hand taken off by a circular saw.
at

MAINE FIM1EKIES.

Annual Report of the Commissioners,

desiring anything

in the watch and
jewelry line will do well to examine C. H. Lamson’s stock before purchasing elsewhere, 201
Parties

decl8tf

Middle street.
_

At 2 o'clock F O. Bailey & Co. will sell the
Stevens property, Woodford’s Corner, situated
on the corner of Ocean street and adjoining P.
& R. R. E.

operations of the fish commissioners,
Messrs. E. M. Stillwell and H. O. Stanley,
have been attended with marked success the
past year. The salmon fisheries have been very
productive, that of the Penobscot beiog greater
than for twenty-five years.
In places where
the

take of alewives has
been large and remunerative.
For the benefit
of the majority of the people who are ignorant
on the subject, it is stated that in all cases
where salmon, either fresh water or
ocean, or
trout are required to stock waters it is
necessary
that the means be provided a year before they
are to be delivered, as these fishes all
spawn iu
October and November, and it requires the
whole winter to hatch them preparatory to distributing them in the following year. The orders for black bass should be sent to the com-

possible daring the win-

A

are

MORGAN A DAVENPORT, Auctioneer!.
F. O. BAILEY ft CO.,

t

Hall’s Rubber store.

(By Foreign and American Anlhore.)
Messrs. Morgan & Davenport, Auctioneers, respectfully rive notice to the Citizens of Portland and

MAJORITY !

dlw

ATTENTION TO

HIS

FINE AND WELL-

Holiday Hoods,
EMBRACING

Standard,

Miscellaneous,

Juvenile Books,
GIFT

BOOKS,

FINE STATIONERY, BIBLES,

Autograph Alhnms,

Writing DosIls,

PORTMONNAIES,
Gold Pens, Pencils &c., &c.

HALL

Steamer Eleanora will leave for New York
this afternoon.

—

_

NEW

JEWELRY,

opposite

‘■You advise me well” when you say, “Use
SLIPPERY ELM
LOZENGES for your
cough.” For sale by all druggists,'and Caswell
& Co,, corner Washington and Winter streets,

AND

—

SILVER WARE
Suitable

Having imported direct from Paris

a

119 EXCHANGE ST-

dlw

FRENCH
We

are

Periodicals.—The Atlantic
has been received
and
is

for January
for
sale

by the
following news dealers: Wentworth’s, No. 553 Congress street, corner of
Oak street, at Hall L. Davis, Exchange
street, at the book and periodical depot of
Messrs. Fessenden Brothers, Lancast er Hall
Also at the newspaper and periodicaldepot of
Geo. H. Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street, and
at the book, periodical and newspaper establishments ot C. R. Chisholm & Bro., in the
Eastern and Grand Trunk depots.

AGENT

to

FOR

Wm. Senter & Co.,
54 EXCHANGE ST.

Christmas

!

Holidays

the

Holidays.

People

within

the next 10 days

goods,

show

enings

YOU CAN BUY

I Invite the public to im-

Deering Block,
3? OR TL AND.
It
4

of Dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrnp, as a cure lor
Consumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to
vor

support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, which can be had of any
cnarge, containing

me ceruncaies oi

of the highest respectability, who have

dtf

Silk Umbrellas,
Neck Ties and Pins,
Collars and Cuffs,
A Pain ot Nice Kid Gloves.
Silk Handkerchiefs and mufflers.

Travelling Bags.
Linen Handkerchiefs,
Ntce Suit ot Underwear.
Maks very useful and acceptable sifts lor gentlemen and can be found in every variety at

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone 1*1a cured many,
as these evidences will show; buttle cure is often

Owen,Moore & Bailey’s

additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these

medicines, according

to

directions

Dr. Schenck

_dtf_

dec 18

December, 1877.

cer-

case of Consumption may be
Every moment of delay makes your cure
more difficult, and all depends on the judicious
choice of a remedy, Scbenck’s Mandrake Pills are an
agreeable and safe cure for Consumption caused by
biliousness, and also ior sallow complexion and
coated tongue. There is no better remedy for a disordered stomach and all the evils resulting therefrom. Dr, Schenek is professionally at his principal
office, corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia
every Monday, where ail letters for advice tmust be
addressed.
Schenck’s Medicines are for sale by all Druggists,
deeleodlw&wsn

T

that most any

cured.

STORES AND JIMS TO LET.

& 222 Middle Street, under Falmouth Hotel; one large Boardinghouse, containing 21
also
two dwelling houses iu Tolman Place.
rooms;
Houses Pise St. Block and ouo house Mo. 78 Vaughn
01. For particulars apply to John B. Brown’s Agent)
dtlMlwlI* Hi CJKA Wi HO* 217 CoouuortiAl fit*

NO.

218

I’ O.
dec15

liavn

fpw
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HEAVY OVERCOATINGS
left and propose to close them out at

REDUCED RATES FOR CASH,
and Gentlemen in waut of an Overcoat will do well
to call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.

it. S.

FERNALD,

Meroliant Tailor,
237 MIDDLE ST.

dac!8___d2w
CERAMICS

A

KERAMICS

or

large lot just received

in

These

plain and decorated.

are

Trade.

ABNER
947

pecl8

Farm,”

intend to

slaughter

at

Our

candies

are

all

Important Auction Sale of
ELEGANT AND COSTLY

FURS
By F. 0. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers,
commencing on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 19th, at 10
o’clock A. M. and 2} P. M., and continuing until

LOWEL,

847 Dli-dlo Htreis.

dtf

at

STORE NO. 17 FREE STREET.
The stock consists of Sable, Seal, Black and
Astrachan Sets, Saqne*, Capes. gTippets,
Muds, Silk Circulars, Seal skin caps, childrens Furs
Buffalo and Wolf ltobes &c.
otall discretions,
Every article warented perfect, and facilities afforded purchasers for selecting and fitting.
Ladies are
invited to the sale. Exhibition on morning of the
sale.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Asciitssera.
dec!8d2tsn

Brown

Auction its Deer-

13th, at 1 o’clock P. M.
THURSDAY,
the well knowu Stevens property at Woodford’s
on
the
southeast
bounded
by Ocean street
Corner,
and on tbe west by the Portland & Rochester R. R.
Two story house, stable, piggery, &c. The house has
16 rooms, arranged for two families, and now rents
for 9305 per annum. The lot has a front on Ocean
Street of 179 feet. We have orders to sell this property at a great sacrifice, as the owner has left the
State. Terms made known on application to F. G.
Dec.

PATTERSON,

or

place.
deU

(Ut

—

made of the

purest material, and we invite the public to sample
our goods before purchasing elsewhere.
Call at

566

MOORE & BAILEY.
OWEN,7dtf

embraces a fine collection of Figures, Landscapes,
Cattle Pieces, Marine Views. Frnit, Game, &c. We
invite a careful inspection or these Paintings.

TO Let.

All

GET

dec!8

at reasonable rates.
MRS.
74 Spring St., corner of Oak St.

N. P.

This is to inform my friends and the public that I
have purchased the stock of Skillin & Newoll, aud
taken the Store 3i6 Federal Si., recently occupied by them, and shall continue to carry on the
Frame. Picture, Stationery and Fancy
Good If (Mines*. Picture Fame* made to
order, I have on hand numerous articles suited to
the Holiday Trade which 1 shall be pleased to show
thoao who may favor me with a call.

8. U.

Colesworthy.
declS<13w
LEAVES

lot of Autumn leaves and
pressed Ferns.
flue

Maiden Hair, Polypod,
Lady,
Bleached and Spotted Ferns.

Atoner Lowol,
dtf

Lost
Peddler’s account-book.
ONtheTheSATURDAY,
finder will be suitably rewarded by loav-

same at this office.
ng
I declS

WE celebrated Vose Pianos.

Farther

liprp'i ftpr

12 ot

the

particulars

r. O.' BAILEY dr CO., AutinMn.
dec!8dlw

SALE.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
to

1-16 of Nellio Star.
1-32 of Mahaska.
1-4 oi Chilion.

Sale peremptory and withont reserve.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Administrator.
d»cll

Bailey

&

Co., Auctioneers.
dtd

sets offered very low. Gents’ Fur
and up. Fur Gloves
$2.50 and up. Spring Wrist Fur
Top Mittens and Gloves for Ladies

Gents.

Buffalo Robes for $4

to $8.00, lined and unlined. All
other goods at equally low prices.

the hatter,

Merry,

3S7 middle

del7

Sign of

the

Street,

Gold Slat.

dtf

1877.
Ia making yonr purchases fur Christjudgment and cool understanding. Buy useful presents. Bo not
waste a single dime if you can save It.
We have in our store (Fitzgerald) a
great many bargains suitable for gifts
that we are satisfied will meet the expectations of all. Such as Ladies' Hand
Knit and Woven Jackets 45 aud 75 cents,
#1.00 to $3.50. New Style Shawls, the
Kellogg, a beauty for $2.25. A big
drive in Embioidered Linen Sets for 20c.
mas use clear

EinDroiueu i.ineu sonars

i
JANUARY 1ST
I

shall more to store

No. 253 Middle

oc.

iiown

mey

go, Ladies’ Scarlet Wool Vests for $150
and $1.75. Gent’s Scarlet and While All
Wool Shirts $1 50.
Mottoes 1 to 5c.
Cardboard all colors.
Silk Chenille 10
cents yard. Cuff Pins, Cuff Buttons,
Shawl Pins; Pocket Hooks, new styles,
10 cts. up. Hosiery Gloves aud all kinds
of Fancy Goods CHEAP at

St.,

Now occupied by Waterhouse Si Co.
Until that timo I shall offer my entire stock at

FITZGERALD’S,
26S middle Street.

IN TRADE AGAIN.

‘J*7 middle Street.

This

dlw

Pianos at Anctiou.
shallsell on MONDAY, Dec. 24th,

F. 0.

Caps $2.00

dSm

cimriiis,

a

Artist*.

Ladies5 Furs at extra low prices.

ane

AUTUMN

known

Seal sets $13.50 lint. Seal sets,
Astrachan sets, Alaska aud Coney

WO. 263 MIDDLE STREET,

Just announced

well

other

dec!5

PURSUANT

FURS !

for persons of all ages at

J03EPH HICKSON,
General Manager.
decl8eod4t
Montreal, Dec. 14, 1877.

Ross and many

and

license from the Probate Court of
Cumberland county I shall sell at public auction at the rooms of F. O. Bailey & Co.. 35 Exchange
St., on Monday, Dec. 24. at 12 M., the following yeseel property of the late Robert Holyoke, to wit:
1-32 of G. M. Tucker.
1-32 of E. M. Tucker.

dlw*

PRESENTS Ladies’ and Gents’

To stations between Coaticooke
and Montreal, inclusive,
$6 00
And
between Richmond and
....
Point Levi,
$7.00

FRIDAY

corner

of nice

THAYER,

Tickets will be issued from the
20tli to the 25th December at Lewiston and Portland stations, valid
tor return up to January 5,1818,

SATURDAY,
THURSDAY,
ON Dec.
20th, 21st and 22d, at 10 A. M. and 3 P.

F. O. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.
the

near

Spring
ett street. Gas and Sebago, all well fitted up and
neatly lrescoed. Enquire of J. F. CLARK.
dec!8(13t
near

SUIT

Old alaikd Mweetier & IHerrill.

BY AUCTION.

new

ished.

no5

Paintings

Street, a tine collection ot Original Oil Paintings in
W.
Gold Leaf Frames by the following artist*;
Webber, Frank Snow. G. N. Cass, Geo. R. Morse,
F B. DeBloyVan Hazan, B. Crnetzer, Uarowick,

To Let with Board.
rooms on first floor, also 1 single room
suitable for a gentleman, and table board furn-

CAY

Oil

In order to make it more comfortable tor customers and display
our goods to better advantage, we
have
removed several departments to onr wholesale room in
the basement.
With the inducements which we
shall offer on Qoliuay Goods, our
stock on
both
floors
merit a
thorough examination.

DESIRABLE rent

Congress Street.
dtf

YOU

—

dtf

npon Congress St.,
A Park. Gas and
Sebago. Also, nearly
two nice rents
the
of
and Brack-

Successor to Allen Dow’s Candy lUanufi’y,

de«18

OP

STREET.

dec!8

John R. Green’s

Sale

Important
—

NOTICE.

an

—

warranted to he

a

LOWELL,

MIDDLE

de!8

a

ABNER

& Co„ Auctioneers.
dtd

On acconnt ot the severe storm
the sale was adjourned to Tuesday, Dec. IS, at same lime and

and all the others. There is nothing nicer tor
Christmas present than one of the above.

STAND,

quantity of

AND

—

declS

NEW KEI*RonUCTJONS and have been
decorated especially tor the Holiday

Bailey

F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

(Lalnl Out)

GANG TRUNK RAILWAY.

C|. LEACH,

been restored to health, after being pronounced incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.

promoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. These

STREET.

“School Days,’'
“Chickens at the

Geo. F. Nelson’s,

MIDDLE STREET.

dels

MIDDLE

“The Travelling Magician,’'

tion sales.

184

THE AMOUNT OF TESTIMONY in fa

By order of U. Giovannoui & Co., of Florence,
Italy. Every piece of marble positively warranted
to be carved from the original stone iu Italv. and
the French clocks to be twcnty-ono day and to strike
the hour and half hour.
Ladies are particularly
invited io attend this sale.

ON1

ROGERS’ GRODPOF STATUARY.

than at any other place in the city. The stock is
laree and everythin? marked down cheaner than the
cheapest, and ought to attract everybody from auc-

A.

WEDNESDAY,

Yalunblo Keol Estate at

dec!8dlw

PRICES That Will PLEASE EVERYONE.

Presents!

LEACH’S,

declS

suuuuie

HOLIDAY

184 Middle Street,

LOREASTEIH,

nee oi

18G

Christmas Tree Ornaments

and get more and better goods for your monev at

Respectfully,

uuuus

AND SENSIBLE

Holiday

prove this opportunity to secure the Bar-

HI

VitllVIJ

(jerrish & Pearson,

to Call a*

as we

immense

—

Presents will do
the above
trouble to
ev
open

1600

dee!8dtf

USEFUL

it

AND

Dec. 18th and 19lh, at lO a. in., and
9 1-9 p. n. each day.

faf.

WANTED

LOWELL,
217 HUDDLE

time all the goods in my store, at still

TUESDAY

“Weighing the Baby.”

form my friends and the public in gen-

many persons

mill

lor Christmas Presents.

ABNER

store after New Year’s, I therefore In-

■uruggist,

We have a tine assortment of
Gents’ and Ladies’Gold and Silver
Watches, fine Opera Glasses, Gold
Chains, Bracelets, Rings, Silver
and Plated Ware, French Clocks,

GAUDY

Invites special attention to his
stock of HOLIDAY GOODS, consisting ol Jewelry in Fine Cameo
and Roman Gold Sets,
Sleeves
Buttons. Kings of all descriptions.
Ladies’
and Gents’ Fine Gold
Necklaces.
Watches,
Lockets,
Pendants, Guard and Vest Chains,
Bracelets, Gold Tooth Picks, Gold
Thimbles, Solid Silver Can Goods,
Plated
French
Ware,
Clocks,
Bronzes and Opera Glasses.

other parties to take possession of my

No.

Holiday Goods !

d:25

ALLEN GOW’S OLD

Abner Lowell

through

eral that 1 will sell during this short

MAUD,_del8dtjal

dec!8dtf

WATCHES.

WALTHAM

Parties looking for Christmas
examine my large stock of
which I ofter at bottom prices. No
goods. I shall keep my store

Having concluded arrangements with

35 and .17 Exchange Street)

sell them at very low prices.

well to

CARD.

F, O. BAILEY & CO.,

MARBLE CLOCKS

enabled

—

Premium Popping Corn lor Christmas Trees.

Owen,Moore & Bailey’s

decl8

BY

—

Extra clear Canary 20 cents per quart (1| lbs.).

Make very useful and acceptable gif; a for Misses
can be found in great variety at

selection of those MARBLEIZED
MEDALLIONS, and all the newest
attractions. Being assured that

&c.,

Tazzas

BY AUCTION

on

and

GRAVINGS, SWISS CARVINGS,
ORMOLA GOODS, a splendid

Receivers,

SOLD

constantly

kinds

Travelling Bags.

Schumacher Bros.

lot of

decl7nadtw

Boston.

Card

Kid Gloves and mittens,
Lace Collars and Bibs,
Worsted Gaiters and Scarfs,
Silk Handkerchiefs and mufflers,
Sleeve Buttons and CufT Pins,
Nice Winter Hosiery,
Shawl and Scarf Pins,
Japanese Glove Boxes,

SOWS,

Florentine Marble Agate aud Alabaster Vases, Statuettes,Groups,
and many other ornaments to adorn the Parlor,
Hall or Library to be

Solo Agents for tile PATENT REVEBSI.

Christmas Presents.

for

—

of all sizes and designs,

TRIMMINGS.

Bl.li PEAlVr

show the finest line to
satisfy oar customers at the lowest
prices, we respectfully invite the
inspection of all.

—

Art Sale
OF

—

French Clocks and Bronze Figures

—

hand.

we can

decl7d2t

T.

CAGE

Tennyson, Byron, Burns, Cow per, Crabbe, Coleridge, Campbell, Hervey, Milton, Ossian, Pope ,Scott,
Wordsworth, &c., at 50 cents each, retail everywhere at $1.00 each.
We have the finest asioriinnt of Juvenile
Book* in the city at v*ry low prices.
Bring in your Old Rooks and get New
ones in exchange.
Highest cash prices paid for old books,
magazines, Arc,
We offer the GREATEST BARGAINS in BIBLES,
large and small, ever offered in Portland.
Call early and avoid the rush,

COLBY’S

AKD

Bird Seeds of all

for the Holiday
season with the best selected
stock, consisting of STEEL EN-

OFFER FOR SALE

_

the foot of
oe!8-tf

SQUARE,

—

Opened this day

unlaundried shirt for 81 has not an
oel8-tf

25 dozen Silk Handkerchiefs 15 cents each
at Carlton Kimball’s, 195 Congress street.

Special

•old,

20 dozen Hemstitched Handkerchiefs, all lin12J cents each, at Carlton Kimball’s, 195

decl7d2t

Saturday, 15th iust.
OfSale Absolute aud Without Reserve. de!4td

BASKETS, BIRD CAGES

$4 00 and $5.00 Books at $1.00 each.
$2.00 Books at 53 cents each, including Robinson
Crusoe, Life ot Charles Sumner, Life of Henry Wilson, Boston by Daylight and Gaslight, Three Yews
With Counterfeiters, Ac.

del8dis9t

en,

Congress street.

OIL PAINTINGS,
inGILT FKATIEtt, being one of the best Collections in merit and variety ever offered for public
competition in this city. Paintings on exhibition

PRIME AND CLIPPER SLEDS,

—

53EXCHANGESTREET

Carlton Kimball makes as handsome display of beautiful goods for holiday presents as
Just look into his
ever shown in Portland.
ebow window.
dec!7d2t

lower prices.

AT

L. DAVIS.

Examine Merry, the hatter’s, advertisement.
dl2l>
delG

Hill’s furnishing store is
Free street

BOOKS

declSdlw

#

—

CHOICE

Whitney,

MARKET

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES,
thereby affording a rare opportunity tor buyers.
Call and Sec for youraelrea.

Celluloid Jewelry is still as popular as
The largest and freshest stock in Maine
can be fonnd at C. H. Lamson’s. Hew styles
decl8tf
in lace aud cuff pins.

eqnal.

Carol !

declS

These goods will be sold at

ABOCT

—

900

oiler for tho Holiday trade

A.

18,

17 a

MARKET HALL,

ALL GOOD BOOKS FOR BOVS.

AND

and

Kendall &

Prices Lower than Ever Before.

OF

Tuesday, Dec.

&

thair Store No. 18 EXCHANGE ST.,

at

eodlw

Christmas

DAVIS

SELECTED STOCK

Monday

win sen at Auc-

u

1

Colby’s Sons

123 Congress Street.

"L

General Merchan-

AUCTION SALE 1

1*18

ever.

Hill’s

1

McGOWAN,

HALL

a W. ASUffi.
and

dise every Saturday, commencing at It o’clock a. n>.
offidtt
Consignments solicited.

483 CONGRESS STREET.

than

1877.

lalesreeau 38 sad 37 liffiaap It.
V. O. BAIL1Y.

Regular sale of Furniture

~k CO.,

selling

former year..

Christmas

Office,

BIDDLE ST.,

uic
surruaiming country, mat tney
tion to the liigheft bidder, on

full line of

Fifteen I. Twenty Per Cent Let.

T. P.

Opp. Post

We have decided to make three gales a day. at to
in., 2 and 7 o'clock P. M, Ladies attend the Sale.

£3?“No Loafing, No Smoking or Boys allowed.

EATEST

LARGE

Javeailes for the Children.

It is valuable property.

The latest style leggings for ladies, misses
aud children aro the Gossamer Rubber, sold at

tifies

The

as

BY

Autograph Albums,

We have marked down ail our goods and
them from

Photograph

Rkal Estate Transfers.—The following
the real estate transfers recorded in this

missioners as early

a

few days only. Goods to be sold
without reserve, at

HIGH CLASS OIL PAINTINGS !

Diaries, Fancy Stationery,
and

a

K, member the Place—179
opposite the Poat Office.

HOUSE !

HOLIDAYS

THE

Our line of IParis bound Prayer Books is particufine, and is worth a visit of inspectiou.
We have also a large supply of the most popular
works comprising the latest Historical. Devotional
and Poetical publications, together with a choice selection of

What will make a better Christmas present
to a gentleman than a good set of Razors of
our own manufacture at Ulmer & Hehr’s.

are

Personal.

THE

$15.00.

TO

larly

ILLUSTRATED

daring the fall term:
Coburn, Austin

county yesterday:
Portland—George W. Turner et ala., to John
Carey, lot of land for 3440.
Gray—Hannah S. Cummings etels., to Chas.
T. Mayberry, lot of land for 310.

a.

DRSSSIISTGrS

FOR

HEAVEN,

GATE OP

without reserve today and tomorrow, and we
have no doubt many bargains will be secured.

E. E.

fishways

KTEOK

and many others, in various styles oi binding, and
ranging in price from

Photograph and

Japanese, India ana
Turkish Goods,
Suitable for Holiday Gifts. Tho Finest Collection
eyer seen in thin Couutry.
Sale to commence
Wednesday, December 11, '17,

dec 12dlw

DAYEV DEVOTIONS,
PATH TO PARADISE,

CENTS

—

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

PROGRESS,

DAILY

COME.

Chinese,

The Latest in

KEY OF HEAVEN,
WAV TO HEAVEN,
golden manual,

50

PREBLE

Prayer Books,

including the

gains,

D. Gahan, Addie P,
Bangs, Alice P. Field, Grace T. Gatcbell, Abbie A. Lunt, Millie R. Prior, Edith Prior, Carrie Smith, Mabel W. Swett, Mary A. Stanwood, Mary Stinson, Mary Rideout, Clara M.
Owen.

THE

OF FINE

—

178 MIDDLE SI.,

HILL & CO.’S NEW STORE,
UNDER

BOXES JUST

GRAND AUCTION SALE

and continue

choice assortment of elegantly
bound

a

From the Centennial.
FIFTY

—

BIBLES.

INVITES

C. H. Lamson has now in store a splendid
stock of fine goods in the watch and jewelry
line, including fine watches, guard chains and
slides, necklaces and pendants, shawl and scarf

Role or Honor.—The following soholars of
the Brunswick High School received no demer-

are

and has in stock

J.

found in every variety at

can 1)0

Religious Articles,

fnnp.vtano

family

there

AND

—

P.

JMSITART THEMES!

PRESENTS FOR GENTLEMEN

CATHOLIC BOOKS

IN GENERAL.

a

Accident

P.

STREET,

paper, issued annually, and published this
year by Messrs. Pond and Millett. The Messenger is published merely as an advertising
paper, is very nicely arranged and is neatly
printed. It is intended by the pnblishers that

it

desires to Inform the public that he makes a specialty

NEWS.

it

could

T. P. McGtOWAN

AUCTION SALES!

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

HOUDAY GOODS

de!8

STATE

a man of good financial
and executive ability but a man in whom there
was no suspicion of wrong-doing.
His word
was as good
as his note, and his manner al-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

a

daughter now living.
Mr. Noyes not only

se-

lected in the store. They are just now doing a
very large business in winter cloaks and judging from the crowd seen in this department of
the store yesterday, the ladies all want their
In the dry goods line
cloaks for Christmas.

CO.,
and then visit their store at 259 Middle

during

to Fredericksburg.
In 1804 Mr. Noyes became associated with the
Portland Savings Bank as Assistant Treasurer,
and after the death of his father he was promoted Treasurer August 8tb, 1808. Since the

reads Fisk & Co.’s advertisements for the simple reason that they say
something. Notwithstanding that clothing is

Everyone

manner.

mission of testimony and in the instructions of
the presiding judge to the jury.

M. L. A. Course —Col. Russell Conweli
who lectures in this course tomorrow evening,
has bad a large and varied experience as a

an

just

stock is

for arrest of judgment. The motion for a new
trial was made upou the grounds that the verdict was against law and evidence, that the
evidence did not support the allegations in the
indictment, and of alleged errors in the ad-

JJOrmandW. Woodbnry, Organist

Ss William P. Ordway, Tyler.
f O. C. O’Brion, Q N. Brackett, J.
Committee of Finance.

co.,

everything is actually to be sold at cost. Each
garment is marked with the former selling
price in black figures, while the actual cost is
marked in jred figures.
Everything in this

Brief -lolling..
The Boston steamers are to run only every
other day on and after next Monday.
All members of the class of ’7G( P. H. S,,are
requested to be present at P. A. & N. U. Libra*
ry room Thursday evening at 7i o’clock.
Important business.
The Charles R. Lewis arrived at Falmouth,
England, in 88 days from Batavia, and the Annie Lewis iu 86 days at Marseilles.
Extraor"

dioarily quick

town, and afterwards removed to Portland,
where he was a pupil of Master Libby for some
time. He was afterwards engaged as a civil
engineer under Col. Green, in making surveys
of the Kennebec and Portland railroad, and
still later in surveying thelDixon Air Line at
Kockford, 111. He returned to Portland in 1852
and engaged with his father in the wholesale

who are the leaders in the clothing business in
this city. Their spacious store under the'Preble
House is now well filled with rare bargains and

out.

on

summoned to his bedside.
He continued to sink gradually until 3.45 in the afternoon when death came to bis relief.
Mr. Noyes was the son of the late Hon. Joseph C. Noyes, so long Treasurer of the Portland Savings Bank, and was born at Eastport
in 1830.
He studied at the academy in that

out where the best goods of the several lines are to be found. No one should think
of going out shopping without first consulting
the daily papers as to where to go and what to

D. A. Mealier tor plaintiff.
H. W. Bwasey for defendant.

gaining

was

were

pointing

c. D. B. FISK &

Saturday

and his
friends authorized the statement that his recovAt C o’clock
ery was confidently looked for.
Sunday evening a change was noticed in his
condition and at io’clock a. m. yesterday his
Condition became so alarming that his friends

^bought he

looked largely for show, and costly and attractive presents were more.in vogue than

Saturday.—Charles A. Lovejoy vs. The Proprietors ot Howe’s London Circus. Tho plaintiff alleges
the defendants negligently located their tents so
near the public highway that the noise and roaring
of tho animals composing the menagerie frightened
tho plaintiff's horse, causing him to run away, injuring horse and wagon to tho extent of fifty dollars.
Verdict lor the plaintiff for thirty-eight dollars.
Larrabee for plaintiff.
Blethentor defendant.
Monday.—Melinda Pettengill vs. S. C. Abrams.
Action of deceit to recover tho amount of
forty-two
dollars paid for a watch.
Defence—that tho watch was worth the amount
paid, and that there were no false representations in

r

since early in the autumn, and for the last
few months has been confined to his room with
disease of the liver and kidneys.
It was
ness

ers

Superior Conn.
DECEMBER civil TERM, 1877, SYMONDS, J., PRE-

large number

of our citizens who were not
aware that he was considered dangerously ill.
Mr. Noyes has not been able to attend to busi-

The gay appearance of the shop windows reminds ns that Christmas is once more at hand
and the perplexing question of the selection of
appropriate gifts once more crowds the mind.
In years past when money was abundant buy-

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei <& Co., Andrews,
Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Wentworth,
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city,
At Biddeiord, of Phlllsbnry.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H, B, Kendrick.
At Waterville, of ,7. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co

regard to it. Jury

Death of Mr. Frank Noyes.
The death of Mr. Frank Noyes, which occurred yesterday afternoon, will be a surprise

d3t*

and many goods at less than cost to reduce stock
low as possible.
I have some rare bargains to offer in

Corsets

and

<lecl5.It!
as

Hosiery.

Also in Black Cashmere and Fancy Dress Goods.
I am prepared to make lower prices on Woollens
and Flannels than have ever been made in this city.
I shall devoJo one Counter in my store to

Homnanta

!

this counter will be found some good goods at low
prices, as I would like to close out all iny remnant,
before moving.
Remember all goods at cost, and many at less
than cost until January 1st.
On

W. F. STUDLEY.
dec!7_

dlw

FRESH OYSTERS.
Arrived this day

a

part of cargs of oysters for

LANG & SARGENT,
For sale at

Cugren and Wen End Fish market..

dec 13

dtf

GLOVES

MEN'S
—

AND

—

Mittens,
Sice and Warm, a large stock, at yery
Lovr Prices.

Charles Custis & Co.,
193 CONGRESS STREET.

decl5dlw

I. O. O. F.
fllHK Monthly Meeting of the Odd Fellows’ Mutual
A Kellef Association of Portland will beheld at
Odd Fellows’ Hall on TUESDAY EVENING,
Dec. 18th, at 71 o’clock.
Attest:
JOSHUA DAVIS, Sk’J.
dal503t

THE

BUSINESS CARDS.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

CORMAC & PERRY,

Horse Shoeing,

PRESS.

FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.
Keeping Winter 8qna.be. and Saving
Food

Keeping squashes in winter seems to be attended with considerable difficulty.
They
canuot be kept where it is damp, as in most
cellars, or where frost can reach them, nor
will they keep so well where it is very warm.
The best condition for keeping them seems
to be where the air is cool aud dry, yet safe
from frost. An attic chamber until winter;
then a closet near the chimney where the
reach
or the temperature
frost cannot
does not rise very high, Is the best most families can command. Extensive market gardeners often keep them in houses built lor
the purpose, where they can attain an even
temperature by the aid of fires aud ventila-

Exchange*
SMAJLL A*
Street.

F. Talbot
practice

A. IIVINCY, Room tl, Printer.’

WM.

declfdim

Has resumed the

m.

viviiuuu

Over

Portland

Bank.

Savings

no7

J. A. MEBBILL.

F.

Moulton,

Place

dle Street, Portland.

has removed to

188

MIDDLE

Dec3

dim

tenant or occupant, and in case there should
be no tenant, the owner or any person having
the care of any building or lot ot land bordering
not more than one hundred and fifty feet on any
6trcet, lane, court, square or public place within the
city, where there is any footway or sidewalk, shall,
after the ceasing of fall of any snow, it in the day
time within three hours, and if in the night time,
before ten of the clock of the forenoon succeeding,
cause such snow to be removed from such footway or
sidewalk, and in default thereof, shall forfeit and
pay a sum not less than two dollars, nor more than
ten dollars; and lor eaeh and every hour thereafter
that the same shall remain on such footway or

THE

49 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
dtf

nov29

No.

HIATT

MRS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN
Reference*—Rev. F. H. Hedge, D. D., Mr. Henry
W. Longfellow, Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes,
novl
d&weowly*

Instruction in English and Classical Studies
given to ptivate pupils by the subscriber.

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.
Jan24_
HOLIDAY

MUSIC

Coroner

ADAMS,
City Ordinance,
thelsidewalk
a*y port
for Portland, WHENEVER
lot of land
adjoining any building
etreet, shall be encumbered with

EXCHANGE STREET.

from,

Ring

has removed to

dim

save

P'S
p;

Splendid bound volume of the finest piano
pieces of Medium Difficulty.

^

B

B'2
<P Ci
Send for 5 Ciibistmas Selectioks, ®4 per 100,
WINTER SINGING BOOKS.
THEISAUJTATI0N,$1“25or $12 doz.l Two first
ZION.
/class Church
ENCORE.
75 cts., or ®7 50 doz./Music Books.
JOHNSON'S CHORUS CHOIR INThree ot the
STRUOTION BOOK, ®1 25-S12 doz.(best possible
PERKINS’ SINGING SCHOOL.
fSinging class
75 cts., or ®6 75 doz.
| Books.

PREMIUM

Any dook mailed post-nee for retail price.

eodly&w

For the JHonth of
December.
Owing to the backward season I am
prepared to offer special inducements to
customers for the next 30 days. Fatrons
can rely upon finding a FELL STOCK,
embracing all the NEWEST and LATEST
of WOOLENS (for Men’s Wear.
I am
prepared to make the same to order at as
low prices as first-class work can be
produced.

C. M.

doy30_

dim

PIANOS
—

Celebrated Makers;

Various Styles;
Prices.

9

Closing

Out

Piano
Full

As I intend to leave Portland about the first of January I will sell my stock of

Clocls and Jewelry at Cost!

Watches,

Now is your time to buy goods cheap for the Holidays. Please call and see me before you make your
purchases elsewhere.

F. J.

ALEXANDER,
SQUARE.

P. S.—Persons that have left Watches with me for
will please call and pay charges and take
away before the first of January.
del4dlw
F. J. ALEXANDER.

them

HILL’S

OF

8

Correct Writ ng.
LIBRARY m one volum
Every family
should have it. Indispensable to every one
No young
proposes to make the most of life.
person can afford to be without it. An investment
ot the paying kind. One of the wonders ot tue age
how so much intelligence necessary to the every day
affairs of life can bo put into so small a space nd so
attractive iorm. Tell a person ever so muci about

A
who

iuii

worx

Due

on

examination one

will exclaim

as

did the Queen of Sheba, when she beheld the
wisdom and prosperity of Solomon; “The half was
not told me.” Sold only by subscription.
Address
H. G. GARCELON, Mo. 206 Middle Street, Portlaud,
Maine.
Send for Circular.

_po23dtf

EMPIRE! PORTABLE MICE
AND

—

HAND

—

BLOWERS.

Awarded Silver ITIednl ami Diploma and
Bronze medal at N. JE. Pair, IS77.
Agents wanted in every town. Send 3 cent stamp

for Illustrated Catalogue aud Price List.

GEO. H.

Ta

Rent

Office

93

1RAINE,

St.

Exchange

sep26d&w3m

NO-NO-NO-NO
IT

IS

NOT

2
SO.

THE

Always the choicest and
freshest Oysters constantly
on hand at ilie lowest prices.
Orders by mail or telegraph
answered promptly.
Oysters delivered in any
|part of the city free of expense.
ATWOOD’S OYSTER IlOUME, 117
121 and 123 Center St., PORTLAND.

QC12__3 aid

FRENCH AGE KM AN LAUNDRY.
our clothes in the open air, and so need
more water and tresli air than the other
We have established a
laundries in the

dry

city.

laundry

out of town, and will be prepared to commence
work on Monday, Dec. 10th. All orders left at W.
D. Jones’, 520 Con grew Street, opposite Casco, or
6 Bradford Street, will receive prompt attention.
dec7d3mFRAU VON HAGEN ft CO.

Vaults Cleaned
taken out at short

cord
AND
nov24lt

or

$3

Stnra

m.

ITma

Qf

notice,

from

load, byladdressing

14

vented.
Can be used

Coal

Does

j as

D

for

and

HENRY L.

to

|c.

a, LIBBY & CO., Portland P, O,

NortliSt'"Boston,

110
ua, N. H.

You

are

cordially invited

to go to

W. C. COBB’S STEAM BAKERY,

28 and JO PEARL ST., for yonr Flour.
He has a good assortment and assures you that he
is able and willing with bis advantages in handling
it to give you good flour and a good trade.

dec7_____dtf
The National Traders’ Bank.
shareholders of the National Traders* Bank,
of Portland, are hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their Banking Room, on
TUESDAY, the 8th day of January next, at three
o’clock p. m., to choose live Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
December 8th, 1877.
delCdlui

a

smoke and

of the stove.
not put out the

on

January

In first cost and subsequent expense it
cannot be excelled.
This Boiler is
rciruDifer, jjess

i,ianie to

ACCiuent auu

More Economical than any other knoirn
It has received tlio highest recommendation from
Steam Engineers
in every large city of this
country where it has been introduce!
It

can

be

examined at No. IT Union

t.

Any information in regard to its cost will be cheerfully furnished by the agent for this city,
aulGdtf

W. II. PENNELL

Headquarters For

SKATES

Casco National Bank.
annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Portland for the choice
of Directors and the transaction of such other business as mty legally come before tbera, will be held at
their Banking House on TUESDAY, the 8th day of
January, 1878, at 10 o’clock A. M.
WM. A. WINS HIP, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 7, 1877.
de8dtd

THE

description
at

Ladies and Gents
lowest prices.
for

Skates |repaired and sharpened:
(Skates to let at

ULMER &

HEHR’S,

96 Exchange Street-

nod

also

dtf

To Let.

ON

alter Nov. 1, a nice tenement of six (6)
rooms on first floor in brick bouse, No. 41

to P.

FEENEY,

Tncllft St

Canal National Bank.

EIGHT PAGES
"eat free «® hut
add re** upon re-

II I
B | |
im/kJXvl

ceipt of stamp.

COLLINS
& BUXTON, Portland. Maine;
dwsio
dtf
>

T

poet

Af TTnfirara.llot

nhnrnh

A nnln

Federal St., Portland, Me.

201

House to Let.
part of house No. 232 Oxford Street,
containing all the modern improvements, gas
and Sebago. For particulars, apply to
J. B. PIKE,
oct6dtf
57 Union Street.

THE

lower

House to Let.
lower

The New England Home, Portland, He,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

Mechanics Hall.
Hall to let
occupied by the Young
ROOMS
Men’s Christian Asisociation. Apply to
and

sow

GEO. A. HARMON, Jeweller,
Mechanics Building.

REAL ESTATE.
1 XT I? \/ to lean

first class Real Estate
"LLFJN JCi L Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, Ac. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
on

Real Estate, 379i Congress Street.

noisdtf

Notice,

FARMS for saloon Oak Hill, Scarhoro
MILK
containing 130 acres, large two story house
barn and
a

large
barn, wood and carriage house
good milk route may be had it desired. For further
of
WALTER H. SMALL, on the
particulars enquire
corn

deeSd2w*

For Sale l

uii iiic

july31

premises.
J. K. AVERILL.
dtf

Rouse Tor Sale,
office.

COPARTNERSHIP.
DISSOLUTION.
Copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of Trickey & O’Brion, is this day

THE

dissolved

mutual consent. The business of the
late firm will be carried on by E. C. O’Brion, who is
authorized to collect and pay all bills of the late firm.
EDWARD H. TRICKEY,

by

EDWARD C. O’BRION.
dec7d3w

1877.

DISSOLUTION.

THE

copartnership heretofore existing between

the undersigned under the firm name of
O’BRION, Dealer in Wood and Coal, 236
Commercial Street. Brown’s Wharf, is this day
dissolvod by mutual consent. The business will be
continued by Cbas. H. O’Brion, at the same place,
with whom the books and accounts of the late firm
remain for settlement, he
having assumed the
liabilities of, and being entitled to all the debts due
the firm.
E. A. E&TON,
CHAS. H. O’BRION.
Portland. Dec. 8, 1877.
decl0d2w
EATON &

MEHARG

Trap.

Those who have used steam for heating buildings
for drying purposes, have long felt the need of a
perfect device lor returning, at a high temperature,
the water of condensation irom the heating pipes to
the boiler, thus saving a large amount of luel. Such
a device has been found in the
‘‘Meharg Steam

Tran.” which is offered to those in tiopH with
antee that they will keep the pipes free of water.
This trap has been in use for several years, ia simple in construction and practical in operation, it is
offered at a price solow that no one wbo is using
steam tor heating can afford to do without it. They
will be put on for responsible parties on trial lor 30
days, and if not found entirely satisfactory, will be
taken off free of expense.
Further information as to price, &c., can he had
by addressing Gen’l T. W. Hyde, Bath, Me.; C. D.
Brown, Brunswick. Me.; or w. H. Fennell, So. 17
Union St., Fortland.
au7dtl
a

are

every

variery

ot

MCALLISTER’S

office, No. 78 Exchange St.,
opposite the Post Office.

new

ocl9

(jjilfl

8*5.

850,
8500.
8100,
FROTHING HAM & CO.,
Brokers,
St., New York, make desirable
investments in stocks, which frequently pay Irom
five to twenty times the amount invested. Stocks
bought and earried as long as desi red on a deposit of
three per cent. Explanatory circulars and weekly
reports sent free.
ael2d2taw4w50

Exchange Street,

Oxnard & Robinson.
sept29_d3m

AUBURN FOUNDRY

COMPANY,

Ir >n Founders and

dtf

*pAt ifNo.—ALEX.
12 Wall

Call Belle,

TIP STAIRS.

The most convenient place in the
yonr Coal is at

88

NICKEL
Lipensedby

PLATERS.

United Nickel Go., of New York,
AUBURN, MAINE.

tfca

BfAll Orders will have Prompt
l»n®

A

PERMANENTLY

tteatl.n,

eod&wly STu&Tb

cur

THOMAS G. GEREISH Lowell, Mass.
ra^Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicin
myH
d&wly

at 3 o’lock—Mondays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
I.enve Bailey’s Island at 7.30, Hnrpswell
at 8 oclock, same (lays.
seplOdtf

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington
STEAMSHIP CINE

i&St'—k
Bj

Eatr

times

■

Passengers booked to Londonderry and Liverpool.
The Steamship

Boston direct every Tl'EMDAI
and SATURDAY.
AND

SARDINIAN, Capt. Dutton,
will sail from this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, DECEMBER lO,
immediately after the arrival of the train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passages to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin,
(according to accommodations,) £30, £70, £S0 ;
Intermediate passage 940.
"Return Tickets, 9100, £1*43 and £130.
Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For freight or cabin pass ge apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage passage inward and outward, and for
on
England in sums to suit, apply to
sight drafts
JAMES L. FARMER, No. 3 India St.
uovl9dtf
Portland Nov. 17, 1877.

week.

Slumi mil aBrnr
Pirst Class Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
OEOROE APPOLD.

HOTELS.

~PA$SmpDDV

WM. KENNEDV.
IlLACKSTONE.
and MoCLELLAN.
Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight lorwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

Mosely.
Freight forwarded Irom Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places In
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,
Boston.

To ali points of North and Sonth Carolina
by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
„points
B. R., II, W.Dayison, Agent, 219
Wasningtonstreet,

Boston.

Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $15,
For freight or passage to
Norfolk,Baltimore, Wash*
■gton, or other Information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,

class meals on arrival of boat, and have amnio
notice ot departure of either boat.
Stages for
Pembroke and. Denny svillo leave this house.
A. PIKE & CO., Proprietors,
decll
dlw

PORTLAND. ME.
Tbe best Located House for Business Men

by
Druggists.
for sale

him

and all
Examination free. People can be treated at their
residence when desired._
oc21d6m
_

THE BEST:—THE CHEAPEST.
THE AMERICAN SOFT CAPSULE COMPANY’S
PURE CAP8ULATED
MEDICINES. In Metallic Boxes. Full
direction for use.
Castor Oil, Codliver Oil
25c,
Oil Turpentine, Bals. Copaiba, 25c*
Oil of Cubebs with Copaiba,
50c*
Oil Male Fern with Kamala,
75c
Finest Oil of Sandalwood, $1.00
B^*Ask fob the American
“STAR” Trade-Mark, and see you get
dec4
For Sale by all Druggists.
dim

! FALL AND WINTER

COMPANY.

The thoroughly tested Lubricator, for Steam and
Street Cars, Paper, Rolling, Cotton and Woolen Mills,
Sugar Refineries, Gas Works, Brick Yards, Dredging
Machines,and forall Machinery with heavy bearings.
Also tor Carriages, Wagons, Carts,
Drays, etc.

This Lubricator combines

econo-

my, durability, and perfect
lubrication
without friction, gnmming or running. The absence
of all friction renders it an indispensable
auxiliary
for cooling journals and boxo9 on Steam Cars. The
coldest weather has no efiect on this Lubricator.
It has been conceded by thoso that have thoroughly tested this article, that it Is superior to any lubricator ottered to the public, and that it is a saving of
30 to 50 per cent.
The Company manufactures three difleront grades,
designed severally ior Steam and Horse Cars, Machinery, Trucks, Drays, Carriages, &c„ all of which
secured by Letters Patent, granted 1876.
All goods guaranteed as represented and
put up in
convenient packages for the trade.
Orders addressed to the Union Lubricator Co., No.
6 Haymarket Square, Boston, will bo promptly
attended to.
We are permitted to refer to the following:
Portland, .June 15,1877.
To the Union Lubricator Co., 6 Haymarket Square.
Boston:
We have thoroughly tested your Lubricator on our
road and find it to be ot great merit,
iunning 6 weeks
and over 3000 miles without replenishing,
thereby
saving in time and expense. We can safely recommend its use on all railways.
ALMON LEACH, Supt,
HENRY S. BENNETT. Master Mechanic!
W. H. FESSENDEN,
Treasurer Portland Machine Work.
I. D. WILSON,
Foreman Portland Machine Works.
HENRY S. CLAY.
Livery Stable Keeper. 7 Market Square.
S. P. CHADBURN,
Proprietor Stages Portland to Bridgton,
IRA

CLAY,

Truckman at Milliken & Co.’s, Commercial St.
FRED

CUMMINGS,

Cumberland Paper Co.
W. S. JORDAN,
CumberlaDd Paper Co.
WINSLOW MACHINE WOKS,

Je23dtf

Union Street.

“A Complete Pictorial History of the
Times.”—’’The best, cheapest and most
successful Family Paper in the Union.”

Harper’s Weekly.
ILLUSTRATED,!
Notices of the Press.
The Weekly is the ablest and most powerful illustrated periodical published in this country. Its editorials are scholarly and convincing, and carry much
weight. Its illustrations of current events are full
and fresh, and are prepared by our best designers.—
Louisville Courier Journal.
Harper's Weekly should bo in every family tbro’out the land, as a purer, more interesting, higbertoned, better illustrated paper is not published in
this or any other country.— Commercial Bulletin,

Boston.

Tho Weekly is the only illustrated paper of the day
that in its essential characteristics is recognized as a

national paper.—Brooklyn Eagle.

Postage free

to all

Subscribers in the P. 8

HARPER'S

WEEKLY, one year,.§4 00
§4 00 includes prepayment of U. S. Postage by the

publishers.
Subscriptions to Harper’s Magazine, Weekly,
and Bazar, to one address, for one year, §10.00; or,
two of Harper’s Periodicals, to ono address lor one

year, §7 00; postage free.
An extra copy of either the Magazine, Weekly,
Bazar, will be supplied gratis for every Club of
Five Subscribers at §4 00 each, paid for by one remittance; or, Six Copies one year, without extra copy,
for §20 00.
Back Numbers can be supplied at any time.

been
NOTICE

hereby given, that the subscriber has
duly appointed and taken upon himself
is

th*1 trust of Administrator with the Will annexed
of the estate of
CHARLES SAWYER, late of Portland,
in tbe County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit tbe same; and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make

payment to

in connection

FBOM

—

O S T O No

*ith OLD COLONY RAILROAD.

Boston to the South. Only Tri-Weekly
Line.
Quick Time, Low Rates, Frequent De-

connecting

with the Clide Mtramen, .ailing
pvpi-y MONDAY, WED« ESDA Y and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, -and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C.,

[

N LLOYD

New York, Southampton, London,
11avre and Bremen.
The Steamer, of tho Company will Bail every
Saturday from Bremen Pier, loot of Third Street,
Hoboken.
Kates of Pawmge—From New
York
to
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
cabin, $100; second cabin, $60, gold; steerage, $30
currency. Apply to
OELRICHS & CO.,
2 Bowling Green, New York.
D. W. LITTLE, Agent for Portland.
dly
no?8_

Maine

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.
Steamers Eleauora & Franconia
Will until Ihrther notice, leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with tine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage,
including State
Room, $3. Meals extra. Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to

Portland,

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.

J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R„ New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street.
decl6tf

STONINGTON

ready

“RA1,”

to

convey parties to any resorts in th
ieinity at reasonable rates. Apply to
JOHN RAY,
No.
Commercial Wharf or 219 Brackett street

Jill

O V ALL

Roll

Top Desk.

A first-class, new, roll top desk
is offered tor sale at a bargain.
Apply at tbe
_

oet29

PRESS OFFICE,

,itf

Job

Printing.

Fuliy appreciating the very liberal patronage which
has been bestowed by the r bile upon this department of our office, we would ..licit a continuance of
the same, and will spare no pains to make snch patronagd deserved, we guarantee satisfaction iu every respect.

COMPETENT WORKMEN
Are employed, and their highest aim ig to give perfect satisfaction by

Excel lence of Work.
The Job Department is thoroughly stocked with
typo and other material lor the

PUBLICATION OF BOOKS,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Calais, St. John, N, B., Auuapolis, Windsor and Halifax. N. IS.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I,
ARRANGEMENT.

FALL

TRIPs”PER

TWO

WEEK.

and after Monday, Sept.
17th the SteamersCity of Portland
Capt. S. H.iyke, and New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot
On

State St., every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00
M„ ior Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St.John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Aunapolie, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sliediac, Amherst, Pictou, Snmmerside, Charlottetown, P. E.
I., Fredericktown, N. B., and all stations on the Intercolonial Railway.
^“Freight received on day of sailing until 4
o’clock p. m.
For Circulars, with
maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further intormation apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Inof
P.

surance Co.,) or of
mh21dtt
A. R.

o’clock

P.

H.,

CARDS,

S1.5Q

Passengers by

this line

reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
and State Rooms lor sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 266 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the varion.
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as nsnal.
de30-76dtf
J. H. COYLE, or., Gen’l Agt,

_KF*Tickets

via

Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

Pnuenger Trnin. leave at 12.35 p. m, and 5.15
p. m. The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with

a

Mixed Train for liCwi.ion Au-

burn, Wintbrop and Waterville. The 11.45
p. m. train is the Night Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car attached, which
makes close connection at Hangar lor all stations on the
Bangor
--'v-»,«io,nuu u. W 11, A.
IVdUn.ljr, JM1U lur
lloullon, Wood.lock. mi. Andrews, Hi.
Mtepben, Ht. John nud Halifax.
PnMcngcr Trnini arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains-from
Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40a.m. The day trains trom
Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all
mtermediate stations at 2.55 and 3.00 p. m.
from Augusta, Bath, K. <fc L.
The night Pullman Express

The afternoon train
R. K. at 6.22 p. m.
ti am at 1.50 a. m.

D
^JAYSON
Portland, Dec, 3, 1877.

TUCKER, Sup’t.

julldtf

Maine Central Kailroad.
attention of shippers of freight at Portland
Is called to the new arrangement of freight
trains on Maine Central R, R., to take ettect APRIL

an2dtf

BOSTON A MAINE BAILIIOAD
Fall Arrangement.
On and After Monday, Oclel. e
ing at Boston atl0.45 a. m„ 1.30, 8.00 p. in. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 3. 30 p.m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.10 5.10 8.10 p. m. For
W'ell., North Berwick, salmon Fall.,
Ureal Falla. Dover,
Koche.ter, FarmAlton Bay, Newmarket,
ington, N. II

Exeter, Ilavrrhill, |Norlh Andover, l.awrenre, Andover and ,Lowell at 6.15. 8.45 a.
For Manche.ier nnd Conm., 13.15 p. m.
cord, N. II., i(via Newmarket Junction,) at

6.15 a. m. 3.15 p. m. (via Lawrence,) at 8.45 a. m.
For Mcaborrongb, Pine Point, Old Orchard
Biddrford and
Beach,
Haco,
Kennebnnk at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.m.
morning Train, will leave Kennebnnk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m. The 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with the Bhoie
Line and the Boston & Albany Road, for New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This is
also the qnickest route to the West. Through
Ticket, to nil Point. Month and Wen nt
xrains on isoston ® Maine road
rnie*.
connect with all steamers miming between Portland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maci las,
Eastport, Calais, St. John and Haliiax. Also, connect with Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station. and Maine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg
trains at Transfer Station. All trains stop at
Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class
dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FCRBER, Gen. Snpt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

10.30

Ac., Ac.

_dtf

of Time.

for all stations, rnnning through to
Swantoit and Burlington.

a. m.

Every Variety and Style ol Work

3.43 p. nt. for Upper Bartlett and Intermediate
Stations.
ARRIVE.

COLORS

11.10 a. m. ftom Upper Bartlett, <£c.
4.43 p. m. lrom all stations on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Snpt.
Portland. Oct, 5,1877.
octl ldtf

in

BRONZE

or

In fine, we are prepared to print
everything
can be printed in this State, from tho

which

Eastern

Railroad,

OCTOBER 8, 1877

IMF POSTER
TO

THE

SMALLEST

LABEL.

OUR PRICES FOR WORK
will be found as low (or lower) as can be obtained for
first-class work in any Regular Job
Printing Office.
Please give us a call, or send your order to

DULY PE5S JOB PRINTING HOUSE,
109

Exchange Street.
MAINE.
PORTLAND,
,

PAMMEIHiER TKAINN trim. Portland
for Scarboro’, Waco,
Biddeford, Kcnm-buuk, Wells, North Berwick, Mouth
Berwick,
Conway Junction. Clio I,

Kittery,

Portaiuouth,

Newburypm.

Malem, Lyuo, Chelaea and Bouton <4
8.45 a. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebnnk, Kittery,
PortMinonth, Hamptons, New bury port.
I^ynn, Chelsea and Boston al
•1.15 p.

3.13 p.

n».

in.

Biddeford acromodaiin, train.

Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Expreu with Nlteping Car, (or
Boston al 3.13 a, n>., every day (except
Mondays.)

RETURNING,
IiCnreBo.tonat7.30n.ni., 13.30 and

7.00
p. m., connecting with Haim t'enirnl
and K. dr N, A. Railway for Mt. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

Through Tickets to all Points South and West a*
owest rales. Pullman Car Tickets for Strata and
Berths at Ticket Office.
Jnililt*A. P. ROCKWELL. President.

Administrator’s Sale.
to
license from the Probate Court
PURSUANT
tor Cumberland couuty, I shall sell at public
auenon at
a

tho office of William L. Putnam in Portland,on the twelfth (12) day ot January, A. D. 1878,
at twelve (12) o’clock noon, the
following a.-sets of
Daniel Winslow, late of Deering,
deceased, viz.:
Mutual Benefit Life Insnranco Co. policy No. 79-1.
for $3000 on life ©f Henrietta Winslow.
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. policy No. 795
for $3500 on life ot Josenb L. Winslow.
one carnage, one horse, and one
sleigh and fnrnlturo iu deceased’s homestead
belonging to him.
A lot ot land and stable thereon in said
Deering,
near Back Cove, and the same
conveyed to said Daniel Winslow by Stephen I. Sanborn
deed dated
by
ieb. 27, A. D. 1841,Recorded in Cumberland Registry, vol. 208, p. 91.
All the right, title and interest which said Daniel
had, at his decease, in and to a lot of land in Deering. neat to Elias Hersey’s lot, ami the same described in a deed from said Daniel Winslow to Alfred
B. Winslow, dated duly 23, A. D. 1875, recorded in
said Registry, vob 414, p. 480; and in and to the
dwelling house and lot where Baid Daniel lived at his
decease, and being the same described in a mortgage
from Daniel Winslow ct als. to Eben
Mclntosb.dated May 4th, A. D. 1842, recorded in said
Registry,
•”

vol. 178, p. 331.
......

Administrator ol goods

A. B. WINSLOW,
and estate of Daniel Wins-

l0ff-_

promptly attended to.

decl0d3w

lobtained tor mechanical devices, medical, or other
ornamental
oinponnds,
designs, trade-marks, ard
labels, Caveats, Assignments, Interlerences, etc
nventions that have been

H jJ Liu 1 U iP08^6

AC

Li U La \J A Li XJ face,

‘i'e

we can

ftrtent'o/!

make

closer

searches, and secure Pat-

promptly and wijh broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.
tents

more

d

us

a

model

or

sketch ot your device; we make examinations free of charge
and advise as to paAll

C. D. NVIAI.I.,

ccl22d3m_
Vaults

On and after MONDAY, Oct. 8, 1877,
trains will ran as follows:
7.00 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
8 a. m for Gorham, (Mixed.)
12.35 p. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
l.ROp. m. for Island Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
5.30 p, m. for Auburn, Lewiston anil South Paris.

•-•ataaaiaag-v

ARRIVALS.
from Lewifton and Auburn.
9.30 a. m. trom Gorham (Mind).
2.20 p. m. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
2.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
6.00 p. m. from Lewiston, Auburn aud South Paris
8.30 a.

m.

JPassenaer Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
--

Cleaned and
moved.

—

Tickets sold at Keduced Hates \
T» Canada, Detroit, Chicago, dlilwaa.
Uee, Cincinnati, Ml. l.oai* Omaha *
HaglDBir, HI. Faul, Mall l.ukr Citr,
Denver, Man Frautiwe,
and all point, in the

Northwest, West and

Southwest.

GRAND TRUNKRAILWAY 1. InnT.I.n.iia
condition, Is well equipped wilh
«tock, and 1. making the best connection, and
*
eet time of any route from Portland to the Waal
PALACE DRAWING ROOM
pr-PCLLSlAN
“
aSd
SLEEPING CARS are
the tra
train.
leaving Portland at! .50 p.m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not eubject to Custom Hons.
The Company are not responsible lor
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and
no,lc® ls gireu, and paid ior at the
ot
najiwm
one passenger for
every $500 additional value.
6entral Jfoaoftr.
W. J. SPICER,
Superintendent.
THE

flretUlSe^SltoS
quick?

C.ril.h, M«.
Ashev

examfo£

thaU^Son'rate

W^^ptcpv*1(iN’

Ke

CLAIRVOYANT.

MADAHE N.», n iDItOA.tN celebrated
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Pereas. can
now located at No. \ Mechanic St., where she can be
consulted by all who wish to make ber a call
Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching oat lost, hidden or stolen
treasures. «£c., and was never known to be at fault*
Do not miss t his opportunity of consulting the gre:
est fortuneteller of the age. fer ns entering intou' ?
new business or profession, the con ncting of which
they do not understand, will hnd it to their advantage to pay her a visit,of bhe can foretell the destiny
the world and describe them
of frieudsin any patd
descnlies all manner of disease
perfectly. She also an(*
that
gives medicine for the same
She has given universal satisfaction to all wl.o
W *>»**»» ‘ravel,
AfX

Seven

5

tinc^h0.^

veilr^Told!

T.rn

ote®tim.0Kia's given it desired.
C*"ls'

from 9 A

MPto9p°<i|La‘lie!'50

OW“0^rs

Ashes Hauld.

or

Street

Vaults cioauod,
s. p.

iolSdtf

_

ORDERS promptly attended to bv calling at
ALL
addre^mjr
k. GIKSONt
Address
anldtt
sks Congress

Address

i»C

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

cor-

Horses Wintered.

are

Grand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada.

attached

puiuPTcn &

and
at

Monmouth, Winthve^,
BeadAeld, Went Waterville and Wat *

▼tile

Passenger Trains will leave Portland

TICKETS,

Portland,
INDIA
3 P, M..

Rockland and all stations on Knox & Linand for Lewiston via Brunswick at
7 00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Hath at 7.00 a. m„ 12.40 and 5.20
p. m.
For Farmington,

Change

Leaving
7

m.

For

Commencing October 8, 1877.

pq24__dtf

at

12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Mhowhegau at 12.35,12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Anitn.ta, Jlallowell, llardlne.' and
Krun. wiclt at 7.00 a. m., 12.40,5.20 and 11.45
p.

FLYERS,

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO DIIAKUE UNLESS PATENT
IS
9
SECURED.
We refer to officials in the Patent
and to
Office,
inventors in every 8tate in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite'Tatent Office, Washington. D. C,

Daily,

MONDAY, Pfcc. 3, 1877.
Paa.enger Train, leave Portland (or Uan*or, Dexter, BeHaat and Wnterville at

RAILROAD.

tentability.

FRANKLIN WHARF,

a. m.

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R.R, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) with through
trains of Grand Trunk It. R.
deldtfJ. M. LTTNT, Supt.

PROGRAMMES,

BOSTON STEAMERS.

ows:

Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washiogton, at New Londoa with Norwich
Lino Stc;;men», due at Pier
No, 40. North
River New York, at 6.00 a. m.
6.30 P. M. Local for €«orhaui.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00,11.00 a. ra. (Fxnresfl
arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., and l.io p in
Leave Gorham 6,00 a.m., arriving at Portiana h *u

PORTLAND & OUDEMRIj

POSTERS,

STUBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf.

The Superior Sea Going Steamers
FOREST CIT1? AND JOHN BROOKS
until
further notice, run alternately as folwill,

West.
330 P.M. N tea in boat Express through to
New Loudon without change. Connects at Rochester for Dover and fireet
Falls, at Epping for Manchester a.. I
Concord at Naxliau tor Lowell hi. i
Bomou, at Aver Junction for Fitchburg and the West via lloonac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad tor New York, at Putnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line*’ for

»cpt5

and for printing

the Only Insid« Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

always in advance of all other lines. Bagchecked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little;* Co.’s,49i Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York,
President,
ocl 73
dtf

«

jn.

M, IM77. train. will I, FA t i
FOB BOMTON
at 8.15, 8.43 a. m., 3.15 p. m., arriv-

This is

Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with tne elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tues-

and 0.30 p. m.
* .»«
7..50 Jk.
Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. in.,
ft oh to a 1.15 p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and

.-".zJ POBI LANO

LINE

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every

follow*
7.30 a. m.,

_

OTHERS.

WHARP, RONTON, daily
(Sunday excepted.)

dtl

Advertisers will find it cheaper to t ct their JOB
PRINTING done where they got their Advertising.

FOR NEW YORK.

AHEAD

Leave Portland

at

PAV.SON TUCKER, Superintendent

LIKE.

BETWEEN

run ns

March 31st. 1877.

D. D. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877.
_janlldtf

STEAMSHIP

tB^

THF.

to

JOSEPH A. LOCKE,
Administrator with Will annexed.

“ZEPHIRUS’rAND
are now

dtf

Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoid d
Insurance one-eighth of one per cent.
For Rates of Freight, or other information, Japply

NORTH

'Frmine will

fwrr-fmTi

^irw'

2d, 1S77.
Freight tor Lewi.ion, Auburn, Bangor,
and Belfa.1 received at freight house befora 5 30
P. M., will be forwarded same day, and will be
ready
for early deliverer at destination next morning

partures.
Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, aud forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there

Portland, Dec. 4, 1877.aec6dlaw3wT*

Pleasure Wagons.

Proprietor.

sept21

For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
E. CUSHING, Assistant MaDger.
Portland, Nov. 18, 1877.
nov!9dtf

or

The Volumes of the Weekly commence with the
year. When no time is mentioned, it will be understood that the subscriber wishes to commence with
the Number next after the receipt of his order.
The Animal Volumes of Harper’s Weekly.in neat
cloth binding, will be sent by express, free of expense, provided the freight does not exceed one dollar, for §7 00 each. A complete Set, comprising 21
Volumes, sent on receipt of cash at the rate of §5.25
per vol., freight at expense of purchaser.
Cloth Cases for each volume, suitable for binding,
will be sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of §1.00
each.
Indexes to each volume sent gratis on receipt of
stamp.
Subscriptions received for Harper’s Periodicals
only.
Newspapers are• not to copy this advertisement
without the express order of Harper & Brothers.
Address
HARPER & BROTHERS, New York.

[furnished,

I

charge.

gage

TERMS:

This bouse is being refitted and
and trill be re-opened
September 25, 1877.
D. S. FOGG,

WEEK,

The Steamer LEWISTON,
Capt. Chas. Deeriug, will leave
Railroad
Wharf, foot of State
Street, every Friday evening,
at IO o’clock, for Rockland, Camden,
Belfast,
Searsport, Bucksport, Castiue, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
South-West and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesport and Macbiasport.
Returning, will leave Macbiasport every T needay morning at 4.30 o'clock,
touching
as above, (except Bucksport and
Searsport,) arriving
iu Portlaud same night, usually connecting with
Pullman train and early morning trains for Boston
and the West.
The Steamer Richmond having been withdrawn
from the Bangor route, Passengers and Freight for
W interport, Hampden and Bangor will be forwarded
via Sanford Steamship Company without extra

—

MAN5JFACTIJRINO

Limerick House.

ARRANGEMENT.

TRIP PER

PbilaflelpMa & New England Steamship Lina

Union Lubricator

WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors

auglOdeodtf

For tbo Penobscot and Machias.

dj"Y"DE?9
THE

STEAM.

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.

dlwtM.W.S

ONE

1)R, D. G. CARLTON, No. IO
Market Square,
will
treat
all
diseases of the feet: Corns, Bunions, inor bad nails, &c.,
so
that
the
growing
boot can be
worn
imRemember Dr.
mediately.
Carleton*B Corn Annibilator is a sure cure for Chil-

"BY

HEATED

FARE, 35 CENTS.

STEAMBOAT CO.

NOVEMBER 13. 1877-

UNITED STATES HOTEL, For Lewiston and Auburn.

m.

PORTLAND, BilVtlOR&MAIUIAS

Mo.

opened for guests on Saturday, November 24th.
The well-known and historic beauty ot the location,
the tirst-class appointments of the Passamaquoddy
(which are not excelled east of Portland), the new
industries and increasing business of Eastport offer
extra inducements to travellers, business men
and pleasure seekers.
No efforts will be
spared to make the “Passamaquoddy’’ a
cheerful and comfortable borne. Passengers
by International line of Steamers may obtain first-

*!"***.!
nfcii
Will leave the East Side o( Custom House Wharf
every day ior Jones’ and Trcfethen’s Landings,
and Hog Island, at 8 45, 10.45 a. m. 1.45,4,45 p. m.,
returning after each trip.
A Mailing Trip every pleasant afternoon,

oo2

Portland & Rochester R.R.

Having been thoroughly renovated and refurnished,

ii ii

at 3.00 p.

HOUSE,

Bastport,

PORTLlM&fpTERlji

Maine
Central
RAILROAD.

—

Vrsn

O O JETL2XT S X

au2dtf

Office] No.

A

EFFECTUALLY and

New House containing
part of city,
IN allWestern
the modern improvements. Inquire at this

Burglar

RANDALL

Family Medicine.

Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flatulency and Pains in the Stomach, Water Brash,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Worms, Piles, Rheumatism,
Skin Diseases,Diseases of the Liver,Kidney and Bladder Complaints,Female Diseases,prevents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blood, is peculiarly adapted to the
and cure ot Fever ana Ague, Bilious,
grevention
:emittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part of the city. The best hargaiu
in the market this season.

Hotel Annunciators, <ftc,, at lowest rates.

to purchase

A

Apply to
C. P. MATTOCKS,
31J Exchange Street.

no26dtf

HENRIETTA

Leaves west side of Custom House Wharf for Cong
Island, I.illle Chebengae, Great Che
bengue, Harpswell and Bailey's Island,

Co.

Steamship

Under contract for the conveyance of

STEAMER TOURIST.

RESTAURANT,
Offices in St. Julian Hotel.

subscribers

city

STEAMER

II

Montreal Ocean

FOR THE ISLANDS.

dtf

General Agents forfurnisbing
THEandAlarm.
putting iu Shute’a Improved Fire and
Also

THE

ffflHE Stockholders of this Company are notified to
X meet at the office of said Company in Portland
on Monday, January 7, 18T8, at 3 o’clock P. M. for
the purpose ot choosing Directors for the ensuing
5ear and for the transaction of any other business
that may be legally acted upon.
R. O. CON ANT, Secretary.
dcl5
dtd

UOtI

ocl9

FIRE AND BURGLAR ALIBI

annual meetiug of the Stockholders of “The
Canal National Bank of Portland” for the election of seven directors and for the transaction ot any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at their bauking house on Tuesday, the
eighth day of January, 1878, at 11 o’clock A. M.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.

Dec. 7,1877.dtd

street.

or

of ever j

Portland, Dec, 7, 1877.de8dtd

Exchange

and

Return

which may legally be
holden at the Bank on
10 o’clock A. M.

brought before them will be
TUESDAY, Jan. 8, 1878, at
CIIAS. PAYSON, Cashier.

JOHN C. PROCTER,
93

Portland, Dec. 7,

riuife stocitnoiaers oi tnis mmc are

Hereby notified
X that tbeir annual meeting for the choice of
Directors and the transaction ot anyotbor business

Inquiroot

1.

oc20dtf

Present.

•*o3dtfProvdncee, R.y.

blains;

now

and Williams* Co.. Nash'

STEAM BOILER.

Week for the

a

(53 Central Wharf, Boston.
E. H, ROCKWELL, Agent,

a

fire.

THE LYDIE

no28dlm

FLOUR.

either

Manufactured uy
D. Arthur Brown A Co., Fi.herville, IV. II.
deoil
eod3m

287 Commercial St., B. & M. R. R. Wharf.
Orders by mail promptly attended to, and satisfac-

tion assured.

o

MEDICAL.

Let.

in Farrington
Congress street
Block,
ROOMS occupied
by Dr. Tasker. Possession given

Ask your Dealer for the
Standard Broiler.
Is isljnst what you want.
The Trade supplied by
Fuller, Dana & Fitz,

Cumberland

PAINE,

over

Wood lire.

on
not let

State Rooms on Steamers secured in advance at
24 Exchange St., and at the Depot.
J. W. PETERS,
J. M. LUNT,
Gen. Ticket Agent.
Supt.
Utf
sept28

Free Street.

stable No. 257 Oxford St. House
with gas and Sebago. Stable
horses. Apply at the premises, or at
75 PORTLAN D STREE T.

not get ashes'or
DES
coal
the meat.

Lvkens Valley Coal.
Mhamokiu

or

Cooks Steak so quickly
that all the Juices and flavor are retained.

KALMIA

V^ehigh,

45

To Let,

THE

Sbow Window and Good Basement. Enquire or
nov20dtf
SAMUEL THURSTON.
__Free St. Block.

Coals. These are Special Coals and deserving the
attention of purchasers who want a reliable article.
For sale in quantities to suit at low
prices by

nov22dtt

permises.

Patented April 10, 1877.
simplest and best
artible tor Cooking
Beef Steak ever in-

T

Ocean Insurance Company.

oiTeTn-

a

nf

Merchant's National Bank.

Post Office or its immediate vicinage is not
the most convenient place to order your Coal,
except to comparatively tew of the coal consumers.
The most convenient places to leave your orders
are in the postal boxes nearest
your residences; and
“Bro.” Baker likes that kind best on which is noted,
Collect C. O. D.
Jf you wish to obtain first class Coal, well picked
and screened, and prompt delivery, either call at office 198 Commercial St., or address your postal to
JAMES II. BAKER,
dec7d2wBox 618, City.

WE

Part

dipt

THE STANDARD RROILER.

Free street Block, Portland.

SNIARDON, THE

GENERAL AGENT VOR

with capital is desired with means
to buy logs and extend the business
We can show this to be one ot the
best paying investments in this
country. Forlnll particulars ap.
SMITH & STONE,
ply to
Owners, Washington, D, C.
We respectfully refer by permission to Hon. John H. Rice,
Hon, John Lynch, Hon. Geo. W.

parity and free burning
be convinced of its
qualities. Try
superiority over any Red Ash Coal in the market.
Also in stock Johns, Oilberton, Thomas,

Social and Business Forms and Gu de to

To Let.
a good neighborhood, a nico and very convenient rent or six rooms, to a family without small
children.
Inquire at No. 6 Horton Place, leading

©cl7dtf

deU_

Thurston,

115 franklin street.
nov27dtf

Right

HOTEL TO LEASE.

it and

—

Furnished
hand bell.

THE

Dyer, Attorney.

Stock, New Styles, Prices Reduced.

Unsurpassed

MANUAL

—

Covers, Stools

Samuel

28 MARKET
repairs

Lowest

and Ottomans.

!

Sale

Let.
room to let, at

A PARTNER

ORGANS

_eodtf

To

part of house No. 234 Oxiord St., very
convenient, containing eight rooms, gas and
For
Sebago.
particulars apply to F. H. WIDBER,
220 Commercial Street.
sepl8dtf

We own a first class Saw Mill
in Washington, D. C.. capable of
cutting Seven Million Feet per annum.
New and in good order.
Excellent home market for all we
can cut.
Wood will nearly pay
rnnning expenses,

AND]—

Only Line innning through cars between Portland
and Long Island Sound Steamers, and avoiding the
aunoying Carriage transfer through Boston. Leave

AFTER

#

BOSTON OFFICE 4S CHATHAM ST.

delldtf

«jj)L

TIME.

OP

On and after .tlouday, Nov. 19th,

via

TO NEW YORK* 1 1
and KKTTJRN
L.

Store to Let.
Januaay 1st, the desirable store No. 88
Commercial St., Thomas Block, now occupied
by L. C. Briggs & Co. Inquire of
dec5dlm
F, J. ROLLINS, 22 Exchange St.

—

JOSIAII WEBB & CO.,

Chesley,

2611-2 Middle St.
decll

BY

Trips

Prom

Portland & Worcester & Norwich Lines.

To Let.
Laundry, Billiard Room and

LUMBERMEN.

MILTON, MASS.,

$6.50 NKWTyAR?K

other.

Bottle.

Three

ALDAN LINE.

a. m.

Harpswell Steamboat
Company.

CHANGE

THE

ocz7dtf

Federal Street, Portland Maine.
For sale in Portland by Sullivan & Osgood, 84
Portland St.; Wm. Weeks, 319 Congress St.; S. N.
Goding, 23 St. Lawrence St.; A. L. Millett, 588 Congress St.; J. Hudson & Co., 671 Congress St. Deering—Yari|B. Bray, Morrill’s Corner.
ocfS
eod6m

MANUFACTURED AT

REDUCED RATES.

to be Let.
second and third stories over Jewett Bros.
store, corner of Middle and India streets—ten
rooms. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate
Agent.
de8dtr

room

»14

Established 1843.

.TftRTt.ia

house and
THEcontains
9
for three

BOSWORTH & CO.,
G. P. DOWNES, State Agent,

BROMA.

—

no

jy_dtf

Boarding House

To

J. H.

AND

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

n°24_

Price 25 Cents Per

COCOA

IT

rooms

Ask for Starchene and take

Chocolate,

Annlv tn "WHf

noitt.

superior as an ingredient in starch to recure
proper stiffness and a beautilul polish. Once tested,
it will always be used.
From tho “Boston Home Journal,” July 7, 1877,
We caution the public about imitations of tha
Starcbene, as unscrupulous persons nro omlonv.
oriDg to introduce a spurious article on tlie market.
Each of our bottles will be labelled with our Trade
Mark. Do not take any other.
For Sale by all Apothecaries and Grocers

fg8

Staterooms on steamers and cbairs in Parlor cars
secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern K.
R. Offices Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FCRBER, General Sup’t. B. & M. R. R,

and Rooms in Adams’ Block, 21 and 22
Market Square,
de8d2w
W. W, WHIPPLE & CO.

use

very

**•

A whole Kiglit’s rest going and
coming, and avoid confusing

To Let.
Tenement ol 8 rooms to let in
Free Street.
C. A. WESTON.

use

Portland &

enjoy

DESIRABLE,

use

Starcbene,’Perfumed Starch Enamel, which [is
kept by the Grocers, is an article of genuine value.
It has been used in our family, and been
pronounced

S3

lished on the first-, floor.
Real Estate Agent.

Good Ren!.
cheap rent on Munjoy street, Portland. Sebago and other modern improvements
Call or address,
I. L. ELDER,
novlidtf
Attorney at Law, 119i Exchange St.

STAECHENE.

«■«

The centrally located Hotel known as the
Adams House, on Temple Street, in this
city, is offered for lease. It contains more
than forty rooms, together with three stores.
a responsible party low rates will be
^_To
given. Its convenient location for business men must
make it very desirable as a first class Lodging House,
as meals could be bad at the restaurant now estab-

Horn Dow St.

use

fine Laundry finish,

GOOD BUSINESS CHANCE.
Hotel and Stores to Rent.

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

Insurance one half the rate of
sailing vessels.
B reight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded iree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B, SAMPSON, Agent
Jn23-lyO Cons Wharf. Boiisn

—

IN

STAECHENE.

to

The Cluster of Gems.

labor,

across Bos-

some

STAECHENE.

Pg

Splendid Bound Volumes of the mostbrilliant Piano Music, by Strauss and others.

yeur linen to look like new,

To prevent the Iron from sticking,

o c

Gems of the Dance.

or

STAECHENE.
To

!£g
Magnificent bound volume of the most roand popular songs.

sand

STAECHENE.
If you want

Magnificent Bound Volume of Songs of the 5 of
most popular and musical character.
8 8 w

cent

any

The best Linen Polish in the world is

|

The Sunshine of Song.

ou

FOR HOT OR COLD STAR*

02.

The World of Song.

with

House To Let.
House, No. 16J High Street, near Danforth.
This house has Sebago and gas, and has just
been thoroughly repaired.
JONAS W. CLARK,
558 Congress Street.
sept27eodtf

theretf,

PERFUMED STARCH ENAMEL.

WEBBS’

BOOKS.

same

decl3dtf.

Wharfage,
From
From

ton both ways.

HALL

STAECHESE.

NO. 606 CONGKESS ST.,
Near nigh Street.

by covering the

or

Including Transfers

night changes.

Store to Let.
O TORE No 556 Congress street, next west of Oak
►O street, is tor rent. Good location for the stove
business. Apply to WM. H. JEEKIS, Real Estate

To Let.

suitable substance; and in case such owner or
occupant, or other person, shall neglect so to do. for
the space of six hours during the day time, he shall
forfeit and pay not less than two nor more than five
dollars and a like sum for every day that the same
shall continue so encumbered.
This ordinance will be enforced.
C. K. BRIDGES, City Marshal.
declSdtf
Portland, Dec. 14th. 1877.
other

dtf

Dr. Chas. A.

To Let.
TENEMENT on York street, between
Brackett and Clack streets. Also, one in Essex Lane.
Apply to JOHN SWEE'TSIR,
dcl5dtf
No. 5 Neal street.
NICE

Portland, Dee. 10, 1877.

ice* it shall be the
duty of the occupant] and im cate there is no ooeupant, the owner or any person having the oaro of
such building or lot, to cause such sidewalk to be
made safe andjconvenient, by removing the ice there-

Cumberland County,

jan8

dtf

innra

Tie above ordinance will be rigidly enforced.
C. K. BRIDGES,
City Marshal.
decl4dtf
Portland, Dep, 14,1877.

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.

dec4

nnr

owner or other
forfeit and pay a sum not less than
then tan Jnllnro

or
tr

for

31 1-3

rlnllar

nno

A5D

A

W.

sidewalk, such tenant, occupant,

persons, shall

37 Plutd Street

Constable

SCHOOL of tlio highest character for young
ladies. The course of study prepares for the
Harvard Examinations for Women.
A pleasant home under careful supervision is
provided for boarding pupils.
Terms including all school instruction and board,
9500 per year. Address the Principal,

J.

iSEftRY,

RAILROAD

For Twelve Dollars,

THE

CITY ORDINANCE.

—

PROPELLER ELLIE KNIGHT,
Capt Young, leaves Widgery’a
Wharf every Wednesday morning at 8 o’clock. Freight received
Tuesday until 5 P. M.
rates.
at
reduced
Passengers
decHdtfNATITL BLAKE.

Line.

delphia, at 10

Ihe Monad I jines lor Rew York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Mound M learner a in season for Mapper, and

TO LET.

A

OB

Ho

Trains leavina Portland at 8.45 a. m. connect with

Agent.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

Law,

at

novUG Gm*

B. PAINE, ^Teacher of Piano-Forte
Music ,uud Harmony, 337 Middle Street.
d3m*
sept27

fflook, fob and (gaid iKin4eh}

•

FEW good men can find pleasant rooms with
board, at 30 BROWN ST.
dtf
my24

A

KEITH.

G.

GERRY, JR.,

Attorney

_dtf

Teachers.

STREET,

Building.

Canal Rank

ELBRIRGE

School,

33 ° STQ N

A.

Accountant and Notary Public.
GEO. C. CODMAN,—Office No. 184 Mid-

ATTORNEV AT LAW,

EASTERN

a

Boarders Wanted.

and Silver Ware,
CO., 139 Middle St.

J. A. MERRILL ft

—

smal
Lady and Gentlemen boarders
TWOfamily.
19 BROWN STREET.
Apply to
nov3

VIA

FOB EASTPOBT AM) CALAIS.

Leave each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y

—

BOSTON & MAINE

Boarders Wanted.

JAMES MILLER, No. »1 Federal Stree

d6m

Watches, Jewelry

d3m

Otis

BOARD.

on-

Real Estate Agents.

Augustus

NewYork&Retum
—

Street.

UNITED STATES HOTEL.
nol4

Pearl Street,

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. »» Eichann

STEPHEN

vmsscs*

BOX 1355.

in

LANGUAGES,

Graduate of tbo Highest University of Germany.
German, French, I, at in and Greek.

St.

Plumbers.

LUDWIG TRIEST,
OF

Exchange

WHIT* KY & MEANS,
posife the Park.

EDUCATIONAL.

PROFESSOR

No. Ill

Address with references,
deHdtf

SHACKFOKH. No. 35 Plum

Steamship

—TO—

Carpenters and Builders.

of law.

tion.

Great care should be taken to save seed
only from perfect specimens which are up to
the standard requirements of their kind, and
as much superior as possible.
When two or
more kinds are planted near
together the
Beed should not be saved, as the product will
only be a mongrel, owing to the readiness
with which they mix. But it is better to
plant each variety by itself; and to save your
own seed for the squash can be
wonderfully
improve by good cultivation and careful selection of seed. I do not believe in changing
seed for the sake of a change. I have some
varieties of squashes the seed of which I
would.not exchange with any one, and I take
great care to keep them pure. The seed of a
squash should not be saved unless the quality
and flavor prove satisfactory at the table.
When thoroughly dry, the seed should be
carefully marked with the name and the
year. The special characteristics of the specimens, if it has any, should also be marked,
as au extra dry, extra sweet, or very dry.

A

Book Binders.

C. M. Perry refers to Howard & Cieaves.

PamILADEUPIIIA

RAILROADS.

Line

Independent

AND

Wanted.
MAN as Norse, and his Wife as' Cook—Protestant Americans preferred. (No children.)

STEAMERS.

BO ST O JST

SITUATION as assistant Book-Keeper or as
an Insurance Office
Good references,
CLEKR, this Office.
dec!7dlw*

HOYT * FOGG, No. »1 Middle Street.

BOSTON.

STEAMERS.

A Clerk in
Addrets

Booksellers and Stationers.

No. 11 Court St., Boom 4,

EXCURSIONS.

Wanted,

by S. VOUNG A- CO., Practical Horse
Shoera* 70 Pearl St. Price $1.50 per set

ATTORNEYS & COUNSELLORS-AT-LAW,

George

_WA^TS.

bicker,

Libby's Corner, Deering.

dtf

•

m. f. kickkr,
ibby.a €oracrlkD. friny

___da

THAT YOUNG MAN!
Th« lalett and b—I bit. Aik yonr book «r notre.
dealw for tot. Wj SO MBM a ropyOeUOJW

